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Foreword

To write a foreword to a book of memories 1s a
difficult, and in large measure a superficial task.
PATCHER

The

Board, however, would crave the tenderest

judgment of the reader, and remind him that it has
been its first attempt at book-making.

If many

thing appear amateurish, others trite, and some few
of bad taste, we beg the gentle reader to reserve his
more critical judgment, and receive the volume as a
cherished memorial of '22, and of our days together
on the Hill.
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Our Professors

It has been traditional, since the days of Plato, for
the pupil to offer his expressions of appreciation and
gratitude to those who have guided him through
the difficult and mysterious paths of learning.

Giv--:

ing of their best, along with themselves for the better
good of man, and God's higher glory, our professors
have become a_.11 things to us; interesting themselves
in our work and in our play; in our progress and in
our succes .

So it is, that while fully cognizant of

the inadequacy of any words of ours to o-ive due
praise to those who have labored o unselfi hly in our
interests, that we cede to them in this book of memoirs, a primal place, as a humble token of gratitude
and affection of the Class of Twenty-two.

REVERE D JAMES J. CARLI ,

. J.
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ME.

" J ohn L.," "Bake," "Manag r"
B. V . M. odality (2, 3, 4)
S ientific Society (3 )
Advisory enat~ (4)
Asst. Mgr., Track (3)
Manager, Track (4)

D pite the handicap of a year at C. .,
John wa not long in imbibing the irre i tible pirit of '22, in fact, thi breezily
pugnaciou gentleman from Maine did not
pau e at th m re inhibition but added
a little exuberance of hi own. Hi uncanny ability of care sing the mo t vulnerable portion of his friend ' anatomie
with thos playful love-tap , soon ju tified
the parental app llation of "John L. ,"
Between round , however, John found ample time for a ademic pur uit and wa
alway to be found in the van of the intelligentia. It i perhap to this diurnal
chola tic a iduity that we ma attribute hi unfortunate propen ity for aft rhour peregrination , order to the contrary notwith tanding.
But John' chief claim to di tin tion re t on hi indefatiga] le labor a track
manag r.
Here hi bu ine
acumen, per onalit and tact rendered him the
univer al upport of the "tape-breaker " and the whol -hearted re pect of oppo ing t am . John and hi " Tue day night " have alwa
be n to u a clo ed
book, hrouded in d epe t my t ry, o concerning hi ocial prowe s we can but
conjecture.
But, when parting time arrives, it i by no mean conjectural that
a truer friend and more loyal cla mate never de cended Linden Lane.
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LBERT L. BO RGEOI
LOWELL, M

" l'
Philomathi 0 , 2, 3, 4 )
r hestra (1, 2, 3, 4)
Pr mot~r , B . \ . 1\1. odality
la
F otball (2, 3, 4)
la s D ebating T eam (2, 3, 4 )

Purple

" Y' g tta get up, ' go tta o- t up , ' go tta g t up thi morning! ' Thu rauc u 1
w r we introdu ed to th
rgeant-Maj r of
. T . C. da . But with th removal f war-paint, " l' ' tru color and
r al charact r h n f rth and w
o n
forga e him the brutalit of that introdu tion. Qui t and con i t nt, po
ing
a k n mind, a read , it, a love for mu ic,
and abo
all, imbued with th
pirit of

b 11 h wev r,
and ' ti
fr m b min g ro ed.
till , h
for 'nio-htl w uld h tak hi wa
It will b
th
harm f "
and it , ill
rt to tho
to r
with him.

da

u ,
la ~mate
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LEO J. BO LER
PE CER

M

"L "
4}

Four
ar ag
emanat d
fir t tim from th rolling plain
r t th hill f Mt. t. Jam .
that mem rabl
ne d to and fr
imbibin o- truth and
worth. Th dail jaunt mu t be in trum ntal in ke pin g L in th pr p r mo d
throu o-h ut th da for n ver ha h be n
known to fr own mu h l
L
cowl whil
hi go d nature
m to be
lthou o-h of a qui t and om what r tnt natur L o ha th happ facult
f
makin o- fri nd , du no doubt t th
mni pr nt qualiti
f a g ntl man- kindne
and
mpath .
w igh d r mark , poignant ith wit and ar a m , had the ff
of m aking hi
pr en f lt wh n argument wa ed warm in th abod of th da - h l ar .
H oldin o- a uniqu di tin ti n .a
p n r
ol r pr ntativ , Leo and hi
onial p r grinati o:i have alwa
b en to u om what of an nigm a.
lud , h w er, and ith no little a uran ce that pencerian ir 1
ould ill
aff rd hi ab n .
L n
and inde d,
h ou l d he?
Th ratio
tudiorum
ophom r pr
d
ng div r ion, whil th
d to i J it him to
n o-r al r z al in hi que t
f r kn
ou on th
that in ita bl
a wait
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GEORGE F . BREE
WORCE TER, M

"Red"
Elocution ontest (1, 2)
Varsity Track (3)
la s Track ( 1, 2, 3, 4 )
enfresojun 'lub (1, 2, 3, 4)
Lecture Team (4)

" Red" was one of that irrepre ibl e gala y of 'commuter " who e voi e wer
al ways rai ed in debate regardle of the
i sue or the argumentativ worth of th
qu tion at hand. He wa con tantly in
the an, and ver r ady to come to the re cue of hi 'mate " of the benche with a
tim -killing barrage of question .
During Junior year he de eloped into a valuable addition to the var ity tra k team,
wh re hi "long-winded" capacitie ao-am
prov d an indi pen able a et.
1Ge rge i one of our er twhile en ign who aw ervi e on th oth r id .
though looking very trim and ea-going in hi gold braid on tho e day when th
horn guard and
- rvi e m n di played th ir r galia for th
di:fication of
Worce t r town, he r ceived their plaudit with .b ecoming mode t .
. G org was al way on of the shining li 0 -ht of th Juri prud nee las , and if
he hould not continue in hi 1 o-al pur uit , another Webster, or another Choate
will b lo t to the world.
But if he doe , the mo t allou ed gathering of ourt
f llower cannot fail to gi e h d to th impa ioned outbur t of an mbryo
Demo th ne.
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LEO D. BROW
MILLB RY, M

' Dinn , ' "Dint '
t.

M nd 1 lub (3, 4 )
tani slau
odality ( 1 2, 3, 4 )
e nfre ojun ( 1, 2, 3 4 )

Wh n th o-enial Prof or of Fre hman
A readino- the cla -li t on th fir t da

ear wa
p nt among
pin -laden odor
of the Mount.
Then efor ard h wa one of tho e who
on
a ear hold their C hane que R ue in th we ma hour .
are all
ertain that L o will mak a o-ood uro- on , in fa t, h would rather p rf rm
a o-rue ome operation him If than li ten to it ac ount.
'Dint ' i d id dl partial to p1 ni a a c rtain lak m
of a hi vem nt h wa abl to pronoun e th nam
Al o b
without

In all
, Leo i due to make go d in
mad la tino- fri nd of all with whom he ha
optimi rn arn tn
and abilit a ail in th 01
alread pa ed the half-wa mark and i n arino-

ti£ .
lak

hi ho n prof
H ha
m in conta t. If p r onalit
rnpiad of a hi rn nt L
ha
th ouo-ht-for rown.

CHARLE

W. B RKE

EW BEDFORD, MASS.

"Charlie," "Chas," " C. W."
Pu rple Con tributor (1, 2, 4)
P ATCHER Board
Glee lub (1, 3, 4)
Pres. Glee Club (4)
Phil sophical Academ y
Dramatics (4)
L ecture Team (4 )

We never realized the efficacy of an infectiou s laugh- until we met "Charlie."
If thi afore aid ri ibility indicator had
been hi
ole weapon of approach, he
would oon have won hi way to our af fection ; but when we cou pie with that
a wit that wa keen but never barbed and
a voice of uch melodiou po ibiliti s, hi
popularity is not difficult to e plain.
But "Charlie" b no mean
topped
ther ; a rather pronounc d a idity for the elu ive testimonial, a facility with the
lyri pen, evidenced numerou time in Purple page , early establi hed him a
one of Twent -two' bard . But it wa in Junior Philo ophy that he po iti el
ould a k the mo t mbarra ing que tion after a di ertation on
r
I d. H
the " quiddit of the quid ' and we firmly believe that Father Murphy reckoned
him a an opponent worthy of hi st el.
uch a "Charli ' ' pre enc enhanced our e ening , we were forced on more
than one occa ion to uffer hi · ab ence, for he wa a firm b liev r in the theor of
a " balanced" course.
o w feel that we, hi cla smate , are not alone in wishin g
him well in hi ho en career.
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ILLI
W TERB R

0

Dramati
lub (3, 4)
\'arsity F otball (2, 3, 4 )
i e-Pr s. Waterbury lub
la
Trea urer (4 )
Va r ity Track (1, 2, 3, 4 )
la
vCretary ( 1)

and r wa a gr at warri r but had
a r li h for th fine art . Hannibal wa
the able t ommander that e r li ed but
h wa n t d f r pron i nc in lit ratur
and f r a hi ah moral tandard.
o t o,
our Bill i th old Gr k id al of a ol-

ant ridin g and hi unfair u e
of ignal in ard
t hi pr we on th
aridiron and tra k hi
and
mak

foot-

u ma a w ll tr t
a mounthich m an
, fwhtin g n and n
and a ttin a in r turn onl
ati fa tion
warri r aft r a fi r
en ounter.
Ima at r and Tw nt -two hi b st, and aft _r njo in a a magart , ] ia Bill- warrior, tud nt gent] man and fri ndpa
on ard throu ah th triumph al ar h f happ

mm r.
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GEORGE

J. CH RE T

W TERB R , CO

" Georo-i "
B. J. F. (1, 2, 3, 4)
Treas. Mendel lub (4 )
ientific
ociet y (3 )
ivil Servi e (2, 3)
Mater Di e (1 , 2, 3 )

When it come to juggling and handling
:figure Georg i in hi element. H lo
to how the boy on the Hill how well
it might be done, and he ha g nerall
uc d d, p ciall y in the day of Trig
and nalytical G ometr . " Old man H 2 O'
proved mo t alluring, and man a co tl
minut wa pent in th Ch m Lab or in
the heart of B a n tryino- to di pro e that
tim -worn adag relati
to f line mortalit .
A an elud r of the barbed wire th ho
from
aterbur ha no qual, nor can anyon di pute hi climb from bottom to
top. He alon will h raid hi pathwa . The ignal for all book up and rug
to the for for a b atin g, wa a re ounding thump from Georg ' room, followed
b a rino-ing wha k. Th battlino- twin wer at it again and man an nt rpri •
in g D mp e m t hi Waterloo in the m 1 e that n ued.
Th r wa but one
ad o curr nee in G oro- ' ar er and that wa back in Fre hrnan ear hen all
goo d Fre hmen 1 t the wint r bre z float in through th op n windo
But
wh n e am th unwarrant d moi tur ? G orge will be a king that qu tion
at ur fir t r union with a much vim, vigor and vitalit a f ore. One thing we
fain would lik to kn w, i wh George alwa arriv d in at rbur at 1 a t on
w k later than hi f llow at th b ginnino- of a a ation. Perhap th r wer
man m rr t wn en route! Our parting wi h i that h ma glid ov r the
poli h d board of tim
ith a much a e and gra ,
and with a mu h ucce , a in th da of Twent -two.
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EDWARD J . CLARKE
TORRI GTO , CO

" Boze," " Horac ," " Eddie"
B . V . M. od alit y (1, 2, 3, 4)
ha in Ga ng (4)

It i al ways hard to set down in o man
word ju t why you like a friend of your .
Thi i perhaps, particularl y tru of Horace.
To remember the manner in which,
with hi quaint reflection and indefinabl e
per onalit , he ha won hi way into our
heart , would be a difficult a it would be
to for get him and the e self-same characteri tic .
Acknowledged from the day of
hi advent as a cle er wit, he has, with
hi merry humor, gilded man a drab
hour of the four long year at chool. And
woe unto that foul de ign r who bid for
a laugh at the xpen e of one of " Boze's"
friend , met with the wrath of that uw tead ing repartee.
"Madam, ould I po ihly int re t you in the magazine of which I have here a
cop ? '- but, no, it i not for u to inquire into the coming and going of
" Boze" during tho e thre wonderful week that bright ned up hi Juniorate.
Of partie ther e have been a plenty and of friend the am , so that when in after
year , som little dream or other bring our thought ha k to the "old rowd "
it will be around " Boze' and hi happy companion hip that mo t of our memorie will cling.
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J. HOWARD CO

ELL

TOUGHTO , MA

"Howie," "Guerro"
las Ba ketball (1, 2)
B . V. I. odality (1, 2, 3, 4 )
ientific o iety (2, 3)
Banquet ommittee (2)
Boo. t er ommittee (4)
Philomathi (2, 3)
' h er L eader (4)

The Cla of 1921 and tou ghton ~ Ma
are re pon ibl for a ver important part
of th Cla of 1922- J. Howard Conn 11.
'Guerro" i one of tho e ag individual
who loo-ically draw th con lu ion to th
premi e: "Too mu h of a o-ood thing, etc· "
o, in th middle f hi cour , h elected a
ear
ojourn to part unknown , that i ,
unknown to the man , but om have a ociat d 'Howi ' " melodiou
oi
with
hir of aer plan prop ller and the unrul thunder of th in vitable Ford
th
truck. How r , d pite thi hazardou environment, he ha come back to u
inta t, for whi h rnira ul u fa r
r da
d per inlirna
with him rnak
u th rnor grat fu 1.
ond nl to hi lo

ha
'Howi ' ha in hi one-time,
t a ured that J. H. Conn 11'
n

)'
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GEORGE L. CO

OR

FALL RIVER,

" Jud
B. ]. F. (1, 2, 3, 4)
anctua ry o iety (1 , 2, 3, 4)

ivil
Ph ;I oph ical • cadem
A . t . Editor Pu rp le P AT HER
:t\Ia nage r
. t re (4 )
Purpl e ontri b uto r (4 )

uld n v r ha
u d " Jud '
in hi novel of the pathetic, for h ha a
wai t-lin that would mak v rdant the
y of Epicuru him elf and a w alth of
ood beer that ha made of him an und rrrraduat Allegro. " Jud " made a kanrraro
ap fr m uh-Fr hman into oph mor B arr in rr with him that ompl awhi h i b fittin g the mana rr r f a
hampi n
tional ha k tball team.
In oph mor h d vour d th la
rn Junior he p n trated to th inrno t
of m etaph i al m tici m ; and in
nior, hi Purple
ntributi n
plain d to u that ' Omar' tood for omethin rr I b ide a cigar ett . But h
did hi work and
t f und tim indiff rentl to ourt M rph u or T rp i hor ,
1 t Philo ophi al
ad m y.
u ch e ploit
a well a to b numbered in th
would em to r quir a w 11-rounded per onalit and " Jud ' i in rr ularl free
from an°-l .
But to for rret ph i al ur e and rn ntal protub ran e , and to b a matter-offa t a de p feelino- p rmit , in ] equ athing " Jud' ' unruffi d happin
t that
gr at ] rrat e, th World , w fe l a harp pre-not of ant and lon rrin rr f r an
intima'te whom w hav e er found both lu cid and l able.
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JOH

J . CO RO , JR.
EWPORT, R. I.

'Jack ' "Con'
Football quad (2)
cientific Society (3 )
Treasurer,
ientific o iet y ( 3 )
B. V . M . Sodality (1, 2, 3,)
Philomathi c (2 )

Tho
who uh cribe to the theor of
reincarnation would r joice to m t
" Jack. ' Here, indeed, ha e we Omar, or
Epi uru , or ome kindred fair and fa tidiou oul, redivivus . Full many a h adran a ked hi kitchen ( and
all in ain to compl with om
han
ugge tion of th o-reat " Jack' .
But, b not led a tray! If rea oningRubai atic, thouo-h it wa - fill d th not
otherwi e mployed moment of th P r ian poet no differ nt i it with " Con.' Initiated audience are regaled with
h mi al chimera that au e th untutored brain to r l , or with philo ophi al
that thread th not o di tant tar - and then 'J a k" it ha k
ur l
a loud of moke that w uld def th anal ti al geniu of the Am ri an
T ha o Compan
e p rt of
p rt .
nd th n, for r er ation, Brid o- i th thino- (not Alumni Bridge
It i th
pri il eo- of ur ar to h ar that alm " redouble" that mu t man time ha e
allou d ard harp of the Ca ino to tr mble.
In far w 11 to ou, ' J a k," ,
an urel
ay that with everyone at chool
ou ha h ld all th Honor and all the A
and mad a Grand lam

P ag
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FREDERICK L. COO
WORCE TER, MA

.

'Ted"
Day

cholars Banquet Committee (1)
cientifi.c ociety (2)
Radi o Club (2)
Auditing Board (4)
President enfresojun (4)

One' fir t impres ion of "Ted" i that
of a worker and certain Iy that impre ion
is well founded in fa t. For "Ted" i
one of tho e who i ever abreast of th
matter and who face every exam with the
confidence born in the knowledg that each
day' work ha been well done.
Hi quiet and reticent nature tended to
ob cure him from public gaze until, in
enior, we uddenly found him e alted to
the Pre idency of the enfresojun Club
that my tical organization which yearly
meet to hold it midnight revel in further celebration of Holy Cro s ight.
To mention "T d" without 'Phil" would be to speak of Damon without
Pythia . It i eldom that thi pair went aro ing apart and though neither engaged trenuously in IYOlf, it is rumor d that a "foursom " wa th popular port.
But it wa in the Chem Lab that 'Ted" r igned upreme; ther he wa the
Delphic Oracl , to whom le gifted mortals repaired for ola e, ugge tion and
ample . When reagent failed to produ e th d ired re ults 'Ted wa always
a la t re ort to e, plain the why and wherefore of our difficultie .
If h approache the problem of life with the ame dogged determination , ith
which he tracked elu ive metal in Analytical Chemi try, we are ure that the hidden element of ucce cannot long evade hi earne t que t.
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WILLIAM A. CRO
J MAICA, L. I. ,

. Y.

' Bill"
B . J. F . (1)
T . B . D . (3)
B oard (4 )
Mend el lu b (4)

P AT HrR

'Bill' gave th re t of u a little handicap, appearing in our mid t in February
of Fre hman and undoubtedly he could
afford it, for he ~a alway been very
much " in the wim." After a temporary
d fe tion during Sophomore h r turned
to the rank of Twenty-two, to the eminent
sati faction of that distino-ui hed body.
" Bill ' " tal ent are many and variou ;
no philosophic labyrinth i to o complicated for hi anal y i ; no de icated feline
too long decea ed for hi wicked little
calpel; and the page of this book te ti-

f

to his arti tic t ouch.
It would, p rhap , be unfair to chronicl e the detail of the numerou e capade
in which thi young gentl eman has been ·oncerned; uffice to ay that " Bill"
ha alway been read fo r fea t, fi ght or froli c and can adapt him elf with equ al
facility to all.
I it po ib] e th at Bill ' light-foo ted cavor ting have e caped mention? Full
many a timid maid has gazed up on tho e graceful glider of hi , and ighed that
uch an x mplar of the art T rp ichorean had overlooked her!
Wh n ou are mendaciou ly a uring ome Id rly pin t r that it really
wont hurt at all or wh n you are bridge-building for the crown in an ivory pala mom nt- the patient will appreciate it- and rev rt in
ace,
u mi 0 ht pau
spirit to th days· of Twent -two.
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JOH

MMI G
JE

P, PA.

'J a k," "Cr p"
B . V. M. odality (3, 4)
Or hestra (3, 4)
a nctuary
ciet y (3, 4)

It wa ha kin Fre hman and oph m r
da
that he fir t attract d ur att ntion.
Ith ugh a la ah ad f u , he wa particularl y noti abl in th po e i n of
that rar but mu h ught attribut
f upper la men- qui t dignit .
on
en when
r to k John for a Fr hmanhe wa on · .
nd th n for om tirn h wa ab nt ·
but in th rniddl of Junior we found him
n
m r in the f Id and thi tim a
la mate.
For e ing the cominrr pr f th Cla of 1922, J ohn had
d id d to wait for u . Thu at th am
tirn w r ei d a com1 lim nt, and a mo t valuabl
n.
rit
am to know th real John and to di
and goo d-£ llow hip behind the wall of r r , and had b c m the ri ·h r th reb .
John' weakn , if an , i not olubility, o hi futur plan w
an onl
urmi ; but of th ir final r ult we ar
rtain .
u
for u h a J hn i
a ured. Our Of'.e r gr t- all too brief an acquaintan .
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JOH

B. DAVI

LEWISTO , M I E

'Jack," " Dave, ' " J. B."
13. ]. F . (1, 2, 3, 4)
Banquet peaker (2)
moker Speaker (3)
Philosophi al A ademy
L ecture Team (4 )
la
ecretary (3, 4 )
Auditing Board (4)
P AT HER Board

" atur might tand up and a to all
th world: 'Thi wa a man! '" Thu did
th oung Octaviu pay tribute to the chara ter of the ill-fated Brutu ; and thu d
we, who have known " Dave' in e the
grim routine day of '18 now et him
forth a our tandard of manline
and
genero ity. Al ways trivin g for th intere t of Alma Mater and Twent -two: ev r
willing to do hi bit that be tting peril might b annihilated, whether in the
lending of that magnificent voice to the greater glory of banqu t, mok r or debat , or in the performing of th manifold dutie of a cla secretar - wherever,
in fact, "Ja k' " dutie carri d him, ucce wa ever hi portion.
The taunch oak, endina it mighty arm hea enward in ilent pray r , unmov d
by the c clonic ragings of wind-whipped storm , ever tand , ature' impreanabl
bulwark- and how lik
Jack,' our own bulwark of goo d-fellow hip!
w
bid ou goo d-by , hould ever tempe t eek to threaten our future
ist n e, we
will al wa rememb r the le on gleaned from our a ociation with you- our man
of oak.
nd now, " Jack,' for the nonce-farewell.
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TI

T

M. DE

E

LE O ,

" Gu ," ' Dav '
B . V . 11. odali t y (1, 2, 3, 4)
la
Basketball (2 )
hai n Gang (4)
Phil omathic (4)
la
Foot ball (3, 4)

"- - for prin(Yfi Id, Wor e ter and th
Ea t '- and Gu " e tricat d him lf from
the maz of r lu tantl
ielding, arm and
h roi all da hin g th tear from hi face,
mana(Y d at 1 nCY th to board the train that
wa waitin CY- for him.
ft r a few h ur
filled with cind r , memorie and p rhap
a few anticipation , h d cended upon th
H art of th Commonwealth ("d ~ end d"
in it tri t hi tori al ignifi anc
i ted, or perhap bett r , r i ted , b the
outh _W re ter Limit d- ver limitedth Prid of Leno
v ntually cro ed th Bla k ton (in en u Rubiconi ) and
th conqu t of the college wa inaugurat d. For
ha campai(Yn d a ucce fully a th b t of u . Hi w apon , not of t el r
wood, but m r 1 - well- if you wat h d him bending but n er breaking und r
th in itabl
clon of lip fr m th office, you ma ha e obtain d, p rha p ,
om idea of th omnipoten e of hi 'Op n
am ' to th R alm of Re t.
nd w a nt the "onl " wh n w a that you ha e b en with u for onl
four
ar for w wi h that it might b al way . But, CYO ou mu t to great r
onque t , o it i with many thank for your man mil that we hear and ou
hear for the la t tim - " Train for pringfi Id, Pitt field and the We t. "
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5

RAYMO D

J. DEVLI

EW HAVE , CO N.

"Ray"
Freshman Baseball
Smoker ommittee (2)
lass Football (2, 3, 4 )
Philomathi (4)
hain Gang (4)
Baseball quad (2, 3, 4)
Track (1 , 2 )
beer Leader (4)

Before th flood of luminaries that flow
annually from the utmeg tate, a pri m
wa revolved. Of the many ray refracted,
one wa directed Holy Cro ward, and
there it ha lingered, a con picuou and
refulgent "Ray" ev r since.
With his
jaunty tep hi judicial air, and his gentle
"joshing," "Ray" wa the life of any gathering, and when he favored us with the
orotund melody of which only he wa capable, then, indeed, wer we hi votarie .
Hi valiant efforts on our undefeated football eleven will not soon be forgotten, and hi famou 40 yard run through the 1921 machine wa a a unbeam,
piercing a b ack cloud for u who hivered hopefully on the ide-line . He was
one of our famou nine of Fre hman day and mo t nimbly did he cavort in the
outer garden thereof.
"Ray' " di arming j oco ity might 1 ad ne to o erlook the vein of enousnes
that underlie hi unny exterior, tempering and coloring the whole; hence it i
that w f el sur that 'er he withdraws his oar from the ocean of human endeavor,
h will have tra elled far into th r alm of great achievement.
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ED

RD P. DOL

H YOE

"Co

ILLE, M

" "Ed," "Fi herman"

B. V . L odality (1, 2, 3, 4)
lass Ba ketball ( 1)
B. ] . F . (2, 3, 4)

Wh th r he wa unravelling th intri acie of M taph i or di ntano-ling th
equall in ol d m he of a fi h-lin , not
th gorg u fl , or
o cer ball our 'Eddi " wa equall profi. i nt. H wa , inde d, th p r onifi.cation of v r atility, and
it wa that qualit abo
all other which
won for him th unammou ele tion a
Mo t Pui ant Grand Mar hal of th Midnio-ht Round r .
Ev r on lik
"Eddie;" no on e r
quarreled with him- u C full .
Hi
unruffi. d quanimit and hi teadf a t r fu al to tak an aro-um nt riou 1y would at fir t di arm th ad r ar ; that failing hi happ fa ility in the gentle art of r part , both the
rbal and the
Marqui of Que n bur vari ty, would at lea t, giv pau e.
Tho
f u who re all hi fam u v rbal j ou t
ith th worth pr f or of
Fr hman C, from whom h acquir d th
io-nificant appellation whi h h ha
ince born cann t but predict for him a mo t ro eat futur .
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THOMA

A. DOLA

WORCESTER, MA

"Tom," "Tad"
Purple ontributer (1)
Treasurer t. Stanislaus odalit y (2)
lass President (2)
Dramatic Society (2, 4)
moker Committee (3, 4 )
Picture Committee (4 )
P AT HER Board

The family of Dolan ha ever b en illu triou in the annals of Holy Cro and
mo t ably ha "Tad" upheld the rich heritage 'entrust d to him. A one of the leader of hi cla s, hi a tivitie have carried
him into many and varied field of endeavor. A skipper of "The Good hip Twenty-two" in ophomore, he guided it uncathed through one of the tormie t period of its torm- wept career. Hi coolheaded action under fire augur well for any future crise that may arise.
His exquisite finesse in th management of cla picnic ( and their commi arial apportionment) is only exceeded by the the pian ver atility which he ha
o often manifested before our admiring gaze.
Thi latter prowess he brought
to a dramatic climax in hi talented portrayal of "Horatio" in our mo t recent
hakespearian triumph.
"Tad' "
was by no
Fre hman
whether a

arti tic temperam nt, so admirably di played before the footlights,
mean a revelation to tho e of u who recall hi literary offerings of
day . What with the e manifold attainment , our hopes in "Tad,"
a trag dian, tate man or executive, cannot well fall hort of fruition.
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COR ELI

0. DO

ELMIR.A,

" Mik

H E

J. .

' HConnie"

Philomathi (1, 2, 3, 4
F otball quad (1 , 2, 3 )
P AT H E R Board
Tra k (2 )

Purple

r atilit , th nam
"Mik !"
If
th re wa
omethino- b yond hi
cope,
ph i al or mental , we fail d in four ar
intimacy to di cover it. In what port
wa h not an ad pt?
ho dare d ny hi
football power ? Indeed, th only thinothat k pt him from r w aptain
wa th
la k of a er w. That he wa a ki er of
part
att t d b hi
f th
n w

trou er , tailor pr fit .
a
eration of Mike' ' num r u bu in
societe.
But abo

holar.

. .,.,\
f

Book

power f on incing amaz d and in variabl
urpri ed to h ar f hi 1 °al a piration .

If he ha a little diffi ult
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con incin o- the
lear and th

a h did u
ourt of hi a
u 0 ht-f r goal i at h and.

f

FLORE CE

J. DO OGH E

WORCE TER, M

"Jo ," "Florrie," " Flo ie'
arsity Tra k (1, 2, 3, 4)
enfre ojun (1, 2, 3, 4)

A each cla ha it quota of Celt it
ne e aril in lud
a li t of Donoghu
"Twenty-two ' b in°
c ption, her i
our cu to pre nt " J
' It i no polit
conv ntion to a that "Jo " i primaril
a work r, whether it be in th la -r om,
on th inder , upon the uburn hill or
in a pringfield wamp.
you ma hav
gue d "Joe" i a nior harri r and full
a mil ha he run in tho
ilent
f the aft moon h n mo t f u
court Morpheu t pr pare f r th
tr nuou
ening ahead.
Th annual pilo-rirnag to the B. C. garn
ha
r been th Arabian i 0 ht of th
fall m ter. " Florrie" h Id f ti al with u but inevitabl di app ared after
Ti aid that the uburb ha th ir attra ti n . "Joe' hould b an
n, for both iolin and piano r pond with qual rn lod to hi
'Pad raff ki' and not
tou h.
of hi · mu i al up riorit , he a
Rum r p int t bu in
ho 1 a
a t ppin ° ton to th 0 r at r thin° in tor

obj

tive whi h will

r

a but
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PHILIP A. DO AHUE
WORCESTER, MASS.

" Phil," "Senator"
St. Stanislaus Sociality
Senfresojun ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
ophomore Banquet Speaker

In "Phil" we have th e only and original
" enator" from the "Swedi h Mount;" a
veritable gloom-di peller, who e fund of
humor ha been omnipresent in the anctum of the " day boy ." For that "Phil"
a "day boy" has been amply demonstrated by Father Murphy in a somewhat
vague but triking manner. However, " in
the pring a young man's fancy- -" and
what to do , when that fancy take mortal
hape?
Academically, " Phil " certainly made the
mo t of hi time, for hi dilicrent preparation guided him afel y through the labyrinths of Philo ophy, and Phy ic seemed not to hold for him its wonted terror .
But Rhetoric wa undoubtedly hi forte; who can forg t hi famous rebuttals of
Sophomor and his qually memorable Demo thenic outbur t at our epicurean
revels of the ame year.
' Phil" wa pre-eminently a gentleman; hi con ideration for others wa alway
manife t, o it matters little what hi cho en sphere. On one thiner we can alway
rel - that he will al way be a worthy rep re entative of the Clas of Twenty-two.
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JOH

J. DO OH E

AUBUR , R. I.

"Donny," "Smiler"
B.

Mendel lub (3, 4 )
L oda lity (1, 2, 3, 4 )
later Dies (1, 2, 3, 4)

Mention the word chance and watch
John jump. He' been taking them regularly now ince childhood and picking
up the prize con tantly.
o whit aha hed
when entering the A. B. after the h ctic
day of the S. A. T. C. , he catapulted
him elf into general e teem by hi genial
mile. In Junior year Luck jumped over
the moon and omersaulted right into
John' lap, and ince then he ha been
buying up hare at ever fair in
ew
England.
Railroad tie or other tie were no obtacle in John' path, and he ought to
cale th height with ea e and joco ity, winging the old faithful lantern b hi
id . Ther w r two ourc s of railroad information among the members of
'22 and John wa one of th rn.
Hi endeavor wa to a emble enough time table
to enter th bu ine him elf, and he alrno t ucceeded. Behind the leave of
hak peare, ophocl , or Horace, he wa equally at home, and read the oriainal
fluentl , but on fatality beina recorded in a long Ii t of memorable encounter .
An ard nt devotee of the Mu e of Cherni try, hi rniling fa e could p an unpo e ed beaker or water-bottle twent feet aero the lab, and hi aim wa d adly.
In hort: Fortes f ortuna adj uvat.
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ER LD E. DO 0
B UR D LE , M

err
Ph ilom a thi c (1 , 2, 3, 4 )
a rsity T enni (1, 2, 3)
m ok er
mmittee (2, 3)
a p a n d G w n ommittee (4 )
ivil
ervice (4 )
t . E di tor, P R PLE P AT n m
Phil oso ph ical
cad em y
t age Ianager , Dramat ics (4 )

0 ca ionally th " then of merica'
urpri
u and end to Hol
ro on
\ ho i not inflated with th
a tne
of
hi knowl dg , or with hi a neral importan e t the human race. " G rr " wa one
of th
urpri
h th r on th
urt r in th
in a game
d ri d wa
nd to thi qualit , mor than an y oth r
ithal
w ma
H wa al wa a lead r in hi tudi · on the tenni ar it h pla d a t ad
game which at tim b am brilliant· hi pr n e n a ommitte alwa
a ur d u that the work in hand would b w 11 don . In hort, he a ne of tho e
og that n
r lipp d wh n th r wa om thina to b ac ompli h d.
r gard
ci t h
a m ter althou gh h o ca ionall
on eal d hi mi og b
fl ting app aran in th briaht liaht .
b
ntir 1 rational.
arm er aloft th bann r of
achi ement in hi nati
am qualitie
f on i ntiou
arn tn
and indu tr whi h har t riz d hi
nd a or n Pa ka h ag.
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FRA CIS A. DRUMM
EAST PEPPERELL, M

" Frank," " F. Appl eton"
B. J. F. (1, 2, 3, 4)
Vice Preside nt (3 )
. , apt. Fordham D ebat e (4 )
Capt . P rovidence Debate (4)
Purpl e Staff (3, 4)
Pres. Aquinas ircle
fgr . Civil Service
A st . Editor Purple P ATCHER
Philosophi cal Academ y

The opening of the Twentieth century
marks the introduction of two important
factor in the nation' hi tory- the automobile and " F. Appleton. " Born in the
frontier hamlet of Pepperell , thi precociou child wa early ac u tomed to gaze
upon the two entinel that guard the entrance of our tate, and envision the days
when h wou ld oar over hi feilow of the ro trum, even as did the e worthies
abov th e neighboring knoll . Then came the day when, with th e acclamation
of throngs, he departed hi native heath, and m rged himself into the undergraduat rnael trom of Hol Cro s.
Of hi sub equ nt ri e to £am and di tin tion
we can but ummon the undi entin g te timony of e ry on of Twent -two.

In th brief space of four years " Frank" ha ri en teadil y in th
ariou
phere of a ademic end eavor, a metaphysician of part , a debater of achi vement,
and a writer of such pow r as to pr age another epoch of ew England horttory t lling, rivalling even th golden age of Hawthorne.
But now the time i at hand when he mu t return whence he came to u , there
to b r ac laim d, and th re to r alize tho e a piration to which hi achi v rnent
on the Hill ha e b n uch an au pi iou s prelude.
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JOH
0

F. D G

TH WI. D OR, CQ

" lim," "Jack"
Dramati cs ( )
lass F ootball (4 )
B . V . 1. odality (1 , 2, 3, 4 )
Mendel lub (3, 4,)
ientific ociety (3 )
las F o tball (4 )
Radi o lub (3 )

From a lif
n the roaring d p to
the pla id hill of Plea ant pring may
em to the uninitiated quite a 1 ap, but ·
a number mad it ucc sful and the .
T. C. left u the happi r b the acqui ition
of thi voyager from th Co :rnecticut.
Whil the p a ful Black tone i but a
poor uh titute for that famou
w EnO'land ri r et John grew and thri ed upon
it bank . Ther i no branch
or oth r , h

ha

not lent a h lpin g

Pain taking and tudiou
t withal a , or hipp r at the Terp ichor an hrine,
John w ha e r a on to urmi , ould O'uid u over e ral treet of orce t r,
far remo d from th ent r of traffic · and bu tle.
ith qual and on ummat
kill hi . worth ha l n demon trat d in th d bating ro trum and lectur hall
and th t t b fir urviv d in e r in tan . It a but a loO'ical t p from
the forum to The pian endea r , o we w re not at all urpri d in
nior to
find John nobly defendinO' the battl ment of our dramatic pr · min n e.
long lif , full of u
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and happin

to a D'Ood omrade- John Dugan.

LEO

. D G

EW HAVE ,

0

'Le"
\'arsity Ba eball (2, 3, 4 )
Fre hman Baseball
B.
. lVI. odality
hain Gang (4)

Th "Elm City,'
er proud of the athlet nurtured on it num rou and lot ,
con£ rr d a r markable fa or on the Cro
wh n, nat hin o- th mode t and depender parap t of
abl
'Leo" from th
Yale blue-pennoned citadel, it di pat hed
him northward to hi pr ent haunt - the
purple-t p ed Packachoao-.
And " L o" i dependabl !
heth r it
be to pun h out hort left-field ingl ,
to aptur
ircuit-labell d ma~he , or to
to
out would-b ha -purloiner - n v r
ha h failed u . Alwa
read with a
whim i al all
pun o- nt retort, hi droll humor at nee apti ated hi a oiate , and qui kl did hi fam
pread b
nd the onfine of hi fir t ot ri ,
uh-Fr hman B.
o-ain , i h d pendabl a a in ger which tal ent h o r markr formed 0:1 Mt.
abl
inc d a a hart r m ml r of th mo t famou outfit
t. Jam - Lh illu tri u "Chain Gano-."
nd now "L o," e mu t bid
oic ur h p for
u ce ,
r pr p nd ran
f
will, cru
u to Lh w rld- a warrior triumphant!

and thou o-h it i wholl unne
ar
ertain w are, ne rth I
that the
hing the hield of mod
pr nt
'L o," far thee w 11 !
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WILLIAM T. FALLO
"FITCHBURG, MASS.

"Bill"
B. V . if. odality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Mendel lu b (3, 4)
Philosophical Academy

Among tho e who peregrinated from
Fitchburg to Holy Cro s for purpo.
matriculatory, wa one William T. Fallon.
But, o unobtru ive wa hi arrival, that
he was one of u before we had time to
realize that he should fir t be compelled
to live down thi ignominy. So it i that,
through four year , he ha quietly y t
irre i tibl y won hi way into our heart .
In con onance with his natural re erve, he
eldom ouo-ht the lime-light, except for
a very con i tent monthl y appearance in
the te timonial parade.
" Bill" wa a " ringer"- we refer to hi
uncanny ability in the manly art of quoit-throwin g. In Brother Farmer' " tak d
arena" he wa , indeed, undisputed Czar, and when team d with hi fellow-town man of the tribe of Shea, the oppo ition wa
oon rendered cognizant of it
woeful inadequacy. " Bill" was wont to tarry with u over the week-end more
often than his room-mate, due, no doubt, to the alluring qualitie of the college
CUI me.
" Bill" wa one of tho e bulwark o es ential to every cla , on of tho e
teadying influence on the radical pirit , and, ome day, in the word of our
noted cla smate : " Fitchburg will be mighty proud of that boy."
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TI

J. FERRI

WE TF IELD, M

'Au '
\ a r it y T rack (1, 2, 3, 4)
ap ta in Tra k (4)
t hleti
dvi ory enat e (4)
a rsity Footba11 q uad (2 )
B . ] . F . (3, 4)
' la
Football (3, 4 )

If ou hav ver , in yo ur v rnal perambulati n , tarri d a m m nt to urv
the multiform a ti itie in p r O're on ur
athl ti fi eld
ou hav be n attract d,
p rchan ce, by a turdy fi g ur , who abilit to arc th w ighty di u throuo-h th
eth r ha gi n ou pau . Her with, at
lo r ran,o-e, ma we pr nt th obj ect
of your o-aze, our worthy aptain of tra k.
Four y ar
came
not a a mu ch touted pr digy, b
with th plaudit of an xtra ao-ant local pre , but rather a an unh
outh, who
natural abilit and indu tr would not be down d . With
t r t akin t aw , we hav wat h d hi rapid dev lopm nt from a mer
picuou uh titute to th e well de rv d captainc
f track.

to u
d ked
rald .d
an m m on-

or 1 it b athl eti al on that " u ti ' ha e ured perman nt ab de within
th p ortal of our affe t ion . Hi con tanc and fidelit have been manif t d
with qual f r e toward hi tudi and t ward hi fri nd , and th te timonial
of the form r have on l b en
ded b y the t em of the latter.
al wa

th Di cobol
r pr ent t

u

f old p r onifi. d the p rf tion of Gr cian art
th ideal college athl ete.

o will

ou

P age 7

PHILIP FITZSIMO
WE T RUTLA D, VT.

"Phil," "Fitz"
B . \ . lVI. Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Sanctuary Society (3, 4)

Lu ky i the man who ha drawn birth
from the hi toric soil of Ma sachu etts
and nourishment from th turdy hill of
old ermont. Such a man i "Fitz," for,
while Cambridg will later claim him in
hi emin nee, it i the Green Mountain
tate that mu t be a warded the guerdon
of an indulgent fo ter-mother.
"Fitz" ha an admirable capacity for
a rare virtue which eem to be in tinctive
in northern-tempered nature - the faculty
to work.
ot that geography alone i reponsible. To work faithfully and ucce fully require a proper di po ition of
character which is a uredly found in "Fitz." And with work has come a ucce s which none can envy becau e of it recipient' merit.
"Fitz," while not u ually over-loquacious, would a um the double role of
pro ecutor and accu ed after each examination. H would invariably indict himlf with charge uflicient to procure hi condemnation. Yet al way the profe orial judge gave him a triumphant acquittal.
To tho e who labor with patience and without complaint, the wreath of lif u c
will urely come. And it i with the con iction that "Fitz's" wr ath will
be most plump and shiny that we bid him a miling au revoir.
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E GE E F. FLY
ROCHE TER,

" Gen

. Y.

' "Padd "

P romo t er L . . H . (1, 2, 3, 4)
cientific
ciety (3 )
Juni or Prom omm·ttee
. Advi ry enate (3, 4)
s t . Ianager F otball (3/
Manager Fo tball (4 )

Roche ter famou a a kodak ity, ha
a quir d added r nown b uppl in ° Hol
Cro
with a fo tball manao-er ' par
ellenc ." 'Gen " mad hi fir t bid f r
fame by re ivin° .fi. v 1 tter in one da ;
wher upon "Murph," in ord r to b iat
unn ce ary labor de ided to room w.i.th
him for th n t four
ar . But hi
hief
to a nich in th 'Hall of
Fam ' r t n hi manag rial proficien
a
mpli.fi.ed with our champion hip
fo tball team. B a on ci nti u di charge of hi duti , ea oned with a proportional amount of ta t h oon h cam a favorite both with th pla r and
with th fa cult .
ented
" Gen " affair
f " h art" in Fr hman w re r tri t d to a ubtl
almon haded lett r whi h arri ed at w kl int r al , but lat r h and 'Chi k"
nt r d th
ial li t with man a hlar and fanfar of trumpet . From whi h
it may h
n that hi
du ation progr
d in a cordanc with hi y ar on
th Hill.

cl arl
Ma w not hop that the apa_it for mana 0 Ill nt, which he ha
rtain a ent
d mon trated h r at coll g ma tand him in g od t ad in hi
to th h i 0 ht
f u
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WILLIAM H. FOLEY
PRO IDE CE, R. I.

"Doc," "Bill"
B. V.

1.

odality (1 , 2, 3, 4)

B . ] . F. (4)

hairman Fre hman R eception (4)
an tuary ociety ( 1, 2, 3, 4 )

" nd ong no weet r wa ever heard."
chub rt'
erenade or Irving Berlin'
lat t
ak -walk wer
equally within
" Do ' " ran(Y , and many a time on Third
O'Kan
have th
tympana of fellowtudent
hoed and re-echoed to th
train that merged or lid off the tring
of ' Doc' " num rou in trument . It wa
only wh n he attempt d to out-Gourdin
all a pirin (Y Fr hmen in th cinder pit
that "Doc" met hi Waterloo; no one
realiz d mor poignantly than h , on that
occa ion, th im,penetrability of matter,
when old Mother Earth prang up to gr et him.
It wa a chairman extraordinar that "Doc" cam into hi own; rn giving
th
enior of the morrow their initiation into "Pa kachoag omrad r ," he
added till anoth r triumph to Twent -Two' undergraduate achie em nt .
ith
due re pect to th chemi t of old, w doubt if any of them realized to the full
th po ibilitie in th hemical elem nt which "Do ' wa able to educe, oft n
with u h p rot chni al eff ct .
Too oon are the memorie of chool da
n lop d in worldly affair but
w kn w that "D " will al way re rve, d ep down in hi heart, a parti ular
ni h for th happ remiembran
of hi da
on th Hill.
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JO EPH H. FR TE
COH

ET, M

' Jo '
lass Fo tball (1, 2, 3, 4)
apt. lass Football (2 )
Asst . Bus. Mgr . Purple (2, 3)
P AT HER Board
Busine
Manager, Purple (4)
K K
ciet y (2, 3, 4)
la
Athletic Igr. (3 )
\'. P .,
ientifi
o iety ( 3)

Th P T HER of 1921 r o-r tt d th lo
t it cla of Mr. Jo ph H. Frat . Th
P T HER of 1922 reo-r t th fa t that n
whol
ear of hi four wa
p nt th r
than with u . H hail from that Moth r
of gr at men, th
it of Bo ton- at l a t,
t" i th wa
o h a - but, 'C o h a
in whi h he p 11 it.
, a littl probing into th matter ha lo at d hi Lare
and P nat
ornewh r on "the t rn and ro k-bound coa t,' irnm rtaliz d b
the fervent foot of th di rnbarking Pilgrim. But w an forgi e him thi , and
if n ed w r , w ould forgiv him many other thing , for ao-ain t th a and
lai ez-faire a pect that lif at chool i bound at tirn to a urn it i a r al
good and a pl a ur to rn el om ne lik 'Jo " a fellow with an inborn a ppr ciation of th finer thin g in lif , and with the fa il art of influ n ing and
imbuing oth r with thi arne nl too rar und r tanding.
Our g d-b
u, 'Jo ,' m an
ornethino- mor than th pre ur
f a
hand-cla p. It mean for u th forfeiting f a kindl
pirit, th lo of a tru
mpanion in happin
and
rr w, and a h of u will b fortunat , ind d,
to find om on who can take your pla in hi life. But part w mu t- w to
tr a ur al wa
th memor of our intima
with ou- ou to
act from a
rniling world, honor for our If and glor for our
Ima Mat r.
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HAROLD D. GAG 0
WORCE TER, MA

.

" Chick " "Gag"
Varsity Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4)
aptain Baseball (4)
\ arsity Football (2, 3, 4)
\ arsity Basketball (3, 4)
aptain Basketball (3)
' la s Basketball (2, 3)
B . V. M. odality (1, 2, 3, 4)

If we were to ount the numb r of
athleti onque t that hav been added to
Ima Mater' long roll of fame ince that
memorabl year of 1918, we would be
proud to realize that their name i legion,
or- Gagnon. For four year th ver atility of " Chi " ha contributed invaluable
a i tanc to every form of port in which
our var it team have parti ipated. Coni t ntl brilliant through long ea on of
ha eball and football, he ha done mu h to put truth into the tribut that ha b en
paid to the Holy Cro nine : "Every oppo ing team i all but d f ated before
the game begin ," and to that other and even greater word of prai e that wa
aid of our eleven : "They're n ver beat n." It wa "Chic! Chi ! ! Chic! !"
from the tand all during the game, and " Chic" ame throuah with that heartbreaking double pla , or with one of tho e wide run that w re bound to et
th
heer-1 ad r in motion.
The mod ty with which Chic b ar hi wreath of man 1 ave can only ra1
the affectionate admiration which hi ho t of friend
to an e n ar ater degr
bear toward him. For a long time, tranae to ay, h wa imp rviou to the
avalanche of Circean dart howered upon him from many crowded tadium ·
h°' er, 1 t me mention entre-nous, of ourse- but th n, you'v heard it our elf.
Our claf , if we are to believe what our prof e or
tell u in their irat moment , ha n t an awful lot to
be proud of, but at "uch time w think of ou "Chic,"
and ar onte:-it to Jet it go at that.
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JOH

J. GEARII

WORCESTER, MA S.

" Jack"
Senfresoj un ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
P ATCHER Board
S t . Stanisla us oda lity (1, 2, 3,)
Prefect , Sociality (4 )
Philosoph ical Academy

John wa effectivel y introduced to the
" boys" when, at the very first reading of
mark , he strode across the platform in
Fenwick to receive the te timonial of his
cholastic excellence. And if, a the p ychologists inform u , " frequency of repetition" be of any avail , " John" will remain
long in our memories, for a month in
which he failed to " register" wa like the
foot of the hill without " Arakel' ."
However, had his academic attainments
re trained him within that portion of the
clas , which i given uch unsolicited publicity immediate! y subsequent to the reading of marks, to wit: the " free study"
group , he would still have a well-founded claim on our recognition. For John
wa ever a staunch upporter of Twenty-Two' undertaking and a olace to longuffering "committee men. "
Althouo-h Jack ha never admitted any uch a piration , we claim to have in
him a mo t worthy succe sor to William J. Burn , when that celebrated gentleman relinqui he the rein . For John' capacity for penetrating to the ubterranean rece e of the " Elm Street grab bag" and emerging with the de ired
book ha more than once eUcited our admiration and gratitude.
When the Fate write the scroll of Honor in the Temple of Fame, we are ure
to find you, John, in your wonted place in the un.
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DE IS A. GILDEA
ROXB U RY, MASS .

"Dinny"
Varsity Football (2, 3, 4)
Capt . Football (4)
F reshman Baseball (1)
Varsity Ba eball ( 1, 2 )

It wa with the avowed purpo e of
tucking a B. C. football cal p in hi belt
that " Dinny" came to Holy Cro . In two
years of mortal combat he drank the bitter
dregs of defeat, but victory was all the
sweeter in Senior. Captaining a team the
like of which has never been een in W orce ter, he led his men in a gloriou triumph over the Maroon and Gold. In his
four year on the Hill " Dinny" proved
himself a center of the fir t rank, and
well de erved the praise and honor that
wa accorded him in the man y ummarie
of the year' best gridiron product . In the spring it was " Dinn y' " cu tom to
wander diamondward and pull in the soaring pheroid with all the ea e and
grace evinced on the football field. In Freshman he pa timed brilliantly in the
outer garden , and in Sophomore covered a imilar position on the var ity.
As di pen er of several article in common u e throughout the chool, e peciall y
tho e premium of the wa hroom, " Dinny" and his roomie never experienced
much difficulty, o convincing wa their elling line. It augurs well for the
future , and any one of the e fine day we may expect to ee " Dinny" elling hi
wa to fame and glory. Worce ter never eemed to hold a powerful attraction
for him, and that may explain a notabl e partiality for the corridor mailman.
May your courage and grit carry you on to unexplored fi elds of success, rivalling
in their eminence tho e memorable triumph of undero-raduate day .
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JOSEPH H. GOG E
LEOMI STER, MAS .

"Joe"
Senfresoj un ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
ommuters lub
t. Stanislaus Sodality

Some there are who are known in ctdvance of their coming; others there are
who blatantly compel recognition ; but
there are ome rare mortal who, lowly
but inevitably, secure due appreciationmen who, in an uno tentatiou manner,
do all thing well and reflect only credit
upon them elve , their class, and their
college.
uch, in short, i "J oe"- never
loud or boi terou , alway una urning,
yet efficient.
" Joe" wa a daily commuter from Leominster, and his con tant olicitation wa
the catching of the la t train north. To
hi credit may it be aid that the keenest memory cannot recall one lip. For
a time he elected to ride down in "Ralph de Palma' " road-plane, but the pace
proved too trenuou and "Joe" reverted to the well-rrravitated rail .
Though he ha eldom had a chance to exemplify it for collegiate edifi ation,
" Joe" i a kat r "par exc llen e," and it i a matter of regret that th lack of
a hockey team ha prevented hi garnering added laurels for Alma Mater in the
iced enclosure. But in a larger arena than that of the hockey rink "Joe" i
certain to lip the puck of achievement into the goal of ucce .
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FREDERICK R. GROGA
WET

W

EY,

. H.

' Fr dd " ' wan e
Philomathic (3 )
hain Gang (4)
B . V . M.
dality (1, 2, 3, 4)

" ell , f llow , I wa goin g into th
Ban roft, la t night, when- ." We alwa
kn w from whom u h a r mark wa
forth oming and th n we would b tr atd to a mo t wond rful tor : a darn l
in di tr , her pl a for a i lance, and
"Fred' " tirn ly da h to the re cu .
ot
that u h wa al way hi them ; hi repertoire wa r tri ted to no parti ular
in·
it wa drawn from th mo t vari cl and
un e p ct cl our
and brou 0 ht to uch
a climati con lu ion that the buildino
fairly n hroniz d with our hilarit . W
ou ld ne er a
f "Fr cl' ' di rtation
that "we fail cl to e an thin ° th r in to arou
But in all eriou ne , h i a
room; hi abilit t trike at th
him a on of ur m ntal giant
a oiding th tw -cl llar poll tax

our ri ibilitie ."

man who ha earn cl mu h r pe t in
r marrow of a phi] ophi al nioma tamp cl
and, no doubt,
plain d hi happ facilit for
on " in uffi i nt data. '

It i with n mall cl 0 r of anticipati n that we await the opportunit in th
ar to om , f a brief ojourn " up in th hill of old
w Hamp hir ," th r
to drop into th
for a valu cl chat with our old fri nd
and la mat
f
Hamp hir .
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THOMA

C. G

G

F LL RIVER, MA

"Torn"
B . ] . F . (3, 4)
President, B . J. F . (4)
Philosoph ical Academy
P res ., Fall Ri ver Club (4)
Varsi t y D ebating (4)
B . V . M. Sodalit y (3, 4)

We have often wondered to what preeminence he would have attained had he
but joined us ooner. For, though " Torn"
did not appear in our mid t until our
philo ophical bapti rn in Junior, he ha
alread y garnered a mo t prepo e ing
array of office . To think of "Torn" i to
vi ualize a pa ion for achievement, a love
of action. There i nothing, perhap ,
which he would invite with greater ze t
than an opportunity to conte t in cholarl
ornp t1t1on. B per onal int re t and bu ine energy, he ha o info ed hi own
pirit into the B. J. F. a ' to render it a real living thin g.
H r we find ample proof of the ignifi cance of the J a pane e proverb that
'Fortun call at the miling rrate." Hi out landing di po ition plu the irnpre s
of a plendid r ecor d of ervice- already rewarded with o many honor - brand
it elf on our memory. P acked with great potentialities, tactful and a tute, a
elev r di alectician, and a ma ter of debate, " Tom" i admirably fitt d for di putation in the world court of lif .

P age

ADELBERT J. GUTEK
FITCHBURG, MASS.

"Al," "Joe"
Philomathic (1 )
B. \ . M. Sodality
lass Football ( 1)
lass Baseball (1 )
Entertainment ommittee (1)

One dull day while we were threading
the mazes of Sophomore, a terrific roar
pounded against our tired ear , a low
slung "speed tah" wept from under the
arch of Linden Lane, and "Al" was one
of us.
o one questioned whence he
came- hi presence and the picture que
pre entation of it were all that anyone
could a k. Speed? Well, rather! Be it
the pur uit of the cla ics ( and with "Al"
it wa more than a pur uit- it wa a race,
with the cla ici t occa ionally second
be t) - be it the following of philosophy- (and here, too, he wa ju t a simple
apprehen ion or two ahead of the best little imple apprehensioni t of them a11)
- or be it whatever you will, he was equally at home. Everyone knows our own
little Ralph de Palma. The indi putable te timony of tradition record that du t
from the ix State of old ew England covered Al' greyhound as it panted
home at the fini h of one afternoon' pin.
o one- that is, no one of uswill doubt thi . As the curtain drop on the drama of college days, we can ee
you priming up the old car, and we know, a w wat h you di appear ov r the
hills and far away, that the checkered flag is bound to drop for you.
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W. PA L HACKETT
PROCTOR, VT.

" Paul," " Bill"
President Vermont Club (4)
an tuary Society (3, 4)
Mendel Club (3, 4 )

far

When Paul burst forth into joyou
m lody, it wa with bated breath that hi
audience .gave ear. Concealing his light
under a bu hel wa hi mo t a iduous
ta k, and thu but a mere handful of u
knew of thi latent talent in our Green
Mountain friend. One cold morning, however, he practiced far too early and vehemently, and that golden voice wa almo t
lost forever to Twenty-Two. Po e ed of
the happy faculty of arousing fellow member from their lumbers, not with the
pleasing " Benedicamus Domino," but in
hi own efficacious manner~ hi exit wa
peedier than his entry, and thereby hang a tal e.

It wa when he a cended the ro trum to preside over the home-stat cl uh th at
he wa in hi lement, and non e were there to di put him. His famou olitary
inqufry into th whys an d wh refore of the club co ffer will long lin crer in hi tory.
Paul' room, immediately following Christma , wa the tamping ground for all
poor ufferer afflicted with a weet tooth, for he thorou ghly believed in boosting
homemad product . Tho e wer the hal cyon day when the old maple came
into their own. At time when we were wont to be cantankerou and troublesome, th mere pronoun ement of the word " Bill ," provided amu ment aplenty,
and oft ntimes pain. Withal, a devo ted tudent, and faithful adherent to all
worthy mea ure ; Paul will, ome time, w hop , unroll hi long parchment of
knowl edge and experien e, and implant in u a few of tho e trait of patience
and per e erance.
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REGI ALD

J. HALL

W ORCESTER, MASS.

" Reg," " Reggie"
Varsity Baseball ( 1)
Varsity Football (1)
lass Football (1, 3)
Vice President (4 )
P AT HER Board
Chairman, Cap and Gown
om.
enfresoj un (1, 2, 3, 4)

The war brought us lo e ; it al o
brought u
ble ings, and prominent
among the e was " Reggie." Having meticuously laid away hi en ign' uniform,
" Reg" joined u in ophomore, and the
wonder ha been con tantly growing on
u how we ever got along without him.
For, from the beginning he has been mo t
active in affairs pertaining to hi adopted
cla ; hen e, we are not urprised in
enior to find him, not only working out our cap and gown problem., but also
occupying the esteemed offi e of Vice-Pre ident.
" Reg" had th e all too rare faculty of combining cholarl y attainment with
the magn tic p r onality which not only form friend ship but maintain them.
In th quarter of the " day-boys," hi opinion bore univer al weight, for, regardles of the ubj ect at hand, "Reg" could sub tantiate hi as er tion with such an
array of fact and fi gures, th at the opposition wa qu elled in it inception. In
the hi tory of human vent , even cholar hav been known to "cut' an occaional cla , and " Reg" had no desire to depart from cholarl way .
--We know that the qualitie of leader hip, o ably manife ted in the recent
conflict, will stand you in good tead in the year to come, and wil 1 guide you
safely over the hoal of Discourag ment into the harbor of Pro perity.
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EVA S PAGE HAM
EW YORK CITY

" Ev," "E. P. ," "Page"
Purple t aff (1, 2, 3, 4,)
Editor-in-Chief (4)
K . K. Societ y ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
B . V. M. odality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Chairman Boost er Committee (4)
P ATCHER Board (4)
Junior P rom Committee (3)

Tran migration, however fal se as a
doctrine, has its appeal at time . And
certainly no more apt timulus can be
given to its acceptance than that engendered by the pre ence of our own "Page."
It require no vivid fli ght of the imagination, after having ba ked in the aura
of hi personality for four years, to picture him gliding about the courts of
king , charming with hi magnetic smile, di arming with hi ready wit, and
al arming with the depth of his philosophical thought, the courtier of royalty,
a he has all to whom the plea ure has been given of knowin g him intimately
here. Geniu with all it concomitant attribute marked him for her own. To him
wa given communion with the Mu e , and a dige t of their ambro ia and nectar
has regularly appeared in the Purple.
ccompanyin o- the intellectual, and a manife t in it intensity, i his phy ical
charm. Hi ea e and democracy find their best xpres ion in his ho t of friend .
A charming partner, or an equall y courteou opponent at bridge, he has helped
while away th monotonou hour of our academic life. His entry into the Ii t
with hi Stet on couchant and hi polka-dot carf ram/pant, to jou t for the hand
of W orce ter' fair Guinevere, has been proclaimed by the heralds from afar
off, and only once in the many encounters wa he unhor ed, and then only in the face of overwhelming odds.

In clo ing, " Page," let u not ay adieu, but rather
the hopeful "au revoir," and if ucce s is in store for
any of u , we wish it most heartily for you.
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JAME

J. HAMILTO

HOLLISTO , MA

.

"Jimmy," "Ham"
B . V. M. odality (3, 4 )
B. J. F. (3, 4)

One might be tempted to characterize
the profound James as sphinx-like, were
it not for the occa ional sage dicta, pregnant with much wisdom, or parkling with
droll and kindly wit, that illumine his
conver ation. Conversation, by the way,
is the only thing with which "Jimmy" i
not generous, a fact which cannot be said
of the smoke that is ue from his celebrated pipe, heavy with it golden trimmings and porting real amber.
" Jimmy" came to u after two years
at B. C., which speak well for hi foresight. He u ed to ay that he went to
B. C. for it football and then to Holy Cros for its ha eball, but frankly, we think
he foresaw a certain late ovember afternoon, with a decidedly purple twilight.
At all events, " Jimmy" has profes ed no subsequent longings for the football
glory "he left behind him."
"Jim" has perseverance and a ubtle insight into the ultimate depth of thing
that cannot fail to win for him distinction in his chosen field of endeavor, even
as his quiet candor and teadfast friendship have ecured him in the common
heart of Twenty-Two.
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AUSTI

; HASSETT

ELMIRA ,

Y.

"Oz"
Philomathic (2, 3, 4)
Chairman , Auditing Board (4 )
B . "\ . M. odality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Mendel lub (3, 4)
Pres . Mendel lub (4 )

Behold that rare t of mortal : a man
of many action and few words. Present
the difficulty and you have it ma ter; w
have yet to ee the ituation with which
h could not cop . Whether an involved
Phy ic conundrum, a philo ophical difficulty, or a recal itrant Ford, the mere
application of Au tin's attention ufficed
to dissolve the difficultie and reincarnate
the F'o rd.
A natural leader both among ourselve
and on the dance floor, which latter may
or may not account for hi numerous nocturnal pereginations. When cla
meeting became involved, it wa always a motion of Au tin' that brought order
out of chao , and it w·a the Mendel Club' appreciation of this ability that
brought him the pr idency of that elect group.
His happy faculty of n ver doing a thing ' till the la t po ible moment, and
y t of performing it with con ummate finality, wa a ource of never-ending
wonderment. To obtain his backing for a project wa proof sufficient of it
advi ability, for he poke not only from the heart but al o from the head. He
i one of tho e to whom in the year to com we shall point with pardonable
pride: 'Ye, indeed! We were in his cla ."
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SA FORDE. HAE
BRIDGEPORT, CO N.

"San"
President, Texus lub (4)
B . \ . M. Sodality (2, 3, 4)
Subscription 1gr., Purple (3, 4)
Prom oter, L . S. H . (1, 2, 3, 4)

om\e fellows are uch perfect gentlemen that they ucceed in hiding their
light under a bushel until ome one tip
the ha ket, whereupon their brilliance
fairl blind . " an" succe ded in o
doing for a hort time, but he wa soon
di covered. P erhap there are few of u
who know what wonder he performed
a the Purple's fir t uh cription Manager, but certainly we all know what he
accom pli hed a President of the
exu
Club. And when we ay that for a whole year he ucceeded in oothing the
whim of the Ponderou One, hi geniu becomes the more apparent.
" an' " kill a an interior decorator found ample testimony in the exten ivenes of his mural display, and hi collection of photographic reminiscence left
no room for .doubt a to the multiformity of hi vacational activiti . And de pite
all th e attraction , even when he wa dispensing harmony to an arti tically
tarved multitude, he managed to garner numerou te timonials to complete hi
album. In hort, he wa one of tho e indi pen abl e , on of tho e men you could
dep nd upon in any contingency.
o one believe that aught but ucce can
att nd hi future effort .
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CLARE CE E. HA YES
ALBA Y,

Y.

"Clair"
Philomathic (1, 2, 3, 4)
Debating (4 )
B . V . M. Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4)

Glance to the left and behold the fair
countenance of the Exalted Ma ter of the
Revelers in Ripping Repartee. Tho e who
might que tion this worthy gentleman's
qualification for such a unique di tinction
are merely referred to one of those heated
discu ions between him elf and "Lube"
on subject psychological, ociological, or
chronological. It was not o much the
matter at hand a the treatment thereof
that elicited our awe.
"Clair's" numerou week-end trips with
the same youth into the ocial vortice of intellectual feminity furnished a perennial source whence hi natural loquaciousne might draw it u tenance. But
it wa an embryo Senator Reed, ri ing nobly and mo t eloquently to the defen e
of his much maligned pal that he immortalized the name of Hayes in the forensic
history of Holy Cro . Can mere time ever dim the memory of that masterful
peroration which nonplu ed even the re ourceful gentleman from ew York?

If, a Shake pere inform u , the world is but a stage, and all the people in
it merely players, Twenty-Two i a ured of at least one luminary in the dramatic firmament.
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FRANK

J. HA YES, JR.

WORCESTEG., MASS .

Senfresojun Club (1, 2, 3, 4)
St. Stanislaus Sodality (1 , 2, 3, 4)

Frank is numbered among those who
are enjoying the advantage of a dual
education; in other words, he is pursuing
hi ratio studiorum in all it essential relations on the Hill, and at the same time,
deriving those benefits which only accrue
from home environment. Frank, from a
casual urvey, gives the impression of a
rather retiring sort of individual, but, with
closer a sociation. comes a realization of
his buoyant good-fellowship, of one who
can hold his own with the best, whether
on the rostrum of the "day-boys" or on
the basketball court.
Frank has admittedly never sought cla sification with the much disdained
"grind ," and yet, when the checks were called in and the post-mortems rendered, in the "sanctum of the day-scholars" he wa alway to be found among
the elect. Especially in Applied Psychology wa he an adept, for, being only
a mortal, and as such burdened with all the frailties of human-kind, his ta te
for "nice things" was by no means restricted to the "gustative papillae."
When you leave us to mingle with the world and all its problems, doubt not
that Twenty-Two sends with you its best wishes, strong and legion.
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GERALD

J. HEALY

RBOOKLI E, MASS.

"Gerry," "Tarzan"
Class Treasurer (2, 3)
Class Football (2, 3, 4)
Boxing (2, 3, 4)
PATCHER Board

Almost immediately following his arrival on the "Hill," "Gerry" gave evidence
of those qualities of leadership which have
eventuated in his present exalted position.
" onnie" Gable, upon discovering his
presence, at once promoted him to a corporalship in that renowned Holy Cross
Brigade which daily added to its prestige
by the annihilation of pectral hunnish
hosts on blood-drenched Freshman Field.
And since those hectic days, "Gerry" has
advanced from post to post, until today we find him at the pinnacle of popularity, the doughty captain of the illustrious Alpha Guards, whose well-chosen
motto reads : "Th·ey Shall ot Pass."
...,.. And who of us has not forgotten his scintillating triumphs: his able manipulation of Twenty-two 's exchequer; hi remarkable boxing ability; his share in the
downfall of Twenty-one's vaunted machine; his original pen and ink sketches;
and his penchant for the beautiful.
And, even as he once brought the prancing "man o' war" to a spectacular
victory over a fast field on the Elmcrest course, so we are certain that some day
his numerous capabilities will bring him to the crest of achievement, where he
will forever remain, undaunted by the seething maelstrom of mundane influences.
"Gerry"- goo d luck!
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GEORGE P. HE

ESSY

WATERBURY, CO

"George-Lae-Skie "
Class Football (3, 4)
:M endel lub Entertainer (4)
Dramatic Club (3, 4)
B . ] . F. (3, 4)
moker Committee (3)

Emmittsburg and Maryland offered msufficient allurements to George, o he
quitted Mt. St. Mary' and joined the
boys on the Hill in Junior, to make us
the richer by hi presence and personality.
With equal dexterity George could manipulate his hand and feet, whether on the
waxed floor or in the resined ring. A
an entertainer and portrayer of character
sketches he soon took rank among the
foremo t in the school.
When our class football team wa gallant! y adding more
laurels to Twenty-two's already abundant wreath, "Skie " could al ways be found
at the bottom of a heap doing his utmost to stem any play around end, and when
it came to picking the pigskin out of the horizon, he was in a class by himself.
With a quiet but deadly efficiency Ethics and P ychology were felled by hi
intellectual scythe in an even more voluminous cloud than his Electric portable .
Gifted with the rare ability to sell anything under any an,J all circumstances, due
largely not to mere verbiage, but to a per onal magneti m that attracted attention
and earned re pect, George will continue to ail serenely along in his breezy
style and with the same ea y grace with which he adorned the polished board ,
he will guide his adventurous bark afely o'er the cour e of life.
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WALTER J. HOGA
WHITEHALL,

. Y.

" Walt"
Philom a thic (2)
B . V . M. Sociality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Scientific Society (3)
Juni or P rom Com m ittee
Mendel Club (3, 4)
Picture ommittee (4)
P ATCHER B oard

" Loyal !" That i the word that epitomize our repre entative from the hi toric
shore of Lake Champlain ; loyal to
friends, to cla s and to school, loyal to
him elf, wherefore he "could not, then, be
fal se to any man." And withal, " Walt"
is the antithesis of anything that smack
of severity ; he ha won his friends through
a merry, optimi tic outlook upon life, ever ready with clever repartee or badinage,
yet quick to proffer interest or sympathy, when it was needed.
His service to the cla s are attested by the number and importance of the
various committees upon which he has served. Both the Junior Prom and the
P ATCHER of Twenty-Two can attribute their success in no small mea ure to his
efforts. But the class of Twenty-two owes " Walt" another and a deeper debta debt which can be paid onl y by a return of the same friend hip and loyalty
which he o unstintingly bestowed upon us.
Wherever you seek your succe s, " Walt," there will go with you the hopes, the
good wi he , and the confidence of your cla .
Knowing you with the intimacy
which onl y four year of con tant association can permit, it is with unfeigned
regret that we foresee the inevitable parting on Commencement Day.
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WILLIAM F. HOLLA D
WORCESTER, MAS .

"Bill"
Senfresojun ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
St . Stanisllaus Sodality (1 , 2, 3, 4)
Vice Prefect, Sodality (2 )
P ATCHER Board
Vice President (3)
Mendel Club (3, 4)
Secretary, Mendel Club (4 )

Some there are who seem to have the
"open sesame" of success in whatever they
undertake. We marvel at the so-called
good fortune which attends their every
effort, and then, one day, we realize that
it is only a happy mixture of whole-hearted
endeavor and a genial personality.
othing daunted by the onerous requirement
of the pre-medical course, "Bill" not only elected to fathom it
plexities, but found ample time for class and "other" interests.

scientific per-

Beside holding the office of Vice-President in Junior, he was intru ted with
that most arduous of dutie , the compilation of the Mendel Club' program, the
excellence of which should be sufficient encomium for his efforts. We consider
it by no mean an indiscreet disclosure to mention "Bill' s" weakness for argumentation.
He scorned the restrictions of a debate, its forensic conventions,
and it time limitations.
He rather preferred the unlimited cope of a private
discu ion, extending if necessary to the border of the perpetual.
When, in the future, the croll of Alma Mater' "M. D. " is placed in the HalJ
of Fame, we doubt not that the name of William F. Holland will enjoy a mo t
conspicuous and honored position.
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lRVI G T. JOH SO
SPRI GFIELD, MASS.

"Johnnie," "Scourge"
.lass Football (2, 3, 4,)
lass Basketball (1, 4)
Purple Contributer (3, 4)
Freshman Baseball
PATCHER Board
Dramatics (4)
Purple taff (4)

It i with deep reluctance that we invade the sacro anct haunt of the Mu es,
but to attain to any degree of adequacy in
writing of Irving we find our elves so
compelled, for he was certainly a poet of
part . Hi works, however, appeared in
such varied gui es and disguise that the
credit occa ionally was not given where
it was due.
Irving' geniu shone none the less refulgently when it was encased in the sombre
moleskins, plunging with reckless abandon through the opposing lines. We have
not forgotten the cry of "Give the ball to Johnson!" that rent the atmosphere in
the waning moment of that memorable battle on the field of ice.
or have we
forgotten the victory that en ued, to the utter humiliation of the Senior and the
everla ting glory of "Scourge."
It was perhaps because of our a urance that
" Scourge" would not fail u that we intrusted him with o many impo ible ta ks,
varying from sonnet-writing to booking a pas age to
orth Brookfield.
And
yet in pare moments he eemed to find time for exploring, for on three ucces ive
year h ucceeded in discovering the coldest place on Mt. St. James.
Our four year association with you, Irving, has taught u the true meaning of
friend hip, and it is on this above al 1, that we ha e our
confidence in your future ucce .
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FREDERICK W. KEA . E
MILFORD, MASS.

" Freddy," " Dingle"
B. V. M. Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Philomathic (1 , 2, 3, 4)
ecretar y, Philomathic (2 )
Chai rman, Smoker Committee (2 )
Cheer Leader (2 )
Civil Serv ice (3)

To describe him is impossible; to praise
him, unnecessary. His very actions are his
best encomiums. His uncanny ability to
adapt himself to circumstances, his amiability, his utter nonchalance-all these,
plus his astounding good fortune, make of
" Freddy" a typical "friend in need," a
never failing panacea for worry and all
its attendant satellites. His language, now
droll, now sparkling, becoming in a moment elegant and as quickly returning
to a flashing naivety, render him at once a poet and a comedian.
But lest we forget that justly famed Sophomore Smoker : fan into flames the
dying embers of your memory and envision the evening's hit, "Freddy's" memorable protege, the exponent of that extremely risque "Fitchburg Glide ;" then,
indeed, it is not difficult to understand George M. Cohan's premature withdrawal
from the dramatic field in his fear lest this newly-fou :id geniu might eclipse him
in his chosen sphere.
And then there are his social achievern.ents. Be it atop the Bancroft, afore
the Alpha, or aneath the star-bejewelled sky, where'er " Freddy's" smile was found,
there· also was een some all-adoring fair one, ecstaticall y absorbed by his
inimitable " line."
In the years to come, as we thumb the pages of this
precious volume, the heart cannot but beat the quicker
when we pause to ponder on the wondrous days spent
0::1 yon empurpled hill- with " Fredd y."
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JOHN J. KEATING
BROOKLYN,

. Y.

"Jack," "Keats"
Freshman Relay
PATCHER Board (4)
Varsity Football (2, 4)
Class Basketball (3)
President Philomathic (4 )
President Philosophic Academy (4 )
Debating (4 )
Athletic Editor, Purple (3, 4)

Viewed in the light of subsequent
events, there should have been a brass
band at the depot to herald Mr. Keating's
disembarkation from the Brooklyn train.
" Jack" soon overcame, however, any
melodic deficiencies of his arrival by a
most meteoric rise into prominence. His
work on the service football team was followed by brilliant efforts on our famous
Freshman relay.

It was, we conclude, in his odd moments that he garnered as many testimonials
in a month as the majority of the less gifted were fortunate to acquire in a year.
An enumeration of "Jack's" undergraduate achievements, whether in the field of
debate, as Athletic Editor of the Purple, or in the classroom, is not hardly within
the scope of thi appreciation; but it is quite within our power to commend the
modesty with which he has received his innumerable honors.
It was in his
invulnerability to the poison-tipped arrows of vanity that lay the secret of his
universal popularity.
And it is with this same quality that "Jack" will shortly
unlock the private office of success, there to toy with the world of business with
the ame delicate finesse with which he won the affection of Twenty-two.
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T. FRA CIS KIELTY
FITCHBURG, MASS.

" Frank"
Senfresojun (3, 4)
I. Sociality (2)
St. S t a ni sla u s Sociality (3, 4)
Track Squad (3, 4)
B. V.

Di charged from further duties at the
Black tone Submarine Ba e
some few weeks after the German collapse,
"T. Francis," obsessed with the desire to
refrain from the tawdry duties entailed in
civil life, and equall y de irou of continuing his wanderings about the greenl yterraced Mount, guilelessly took unto himself a new bride, which unexpectedl y
proved a merciless shrew, for is he not
the e paused of patience-tryin g study.

ill u triou

And till he should be commended for this, for not only ha he avoided a11
danger of epara tion , but has ever been made happy by his calm and ·determined
taming of said shrewi h dame. And how well he ha thrived; for even when he
sought to leave her about the hou se that he might fill such important engagements
a are demanded by dance, by stroll , or by pole vaulting, till ha she remained
ever faithful, ever servient.
And so, Frank, as we prepare to leave, rest assured that we will never chan ce
a divorce from your memory, and in whatever channel life' vortex may whirl
yo u, remember that our hope and best wi hes are with you.
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THOMAS F. LAWLOR
WATERBURY, CO N.

"Tommy"
B . V. M. Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4 )
Secretary,
exus Club
Stage Properties, Dramatics (4)
Sanctuary Society (3, 4)
Civil Service (3, 4 )

"Ask 'Tommy.' He'll know." Words
taken from any of the chapters of '22,
corridors the first to the third in whatever
building "Tommy" chanced to live.
It
mattered little what the desired information, if "Tommy" didn't have it, it
"wasn't." But reportorial ability was by no
means his outstanding quality; two words
will be forever linked in our memories of
the Mount- Tommy and loyalty; loyal to
school, loyal to home, loyal to "Big Bill," loyal to his conviction .

It was perhaps this same loyalty applied to his studies that made him one of
our leading testimoniacs.
What was so rare as a day when "Tommy" failed to
mount the platform?
He first cam¢ into the limelight in Freshman as beadle
of the famous Freshman A. Thenceforward his name and fame were secure.
And then, in Junior, that famous day when- but then, one never can tell.
It is only now as Commencement draws closer that its true significance is
borne home to us, when we realize that it means separation from the Old Hill
and-"Tommy."
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EDMU D

J. LEO ARD

WALLI GFORD, CO

"Benny," "Eddie"
B.

J.

F. (1, 2, 3)

B. V . M. Sodality (4 )
Philomathic (4)
Promoter, L. S . H. (1, 2, 3, 4)
hain Gang (4)
Treasurer,
exus Club (4)

When the goblins which were rampant
on the mo t recent Hallowe'en chose a
certain nu111ber of our clas to grace the
ranks of the Immortals, not the least of
those elected was the youthful orator
from Wallingford.
'Twere easy to produce an epic on the achievement of thi
band of heroe ; and certainly the ly se
of the tribe wa "Benny." But not alone
for this is he noted. From a boundle s spirit of camraderie, with all the graciousness of a tried ban vivant, he would impart to many a struggling novice the benefit
of his wide experience in " ofi ms" and "parlorisms."
Many a youth whose
education had hitherto con isted in diamond and other uch trifles, owes hi~
introduction to ocial Worcester to the soft speeches of "Eddie."
But le t we forget his pre-eminent claim to recognition: never a laggard in cla ,
he wa wont to dazzle the eyes of unsuspecting mates by a frequent appearance
in the monthly testimonial parade. But we will remember be t his firm expresion of opinion on all questions of class intere t and his unfailing good humor.
A maintenance of the ame zeal as an alumnus which he manife ted as an undergraduate will alone consummate our most anguine hope for hi future.
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CHARLES K. LUBBE
PEORIA, ILL.

" Kim," " Charlie," " Loob"
B . V. M. Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Scientifi c Societ y (3)
Orchestra (1 , 2, 3, 4)
Ser g-a t -Arms, Philomat hi c (4 )
Aq uinas Circle ( 4 )
Class D ebatin g (1)
H . C. N ight D ramati cs (4)

Of " The West" those imaginativel y inclined predicate sun sets; those with a more
material turn , stockyards ; we, Charles
Kimball Lubbe. And, to say the least,
the land beyond the All eghanies has in him
a loyal ambassador, or as the business-bent
Twentieth Century w'o uld crystallize itgood advertising. " Kim" gave the lie to
Horace Greeley and more or less crossed the dope by retracing the steps of his
hardy ancestors and heading Worcesterward.
But think not for a moment that he has made Worcester his only goal. From
his pioneerin g forb ears he has inherited that irrepressibl · esponse to " the lure
of the trail," and has wandered ever ywhere over eastern parts, freely dispensin g
that winning mile and captivatin g hand-clasp, all in that convincing Western way.
Some of his excursions from St. James-on-the-Blackstone have been to points
fa r distant- others not so far. Many a Prom and " big game" has been attended
by Charles & Co., the " Company" awakening in the boys a desire to see more
of " Charlie's" home town .
Well, " Kim" old dear, we hope that in June it will be with a love for us and
ours, as great as we hold for you and yours, that you step aboard your beloved
Wolverine, bound for
" Out where the skies are a trifle bluer,
Out where friend hip's a little truer,
Out where the West begins."
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FRA K J. LYNCH
BLACKSTONE, M ASS.

" Frankie," " Lunch"
B . V. M. Soda lity (2, 3, 4)
Varsity Track (2, 3, 4)
Cross Country (2, 3)
Letter Man (2 )
Interclass Track (2, 3)
Junior P ro m Committee

When the town of Blackstone was contemplating a fitting atmosphere for the
intellectual developme nt of its aboveportrayed young scion, was it not natural
that it should select a certain pine-scented
spot on the banks of the very river whence
it derived its name. So it came to pass
that the class of Twenty-two has had the
distinction of bearing him aloft in its
company to the " dizzy" heights of Seniority.
Lynch, Sullivan and Hennessey-a delightful tnmty of comedy and good
humor. When that mischievous trio assembled, there was " hewing to the line"
galore, with promiscuou " falling of quips," and little " Frankie" could more than
hold ·his own. Frank, although in his ordinary pursuits hardly to be characterized as " fast," was quite a different individual as he flew along the track,
cinders spurting from his feet, and relentlessly cutting down an opponent's temporary lead, to finally , in a victorious burst, breast the waiting tape.

In the class room the gaping hoi polloi have listened in amaze as Frank
launched into a flowing tran slation of a Phillippic, or a profound dissertation on
the Pessimism of Schopenhauer. Can we do more than hope that his success m
life may be commensurate with his popularity on Packachoag.
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ROBERT

. LY CH

CA TO , MASS.

"Bob," "Porky"
B. V.

'l. Sodality

And to think that we once con idered
time-tables essential! But that wa before we met " Bob." Some day, omeone
will mention a railroad which he know
not, or a train of whose schedule he lack
certainty; but that will be only after Mar
become confidential.
Verily we believe
that his conception of a endaemoni tic
utopia is a stati tical nur ery, with schedule as his mental toys.
"Bob's" activitie , although regulated
by, have not been confined to chedules,
for although he has never admitted as
much, we privately opine that he owns
tock in the Her hey Chocolate Co.
His policy of "Starve and Grow Fat" has
ever mystified u .
His imperturbability in the face of numerous exam and hi s
subsequent testimonials have duly awed us.
To combine such punctuality with such carefree geniality and a ready wit is
to be irre istible, and so we found him.
So, as watch in hand, you saunter
down Linden Lane for that last 10.35, re t assured of our heartie t good-will,
whatever connections you may choo e to make for the terminal of Success on the
Railroad of Life.
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PETER J. LYNOTT
SCRA TO , PA.

" Pete"
B . \ . M. Sociality (3, 4)
Pres., P ennsylvania Club (4 )
Philom a thic (3, 4 )

Although " P ete" wa not incorporated
a a clas partner until Junior, so unpretentious were his way and so genial was
hi personality that, before the end of that
philosophical aeon, he was regarded a
one who had al ways been a member of
the firm. And thereby was the tate of
P ennsylvania raised in our esteem, and
thus were di pelled any preconceived notion of a P ennsylvanian's proclivities for
coal and hos politics ; for " Pete" mamfe ted leanings toward neither.
" Pete' " freedom a regards phy ique from any painful cavities or unneces ary
angles may offer a partial explanation of his unfailing cheerfulnes ; but onl y a
partial one, for hi smile remained unperturbed before the r efectory's too frequent as aults upon the general peace and temper. ("P ete" managed somehow to
retain both temper and rotundity. )
But there i more to " Pete" than expansive geniality. He has applied himself
to his work with a teadine which ha borne fruit in most comfortable m arks.
In him work and good nature have coalesced to form a high-grade product in the
college market. So, it i with confidence that we entru~t " P ete" to that great
outer world which hails with joy and heaps with rewards the m :m who puts his
be t foot forward and gives a smil e to all.
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FREDERICK E. MAGUIRE
ROXBURY, MASS.

" Freddie,"

"J. Austin"

F r eshma n R elay
Varsity Track ( 1, 2, 4)
Varsity Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4)
Holy Cross
ight Committee (4 )

One of the scintillating tars in TwentyTwo's crowded constellation of athletes,
"Freddie" will go down on the Hol y Cro s
baseball croll a the be t econd ha eman
yet developed on the Hill. Pleas for a
needed homer evoked a ready response and
many a sure defeat was cooped from the
dirt and snapped into the bag by thi miling youth. It was that same fleet underpinning that brought him hi first laurels
on the Freshman Relay; and 'tis said that
to that early practi e he owed many a last second arrival in the sacrosanct " Office
of Indices."
In the role of entertainer " Freddie" had no equal; the gentle art of propelling
one' voice from room to room and wall to wall, combined with everal other
products of Eastern mysticism made him a worthy rival of the great Thurston.
Loyal to chool, true to class, and last , but not least, faithful ever to his old
" roomie," need we a k " ed," " who' de be t guy in school? " Many and
furious were the battl anent this que tion and oftentimes settlement was referred
to the tenni court, upon which "J. Austin" could lick his weight in wild-cats.
Rumor ha it that "Freddie" will "go up" after graduation, and it is our prediction that hi rise to tardom will be rapid and spectacular. May you outRuth the " Babe," " Freddie."
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COR ELIUS F. MALO

EY

WATERBURY, CO

" eil," "Mal"
T ennis Team (1, 2, 3, 4)
Manager, Tennis (3, 4)
Pres., Waterbury Club (4)
B. J. F . (1)
B. V . :M. Sociality (1, 2, 3, 4)

From the shores of the graceful augatuck he came to us, and forthwith we urrendered to the charm of both racquet
and personality.
Service was " eil's"
specialty, whether applied for Alma
Mater's greater glory or his opponent's
utter confusion. The famous Waterbury
double team has yet to meet defeat on
the "Court of Many Springs." A playing manager of tennis for two years, he
has advanced the sport to the very border of its majority.
" eil's" unassuming air wa prone to deceive the uninitiated who had never
enjoyed hi inimitable acts with pard "Mac" or had never heard his prolific
vocabulary in it in pired moment . Seldom was hi equanimity ruffled except
when the Post failed to appear on its customary Thursday. Under his guidance
the Waterbury Club continued its reign as " leader of them all." He had but one
idiosyncrasy, a ecret failing for "Derbies" which he could indulge only in
holiday periods.
Rumor has whispered Journalism as hi chosen sphere. May we congratulate
the profession on the acquisition of such a gifted and magnetic personality.
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3

RICHARD R. MASO
BALLSTO

SPA,

. Y.

"Dick," "R. R. "
Vice Pres ., Albany Club (4)
Sanctuary Society (3, 4)
Civil ervice (2, 3)
B. V. M. Sodality ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
B. ] . F . (1, 2)

S h ! There's a sleuth on your trail and
he'll "get you if you don' t watch out."
Old genus homo sapiens received a mighty
setback when "Dick" joined our force
back in the martial day of the S. A. T. C.
One of the two original Greek scholar
of Sophomore day , he wa never at a
lo for an answer. Verbal combat wa
hi meat and drink and right merrily did
he dine thereon at the expense of many a
poor cla mate. But whi tle a few bar of a dreamy waltz or a jazzy fox-trot
and " Dick" wa in the eventh heaven of delight; he visited the eighth one Easter
vacation while far from his "up-state" home.

If you wanted to know Man O' War' complete record or to ascertain hi
winning of the mo t recent sea on, you need but go to " Dick," for Saratoga is not
far from the "Spa," and to judge from appearance is most uitable for a stopover. A the prime in tigator of the ovember and March tenni tournament ,
thi nimble-footed neophyte deserved honorable mention from the A. L. T. A.
A friend in time is oft hard to find but " Dick" could always be relied on at the
crucial moment and many were the richer thereby. One of the anticipations of
coming reunion will be the chance to revive old memories of Third O'Kane and
open window with our truest of friends, " Dick" Ma on.
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WILLI M
T

J. McC FFREY
TO , M

Bill," ' Mac"
Or chestra (1 , 2, 3, 4)
,o ncert Ma t er (3, 4)
President, T a unton lu b (4)
B.
L ocla lity (1, 2, 3, 4)
quinas
ircle

Paganini rein arnated !
Evoluti nar
th uo-h Lhi a rtion ma app ar, w have
be n quit unabl to arriv at an oth r
planation of th art of wee Will McCaffre .
ur I it i the old ma ter r harm the rabbi into bli fol
r la ation a of or . Wh ther it b in
metropolitan Fo boro or in co mopolitan
W orce ter- at th
lhambra th
rmor
or th elebrated 'Ca " -or whether it b
in th lu uriou
n ironm nt of ea-lapp d Magnolia, in fa t wh r
r the
qua ering train of " Bill' " celebrated violin are heard, o lik th oft obbin oof a Maytime z ph r, ther mu t on pau e th whil h w r ta iturn hi natur
to Ii t in thrilling wond rm nt.
nd a uch abilit
annot long g unr ogniz d, " Bill'
engagem nt w r
numerou - in fa t, o num rou that h wa w nt to j opardize hi tandin o- in
our min nt Di iplinarian' o.ffic fil , with man a he ti int rvi w r ultant
and
a ional uh equent di a t r.
Hen
hi fr qu nt ojourn in the uit
atop th Chapel.
But now 'Bill ,' in c the allot d pa would n t u.ffic f r th narration of
our multi£ rm capade , accompli hm' nt and triumph ,
n d mu t limit
our word of prai , and merel ha e you know that your ucc
i our , and,
with that- adio !
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CH RLE

. McCARTHY

W TERB R , CO

'Mac," ' imon"
B . ] . F . (1)
Philo ophi al Academ y
B . V. 'l. odality (1, 2, 3, 4)

When we w r
you.1g, tortoi e- hell
gla
, r indicative t u of up rintdlig nc .
It ha be n a great ati fa tion to find in " Ma " the vindication
of our hildhood judo-m nt.
For two
b a diligent pra ti of violet-b - tone ta ti , h ucce fully avoidcalcium, but it wa in Junior Philo oph that h
am into hi own with
a
ngeanc . An e am, which for mo t
of u wa an admi ion of what we didn't
know, wa for him merely a proof of
what h · · did know.
did not ab orb all hi time; in par moment
But the pur uit of lo t au
h managed with on um.mat
kill to be i g and capture the much- ought
Thron of Whi t.
How man
aunted combination have we en put to utt r
rout by th famou 'Gene-Ma " team! It wa while thu and otherwi e engaged
that " imon ' b cam the ine qua non of all theatri al di u ion ; how , enil e
or infantile, h knew th m all , th ir pedigr e and th ir rating.
It wa only when en famille that hi fund of natural humor flared forth to the
full· f w could equal, none could urpa , our " Harold Llo d Jr." in hi xuberIf hi futur achi vement are t b gauged b hi uc
while
ant mom nt .
with u , no ambition ne d o-o unfulfilled, no wi h ungratifi d.
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I CE T McCARTI
LOWELL

MA

" in " " Card , ' " Club de

in o-t '

cad em y
lub (4 )
B. V . M.
2, 3, 4)
en io r Dra m at:c
4)
Ph ilomath :c o ie t y (2, 3 )
q u ·na
ir le (4)
T ra k T ea m (1 , 2, 3, 4 )

In th

b o-inning " in" wa not our ,
but Fate
Co. made him o wh n th
fir t bell of th
ophomore y ar ound :I
Lh kn II f um.m r and l i ur .
nd it
p ak w 11 for hi popul arit when w
a that f w of hi la mat are aware
of th fa t that h ha not alwa
be n
with u .
H
on hi niche in th Hall of Farn at th
nd of Junior, h a ing
la t d an entir y ar without a t-ba k at th Ro a] and n ient gam of olitair .
Card ar to " in" what the powd r-puff i to H r Ma j t th f lapp r,
viz. th ine qua non of an hour fli o-ht.
ard arni al i a
thino- only of Hol Cro , for an uninterrupted tr am
tt r th at look an
awful lot a]ik w uld indi at that at 1 a t
pade , and Diam nd
thu far! ) w r not in the pack at all wh n h ' a 1 n o- .1 from ho l. In
ompan with the r doubtable " Tob y,' hi ro m b am th r nd zvou fo r th e
indefati o-a] 1 Bridger and hi h pitalit wa n
r fou :i d wantin rr.
o \
an
w ll be confident that the qualiti
of teadfa t o-ood-f llow hip and unfailin ogood humor, which have o endear d him to us, will r ap th ir har ve t of mil
from what
r part of th world it ma be that will claim ' in for it own.
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GERARD

J. McEVOY

WATERB URY, CO

" Gerry," " Mac"
P rom ot er, L . . H . (1, 2, 3, 4)
B . J. F . (1, 3, 4,)
P AT HER B oard
Scientific Societ y (3)
B . V. If. Sociality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Civ il Ser vice (3)
a nctua r y ociet y (3)

Versatility plus ability may not produce
perfectibility but they do produce some
wonderful results ; a witnes "Gerry."
Firm; purpo e and unswerving diligence
kept him on the path trod by few and
rai ed him to lofty chola tic height .
Per i tency wa hi motto- echo the many
lonely heart - and, once determined, he
wa not to be fru trated from his purpo e, not even by a rapid de cent from bed
to trunk in po t-bellum days. Oftentime he will recollect on tho e distant May
evenin g , mayhap with a sinking sen ation.
The gentle art of indulging in marathon among the whi pering hemlock
ends sweet lumber , or so ' twas told u by Dame Rumor. There may have
been many a winding and uncharted trail in the environs of W orce ter three year
ago, but they are lon g since carefully catalogued and fil ed away in " 1ac' "
memory.
It i no exaggeration to pronounce him our cla s hiker. Second
only to thi pur uit i his propensity for whizzing the little black ball down the
alley with such amazing rapidity as to dazzle the very pin-boys.
It i only
natural, perhap , that liking the waxed alleys, hi ta te hould expand with
the year , and now, the brighter the lights the better.
May your further explorations into the heart of the
world be as expeditiou and well-favored a your effort
merit.
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PA L J. McE OY
W. PHILADELPHIA, P .

"Mac"
Freshman Baseball
Manager, Freshman Baseball (3 )
Manager, Varsity Baseball (4 )
President, A. A . (4 )
ecretary, . A . (3 )
Philomathic (1 , 2, 3, 4)
Philosophical Academy
Class Debating (1 , 2, 4)

W a it John on who defined geniu a
nothing more than an infinite capacity
for work? If thi be o, then in Paul we
truly have a geniu . Few men have done
a much for Alma Mater a "Mac."
ot
only ha h been in trumental in guiding
our athleti policy for the pa t two year ,
but hi work in the la ·room ha ino-led him out time and again a being one
whom the god have particularly favored.
o le ha he contributed to the
glor of Twenty-two from hi vantage point on the debating platform, whereby the k enne of hi logic and the fire of hi eloquence, h ha routed all onlaught on our debating u premacy.
Hi carriage and conduct have at all time tamped him a true gentleman and
a worthy exemplar of the in titution he o ably repre ent . To belong to the
charmed circle of Paul' intimate acquaintanc wa , ind d, a privil ge, and therein
wa the real " lac" portrayed- al way ready with a quick retort, anxiou for a
h arty laugh, and thoroughly appreciative of a joke, even at hi own e pen e.
A the time roll around for our parting from th e acad mic hall , may our
au/ wieder ehen b tempered by the memory of the man plea ant hour w ha e
known with you.
A for your ucce
Paul, we know
it will be great.
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DE IS J. McLAUGHLI
JERSEY CITY,

. J.

" Dinnie," " Captain"
Varsit y Basketball (3, 4)
aptain, Basketball (4 )
Freshman Baseball oach (4 )
\ arsity Ba eball ( 1, 2, 3)
lass Football (2, 3, 4)
.lass \ ice President (1)
Pres., ew J ersey Club (4
B . V. I. odality (1 , 2, 3, 4)

Why it is that we will look hack with
our tenderest ~mile upon our college day ,
though it was then that our ego wa the
mo t humiliated, i a que tion. The answer, or at least one that no one wiil deny
or even distingui h, i depicted above.
The " Captain" made up for a lot of thing
that needed making up for; for instan ce, the eal of the sy tern, that " left all
alone again" feeling, and, le t we forget, that ver atile ew England weather.
Let it be a balmy day in January or a blizzard in May, " Din" could alway ee
the ilver lining.
They wrote a ong about "Dinnie" and named it " Smiles."
Tho e who have seen hampion hip ha kethall team pivot around the " Big
Doctor" in a erie of irre istible flight down the floor, know ju t how large a
part he played in the making of our athletic hi tory.
And who can forget how,
a a Fre hman, he broke that long-lived ha ehall jinx, U. of P. , ending the
Quakers hack to " Phill y" on the hort end of a four to two struggle.
When we hall have eparated along the :many path that lead from Linden
Lane, we may, per hance, on the acqui ition of new friends, forget ome of our
old one , but there is none that can take the place in our heart that we'll alway
hold, " Old Doctor," for ou.
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. McM HO

TEPHE

ILLB RY, M

'

t ve"

3nfreso jun ( 1, 2, 3, 4 )
s t . Sta n i !au
d a lity (1 , 2, 3, 4)

Ther wa a tim when ' tev " ould
look down upon u from th lofty min n
of an upp r la man , for he wa bra inoth t rror of the Ratio tudiorum a full
ar b for 1922 et her ail on th ternBut Fat , in th
, de reed otherw.i , and
at th b ginnino- of Junior~ w w re o-reet d
with a h er mil and a warm hand hake
b thi lad from
re
urb. From that da
b n
unt d a
mo t aliant on
ontribut d in r.
]iai on whi h ha e i t d b tw en th mainland
' " hobb

if w ma b
find it
pr
b tw en " H art " and "Pit h. "
b f und n th int rurban hi ghwa
a mo t a iduou p d triar1 and

h th r or not ' t e' , ill b come ma or of hi horn town w do not kn w,
but w , ill b glad to rej i
with him in a littl
topia al1 hi o n.
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CHARLE

F. McMA US

WORCESTER, MASS.

"Charlie," "Mac," "Hap"
Senfre ojun Club (1, 2, 3, 4)
t . Stanislaus odality ( 1, 2, 3, 4)

o ollege group i complete without
it quota of demagogue ; far le
complete i it without its complement of eldom heard yet ever present young gentlemen, who by the very serenity of their demeanor, di emfoate a mo t teadying influence. "Charlie" wa never noisy, yet
we were al way aware of his pre ence,
whenever a di cu ion, heated or otherwi e, took place in the Day Scholar ' room.
Gifted, a he wa , with a keen sen e of
humor, "Mac" often provoked ituations
which elicited many a laugh.
"Hap"
knew the pointedness of his wit.
As a student "Charlie" ha been al way to the fore . A an athlete he shone
in that mo t recently devi ed Day cholar' diver ion, "Cla s Room Football," a
all who aw his sen ational broken-floor run will testify.
A in eparable a
"Uncle Joe" Cannon and his togie are "Charlie" and hi umbrella. It is aid
on good authority that "Charlie" was never caught in a torm, but may the day
never come when the ighing and moaning trees give up their nocturnal ecret .
Tho e of u who have enjoyed "Charlie's" intimacy cannot well entertain any
apprehen ion regarding hi future ucces ; hence Twenty-two feel honored in
being able to pre ent him a a cla mate.
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EDW RD F. Mc
FAIR H VE ,

M R
T.

"Ma ," " Edma '
odality (2, 3, 4)
ervi e (1, 2, 3)
ommittee (4 )
Vice Pre ., Vermont lub (4 )

ot o er long ago th tork paid a
i it to Fair Haven, and inc that illu triou o a ion, th Green Mountain town
ha be n lit rall put on th map b
" Edmac' " in ention of a tartlinO'l new
th or anent th
quare circl . Thi a compli hm nt alone would uffi
for th
averag mortal, but ' Mac ' b li
o
thorough! in div r ifying hi ffort that
it would ta e n
b t r'
gi e
rbal ju ti e to hi activiti
on ·th Hill.
H might onvul e u with hi tal of automobil trip , or a tound
u with hi in ight into the art of ri totl , or b t u at bridO' , or walk u to th
p int of xhau tion- but h wa
er th am old unb atabl "Ma .'
H wa alwa read to ri k two out f thr if th fir t to of the oin smil d
upon him, and then t tak it gamel
hen w w n th two.
He wa al wa
willing t ing the prai e f hi nati e tat , but with uch
qui it art that hi
a ertion countenanced no d nial. In th da to om , when w hall proudl
count our Ive alumni, on of the mo t anti ipat d of r union treat will b
"Edmac' ' d ent from hi Green Mountain fa tn
t r gal u with th am
O'ood he r of hi h h ha b n o prodiO'al in th pa t.
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T. EDMU D MEAGHER
LE OX, M

"Eddie," " Toby," " Robe on"
lass Football ( 1, 2 3, 4)
ight Dramatics (4)
cient ific ociety (2, 3)
Banqu 2t ommittee (2 )

H.

A page is alloted to Mr. Meagher. Unhappy he wh o need mu t compre i:1to
th :> e confines th myriad thought that
T.
ri e at mention of that magic name.
Edmund d:iy , to employ the ontological
parlance, are analogous to one another;
equall y inte_ ive, varino-ly exten ive.
Fi e h :)Urs i .1tell ctual combat with puzzled pro:e so:·s, a match at tennis, a game of
football, a permitted or otherwi e "St pping out," with three hour expo ition before a cho en few, or th latest light on a doubtful question of Ethic as a
night-ca p- thu we might epitomize the alient items of one of "Toby's" u ual
day . Time, pace, editors, publi hers, cen ors, etc. militate against an account
of an unu ual day.
P erhaps it i becau e of the prominent part he play in every fi eld that " Hello
Eddi ' i an pres ion li ted as on word in the chool lexicon, that the front of
hi hat-brim i worn from overmuch handling during hi many ' looking 'em
over" from that time-honored r viewing tand, the Alpha facade.
But now, in the language of hi beloved Lenox, it' " Home, Jame " for "Eddie. "
He leave u the ountless happy memorie of his comrade hip, but takes ''Back
Hom ' an awfully big portion of our hearts.
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D

IEL T. ME

Y

'Dan,' "Dago'
Pre ., lban y lub (4 )
lass Ba ketball ( 1 )
Purpl e ontributor ( ll
cientific
o iety (3)
Philomath :
o iety (4)

li ing

mplifi atjon f th n df ha t ; uch wa thi CY nial
t f th
apitol cit . Hi wa that
rar
f accompli hinCY much, the
whil e p ndinCY th minimum of apparent
ff ort. Thu it wa quietl , but non th
1
ffe ti 1 , that h ad an d in fam
and fa r. Fir t in Fre hman wh n the
CY ntl tou ·h f the Mu e mo d him to

Lo al influ n
will out, th y a . H n
it wa not urpri inCY to find him
a bit of a politi ian; not th blu t rirw d magogu , but on of th qui t for e
that guided th
hip of Cla
afel through troubl d at r . That th
lban
Club h uld choo
him a pre ident wa at on
a tribute to th ir p re ption
and to hi fitn
Far ] it from u t attribut Bol h ik t ndenci to an one, but th r i om thinCY in the olor r d that ften aff ct om p opl
for th futur , w f el
ur that Dam Fortune will have littl diffi ult in CYuiding to u ce one of u ·h
t rlinCY qualiti
and CY nial di po ition.
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J. BYR E MOORE
CLEVELA D, OHIO

" Dinty," "Mu cle "
B. ] . F. (1)
Glee
lub (1)
B . V. M. odality (1, 2)
P romoter, L. S. H . (1, 2 )
Purple Contributor ( 1)
S hool T ennis Champion (3 )
Varsity Ten.nis (3, 4)
P . T HER Board (4)

When on a certain day in the fall of
'18 a gigantic rail-pound r thundered into
ombrou mid t, and when
W orce ter'
therefrom our herein reproduced comradein-crime de cended to the wooded embrace
of the welcoming platform, then, indeed,
wa Holy Cro the gainer. Twenty-two
would never have been complete without the refre hing pre ence of thi affable
Clevelander; for whether in irk ome tudy, in pleasant bandying of words, or in
parlored entertainment, he wa ever re ponsive to the demand foisted on hi
ublety of wit or on hi con ummate dexterity in coaxing melody from decript
mu ic boxe .
Although his poetic po sibilitie have never been totally actualized, he ha
attained to no little recognition in the field of the es ay- at least to tho e who
have been privileged to peru e hi unpubli hed treatise on rodent .
A an
exponent of tenni , again he stands forth- for wa he not chool champion in
Junior, and i he not now an indi pen able member of the varsity!

In fact, everything he attempt , he overcomes. Byrne, you are fated for
ucce , and in thi you will find us your well-wi her , even a we are now your
admirers; and now, Byrne, we mu t away!
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FRA CIS P. MORGA
WORCE TER, MASS.

"Judge," "Grime "
Promoter L . . I-I. ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
Mendel Club (3, 4)
t . tanislaus Sociality (1 , 2)
Marshal, Senfresojun
ight (4 )

Introducing Mr. Frank P. Morgan of
the "H art of the Commonwealth," gentleman of adventure, and leader extraordinary of that travelling band, known
on th Hill as "Morgan' Min trel ."
When Frank enter the Day Boy ' room,
all chairs are tilted, pipe ignited, and the
Ian relaxe to enjoy a e ion of wit,
repartee and merriment, uch as only our
own "Judge" can effect. For be it known
he i an entertainer of the very fir t rank,
and ha been the prime mover in all thing tending to lighten the humdrum
monotony of every-day routine. His propen ity for the dramatic wa uperbly
exemplified by the evolving from facile pen of that tirring drama which wa
produced under the title, "A Maiden' Prayer."
With the details of the annual Senfre ojun Parade and Banquet entru ted to
hi prolific imagination, we may safely a ume that a mo t original and enjoyable program will excite our ri ibilitie to outward manife tation. Twenty-Two
will urely mi s you, Frank, and will eagerly await the opportunity to once more
it in on your hilarity-seances and to ing the old song as of yore.
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JOSEPH A. MOY IHA
WORCE TER, MA

"Joe"
Cla
Football (2, 3, 4)
St. Stanislaus Sodality (1 , 2)
s ~nfresojun (1, 2, 3, 4)
Aqu inas ircle

When we find the qualitie of tud nt,
athlete, and good-fellow, harmoniou ly
blend d in one and the ame individual,
then inde d have we a rar example of the
genus homo. A a sma hing, dashing end,
"Joe" won th plaudit of the entire class
for hi con i tently brilliant performance
on our Football team. That he did not
carry thi ability to higher fields i perhap due to his tendency to subordinate
the athletic to the academic, but we venture to surmi e that, had he entertained var ity aspiration , Alma Mater might
have boa ted still another tellar wing man. Hi punt covering experience tood
him in good tead in the philo ophical arena, and many an elu ive difficulty wa
tackled and thrown for a yllogi tic lo .
But great a were "Joe' " accomplishm nt they were not the key with which
he won hi way into our affections. For long before he dazzled u with the brilliance of hi achievement , he had ecurely enconsced him elf in our mid t by hi
univer al bonhomie. We gather from reliable ource that he ha by no mean
neglected the ocial ide of hi nature, even though "Joe" him elf is prone to
reticence.
It i with a tinge of genuine orrow that we anticipate the final handcla p, a
tinge that i only mellowed by the a surance that time will shortly crown your
effort with a well-de erved succe
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COR ELIUS F. MURPHY
PORTSMOUTH, R. I.

"Connie," "Ba il," "Cornfed"
lass President ( 1)
PATCHER Board (4)
lass Football (3, 4)
Prom
ommittee (3)
Smoker orm:ni ttee (2, 3)
Head Promoter, L. S. H. (1, 2, 3, 4 )
Basketball Manager (4)
ap and Gown Committee (4 )

Whenever a certain renowned
ew
York political leader ee fit to shuffle
off thi mortal coil, the cla of TwentyTwo pos e es a ucce or who has more
qualification than hi name to recommend him. From his year of valiant ervice a Fre hman pre ident, through a
long ucce sion of laborious and exacting offices, "Connie" has ever maintained
a mo t inexplicable equanimity.
o committee eemed complete without him,
and, a conclusive proof of hi versatility, he crowned all by managing our fir t
ha ketball team of the new era, and by arranging a mo t ati fying chedule.
How he ever eked out sufficient spare time to grace our cla football team i ,
to ay the least, a mystery.
o further proof of his popularity i required when we con ider that he ha
never been dislodged from the spot he won in our heart when, a a long- uffering mailman, he brought u undry-colored epi ties, which we forthwith peru ed
in a frenzy of ecrecy. Surely he has every rea on to be proud of his four years
of untiring zeal in the intere t of Twenty-two, and if he will but maintain the ame
zeal in his que t for greater things, recognition cannot long evade hi efforts.
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9

FRA CI

W. MURPHY

HOLYOKE, MA S.

"Frank"
Banquet ommittee (2)
Philosophical Academy
B. V. I. Sociality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Picture ommittee (4)
Business Manager, P ATCHER

It is certainly the quintessence of uperfluity to bestow encomiums on one for
whom this entire work is a la ting encommm.
For to thi
teemed son of
Holyoke is due the bu ines
ucce
of
the PATCHER. A a partner in the fa.
mou firm of Murphy & Shea, he ha
contributed in large measure to cla
hi tory. Hi courage was early put to
the test when he wa selected to lead quite
the mo t historical committee the clas has ever as embled, and his ucces in
mitigating the rigor of repugnant resear: h wa mo t ignal.
Hi ability to combine an una urning manner with a steadfa tness of purpo e
and an indefatigable energy wa no doubt re pon ible for the volume of advertising which he was able to mu ter for the PATCHER. In fact, the achievement
wa little hort of remarkable in view of th prevalent bu ine depre ion, and
it speaks well for both his tact and hi eloquence. That the press of busine
affair wa never permitted to inter£ re with the pur uit of the ratio studiorum
i the obviou and logical deduction from the regularity of his appearance on
the te timonial platform.
We can only hope that your venture of the future may be as succe sful a
this, your maiden effort in the arena of bu ine
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JOH

J.

WILLIM

ELLIG
ETT, MAS.

"Che ty," "Little

ell"

Fre hman Baseball quad
la s Football (2, 3, 4)
lass Basketball (4)
B . . I. odality (1, 2, 3, 4)

Gazing into the living ember on the
hearth ton of our heart , w behold one
ruddy countenance hining ch erily forth;
and we build fairy palaces of happy
memone of "Che ty."
Loathing anything that avored of the formal, he ha
ever contributed to our gen ral complacency by the airy plendor yet quaintne
of hi humor and the many ngaging
yarn of boyhood prank . Imbued with
an in atiable thir t for th night air of outh W orce ter vintage, he wa wont
to ally forth, and on his return, to entran e u with a flow of diction on hi
experience .
For three year in la football
reliance in elevatina the pheroid
ha he piloted an unvanqui h d
mud into the port of vi tory. But
Lhe e cellent advi ·e and t aching
of the "Good hip ally Ann?"

game "Che ty' " tru ty toe ha been our ole
over the barred arena; and no les tru tily
lev n thre time through ea of mir and
then, why wonder at hi skill when we recall
he ha r c i ed from the ingeniou kipper

In cla s room and out w have drunk with "Che ty" the cup of friend hip,
o, when to our mental vi ion th day hall be envelo1 ed in aloom, the recollection of the e cheerful, happ days may s rv as the ummer morning's un
to teal awa the chill, gra mi t.
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WILLIAM A.

ILA D

MEDFORD, MA

.

"Truck," "Daddy"
B. V. M. odality (2, 3, 4)
Varsity Football (2, 3, 4)
Pres., Boston Undergraduate lub (4 )

Bo ton College probably never uffered
such acute pang of regret upon the lo s
of a tudent to Holy Cro s, as she did
la t fall, when "Truck" tore gaping hole
in the B. C. line, and nailed amhitiou
runner in their proverbial track . It wa
in Sophomore that he de erted the intellectual environment of Bo ton to join
hi old pal, " Dinny," and since that
ausp1c10u occa ion, the team ha never
eemed to be quite complete without
" Truck' " towering form pre enting it
impregnable front to a despairing oppo ition.
To cla work he has brought the ame energetic ambition, tnvmg at all
times to give his be t, con ciou of his own limitation , and al way prepared
to put the be t foot forward. When handling the rein of the Boston Club,
"Daddy" wa at once a diplomat and a powerful ruler. He had a certain knack
of o pre enting a thing that opposition wa rendered quite futile. He must
have been po essed of the patience of Job to have endured the threats and ingratitudes of a mailman' exi tence and to have emerged-smiling.
Drawing a ide the curtain of time, we perceive " Daddy" guiding the de tinie
of ome mammoth enterprise with the ame agacity and olicitude which wa
o often of benefit to u on the Hill.
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CH RLE

O'CO

ELL

CHICOPEE, MA

"Chicopee Charlie," " The ' ubtil' One"
Organist (1, 2, 3, 4)
Banquet oloist (2)
Purple ontributor (1, 2, 3, 4)
Asst. Editor P ATCHER (4)
enior Freshman ight om. (4)
ight (4)
o loist H .
Junior P rom Committee

ometime in the fall of 1918, there
lipped quietl y and unobtru ively into our
mid t, a youth po e ed of ingular gra e
and charm of temperament, one to whom
the world wa till th abode of elve and
hamadryad , a place of jagged peak , of
p aceful valley , un- wept beache , eque tered cove - a youth who aw life a
omething more than a moil for mon yed
finery- a youth! a age ! a poet!
Little wonder that one a gifted a "Chicopee' hould wm our admiration,
when either b the magic of violet-fluided word , or the d ftne of hi wizard
touch on the weet-tongued ivorie , he ould o w ave hi dream-fabric that one
wa of nece ity lulled to om di tant cradle of emp r an bli .
And, a we think of hi brillian in hi tudi , hi freq1.1ent conque t in the
ocial li t , hi all-ab orbing lu t for tea and waffie , we cannot but marvel at hi
utter ver atility; and a ro e-hued June inexorably approache , we find our elve
plucking the ro e, to feel for the fir t time the thorny tern- the poignant ting of
parting.
nd yet, "Charlie," that i but for today; on the morrow we meet
again; and no - God peed!
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THOMA

F. O'CO

YRACU E,

OR

. Y.

" Okie," " Tom"
Purple t aff (1 , 2, 3, 4)
Ph ilosoph ica l Academy
Editor-i n- h ief , P AT HER
cient ific
ociet y (3)
Pres ., entra l . Y . lub (4 )
las t er of erem onie (3, 4)
B.

J.

F . (1, 2, 3, 4)

K. K. (2, 3 ) Pres., (4 )

It i , perhap , not good form to convert
a uppo edl biographical paragraph into
a literary appreciation. But to point out
the high pot in Tom' college life i to
recount hi achievement in belle lettre .
ot that literature i Tom'
ingl fort .
To affirm uch would be to own ignorance
of hi ultramontane ma tery of church ceremonial; of hi ability in cla -room
tu die ; of hi apacity for light-hou keeping; of hi tore of Iri h erudition
extending even to the language of the Gael; of hi - but there will be no room
left for hi di tin ctiv faculty. For it i in that pure t phere of a ademic life,
the ar na of th written word, that Tom ha won urpa ing victorie . From an
early conque t of th Purple citad 1 he pre sed on to the torming of the Magnificat, to then finall accompli h the impo ible in the capitulation of the America.
There follow d th K. K. 1 cture b men of the worth of Mauri e Franci Egan,
academic treat made po ible mainly through Tom' untiring zeal. La t cam a
fitting token of r eward and confid nee from Twent -two in entru tin g the de tin
of it ' Book of Memorie " to one who wa eminently capable and d erving.
It i with mingled feeling of pride and orrow that we rel in qui h "Tom'
from companion hip ; pride in our ur ty that ther are
larg r field for him to conquer ; orrow that hi wit
and h er and tal ent cannot be with u day by da
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EDWARD P. O; EILL
JERSEY CITY,

. J.

"Eddie," "Ode," "Harvey"
B . V . M. odality (1, 2, 3, 4)
cientific Society (2, 3)
I-I .
Night Dramati cs (4)
Philomathic (2, 3, 4)
la s Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4)
Booster ommittee (4)
Smoker ommittee (4)

It ha been the plea ure of Ho] y Cro ,
but e pecially of ourselves, to know "Eddie" O' eill. Very few Freshman day
had pa sed before Twenty-two realized
that it had at lea t one thing to be thankful for; to be able to contemplate with
equanimity the vici situdes of four year
on the banks of the Blackstone i a virtue
to be admired; but to know the art of pas ing along thi happy indifference till
the whole melt away in the warmth of a universal smile i a gift to be cheri hed.
Be it soup or psychology, poker or permis ion , "Harvey" never felt the urge for
worry, for "it would all be the same in a hundred years."
Like the re t of us, "Eddie" has hi weak point, and, a i the ca e with gentlemen of prominence, hi weak point i known. Even the po tma ter ha come to
expect those heavy, purple (pardon u , orchid! ) letter that periodically punctuate
the wearine of the week, and miles are in line all the way along, but "Eddie' "
the bigge t of them all.

If you would know one of the reasons why three September have een u back
on Mt. St. Jame , despite the few inconvenience not mentioned in the catalogue
a such- page Mr. O' eill ! In all the day that we have known you, "Eddie,"
there i only one thing that you have ever aid to hurt
us, and that- "Good-bye !"
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JOHN J. O'REILLY
SOUTHBORO, MASS.

"Joe," "Jack"
Track (3, 4)
Class Track (4)
B . V . M. Sociality (1 , 2, 3, 4)
B . J. F . (1, 2, 3, 4)

Southboro was ever famous for it millionaires and ausages, but herewith may
we present its third claim to distinction" Joe." Although he was at first a bit reticent about making himself known, it was
not long before he burst forth, like the
proverbial rose, in all hi glory. It wa
in Junior that he first exemplified his
consummate genius for tory-telling when,
until the "wee sma' hour ," he would recount to an enthralled audience his "Tales
of a Way ide Inn and Other Conquests." It wa in Junior also that he first made
the track team, to which his unstinted efforts have been no small aid.
Epochal indeed wa that day when a mail arrived without "Joe" among its
beneficiaries. If correspondence i any criterion of popularity, we see nothing
ahead for "Joe" but the Pre idency, now that suffrage is a law. In clas affairs
no meeting was complete without a motion of "Joe's;" he was true to his convictions, be they favored or no.
Of hi future succes little doubt can be entertained after his demonstration
of ability in selling the famous "Pie." So it is with a feeling of confidence that
we send till another cion of the Purple on his conquering way.
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EUGE E F. PAGE
BELLOWS FALLS, VT.

"Gene," "Whare"
B . V . M. Sodality ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
Aquinas Circle
Sanctuary Society (3, 4)

"~'here are you going, young man?"
"I'm going to Bellows Falls, sir," he said .
Periodically "Gene" would depart the hallowed portal of Holy Cross, and many
and varied were the speculations concerning his probable route. Suffice it to say
that it did not point north, "wherever"
else it might.
"Gene" wa a member of that select
coterie of ear 1y birds, also of the f amou
"Ga -house" quartet of top Alumni, whose
essays at harmony were occasionally projected into the wonted intellectual aura of the corridor. But when he and his
venerable side-kick unloo ed a little of their native Green Mountain vigor in
heated conflict, then was harmony sacrificed to rhetoric or endurance.

If you wanted enlightenment on the univer al idea or "How to Teach Latin and
Live," "Gene" was the one to see. Hi brilliance in the e and numerous other
lines was unsurpassed, as even the old faithful "roomie" had more than once to
concede. The one day he outdid himself was a notoriously famous one at the
football game: he came; we saw; and, oh, the difference to us!
But when Time, that most relentle s of taskmasters, shall have a embled a
weighty balance against us, we are confident that "Gene" will have far exceeded
our fondest hopes in his succe s.
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FRA CIS

. POWER

WORCESTER, MA S.

"Frank," "F.

"

la

F ootball (3, 4)
lass Football (3 )
Vi e Pre ., Dramati c So iet y (4 )
enfreso jun (1 , 2, 3, 4)
St. tanislaus odality (1, 2, 3, 4 )

And to think that but for a m re " crap
of paper," a the Imperial Chancellor o
di a trou ly put it, we would n ver hav
experienced the plea ure of "Frank' "
company! For he wa a Fre hman on th
Hill in the day when we were till imaginino- that the Black tone wa a river. But
the call of the ea beckoned him to a two
year oj ourn in the avy and not until
Sophomore did he revert to the academic
a our cla mate.
It wa not long before w were made aware of his pre ence, for "Frank"
thou 0 ·ht he heard a Fre hman ay, "Lend me your line," and he forthwith endeavored to accommodate him.
o le did he ac ommodate Twenty-two with
his mo t cintillating work in our champion hip backfield. In Junior it wa he
who led our turdy eleven to gloriou victory over Twenty-one' vaunted machine.
" Frank" i the fortunate po e or of a keen en e of humor and hi famou
broth r act with " Prenny" ha brought them much fame, o much o, in fact, that
to walk down Main treet in "Frank' " company on any unny afternoon , i to
realize that a head-covering
a mo t burden ome affair.
W are told that Fortun
"Frank."

mile on hard work; may he laugh heartily with
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EDWI

S. PRE DERGAST

WORCESTER, MASS.

"Toney," "Prenny," "Surely"
Smoker Committee (4 )
Banquet Committee (2 )
PATCHER Board
Junior Prom ommittee

Wherein we pre ent a living per onification of the time-worn maxim, "The man
worth while is the man who can smile! "
Legion are those who can te tify to the omnipresent aura of enjoyment which wa
radiated by "Prenny's" mile. Posses ed
of a di criminating wit, he had that rare
knack of laughing a loud as the loude t,
and as heartily as the heartie t, even when
his storie proved boomerang .
As a piano player, "Ed" was the sine
qua non ·of South Worcester social gatherings. He displayed the ame delicate
mastery of the ivorie in the handling of the elusive pool ball , his triumph on
the felt being dramatically culminated by his winning of the Freshman A champion hip.
o account of him could even pretend to comprehen iveness whi h
It is our private opinion that
overlooked hi ability a a campaign manager.
through him William Jenning Bryan might well find the fruition of a long-felt
desire.
Withal, "Ed" i liberally endowed with tho e qualitie which are inherent in
the makeup of the true scholar, diplomat and gentleman. He will alway have
friend for of u he has already made life-long ones; true worth will alway be
recognized and "Ed" will a uredly reap no mall hare of the recognition.
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HARRY A. PRICE
WORCE TER, MA

.

"Hap," ' mpir "

t.

enfresoj un ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
Orche tra (1 , 2)
tanislau
odality (1 2, 3, 4)

When in the cour
of human event
it became nece ary to be tow a name upon
the ubject und r di cu ion , it wa o arranged that the initial form d the obriquet which we know o well fit our
"Hap." And o he ha been miling almo t con i tently ev r ince.
"Hap' r ceived hi early training on t. Anne'
Hill, and whenever an argument aro e conerning the merit of two well known Catholic chool of W orce ter town, h wa
e er prepared to rally to th cau e of the
Academ . Anything that might have been lacking in tatur wa ampl compenated in the loftine of hi appeal .

In ophomore, the " mpir " labored a iduou 1 in the orche tra and hi immediate neighbor a v rat that he wield d a wicked bow. Terp ichore had an
ardent follower in " Mr. Pierce," and a uredly th "T. A. .' dance would not
have b en th ame without him.
When "Hap" goe forth to engage the force
of the world, we can but hope that he be a well provided a h now 1 . For.
be it known, he wa one of our chola tic light , and a uch, wa often a ource
of enlightenment for le gifted individual .
Th " mpire" ha a seriou vein a well a hi mor noted humorou one, and
it i in th fu ion of the two that he will find th well-earned u ce that await
him.
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JOH

F. PY E

WATERBURY, CO

" Jack," "Ike"
Varsity Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4)
aptain Tennis (3, 4)
Tennis Champion (2)
Orchestra ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
Pres., Orchestra (4 )
Junior Prom Committee
maker ommittee (2 )

He may be mall- but wh proceed?
Breathe there a man with acquaintance
o few, who doe n't know "Ike?" Whether erving them off the ivorie or the
twanging tring of violin or racquet, he
wa equally at ease.
Spring and early
fall al way found him on the tenni court ,
di playing to an admiring populace what
an abject lave he could make of an inanimate tenni ball. Long will w remember the da when, with du k fa t falling, " Ike" snatched the tennis laurel from
the air and brought them home to Twenty-two, where they have ince remained.
It wa during the winter month that he favored the City of Pro perity with
uch a di play of mu ical ver atility and expertnes a to pread hi fame broadca t even, it i said, to the valley of hi native haunt in Connecticut. As faithful navigator of the Calculu cla of Twenty-two " Jack" did noble work for
many of u .
Ability to apply him elf when occa ion demanded enabled him to
ma ter a va t portion of schola tic erudition and rudimentary knowledge.
Hi favorite diver ion, he in i t , de pite our earne t prote tation , i pu hing
auto up hill. May the long hill that lie before him prove no more diffi ult than
that famou one and may he triumphantl y gain the top with honor and alacrity.
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FRA CIS

Q I

EWPORT, R. I.

" Frankie," " Ali Baba"
L ibr a r y ta.ff ( 1, 2, 3)
Chi ef Libraria n (4)
Scientific
ociety ( 3)
Mendel Club (3 , 4 )
a nctuary o iety ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
las Ba ketball (4)

Tw nt -two wa formall y introduced to
" Frank" one balmy morning in the fall of
1920, ju t a it had a sembled for it first
taste of the metaphy ical e sences of things.
After a two-year ' tay on the Hill, h had
abandoned the pursuit of thing cla ical
for a brief sojourn in the realm of medjcine at Tufts. But the old lure a erted
it elf and another fall found him once
more in the fold , ready for egg and exaction alike. Since then he ha ri en tu
mountainou heights in our e timation, not o much by the pectacularity of
achievement a b a manife tation of those mode t, una urning qualities, which
cannot fail to elicit admiration.
It wa to " Frank" that the admini tration of our " Intell ectual Parlor ~, wa intru ted ; ther from behind hi array of card indice , he distributed book , . information and fine with equal bounty, sagacity and ju tice.
It wa not until
, enior that he uncovered fo r our di.fi cation a mo t uncanny ability to loo p the
ha ketball through the hoop, and proffered hi valu able a istance to our cla
team.
When once more you have returned to our native ewport, "Frank," with its
round of dinners, _achting partie , cliff walk and the like, we hope you will
re rve for u in your heart as spacious a niche as is
a sured ou in ours.
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JOH
E

T. REG
BEDFORD,

'Pat"
B . \ . f. odal ity (1 , 2, 3, 4)
las Ba ketball (1, 2, 3, 4)
mmittee (4 )

Twent -two'
laim to di tin tion a a
la of " t p "
ertainl
ub tantiated
in " Pat.
For b in ° on who corn d th
pallid warp of th haple average, h ha
tri en and indeed, ucc ed d to put
him elf on a certain plan of di tinctiven , to 1 nd a little olor to an otherwi e
humdrum ch m of affair .
nd h w
ha h achiev d thi ? Fir t of all, a a
tud nt, a evid n d at th monthl quotation of ur intellectual tock-e hange ·
but above all, a an athl te for her "Pat"
ha di pla ed uch trikin g tal nt a t well m rit the omewhat la ti panend by thi w do n t m an "J a k-ofg ric ontain d in th word- ' er atil ."
all-trade ," a might b mi -inf rred, but rath r a con ummate kill in e er
pha~e of end a or.
u h i 'Pat! " Ever changeful , ever brilliant, a ubiquitou foil for orrow,
a ne er- a ing vendor of un hin , a mak r of mu i - a car fr
troubad ur.
anrruin , indeed, are our hope in th futur for ur r rnarkabl " Pat" and, -:1
w bid ou good-b
with all att ndant wi he of 0 ood luck, w an but a k ou
to keep thi upp rmo tin our mind: " Tw nt -two will n ver forget the illu triou
Pat'."
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HERMA

J. ROCHE

WHITI SVILLE, M SS.

" Leg ," " Cocky"
G lee Clu b (1, 2, 3, 4)
on ult or , B . V . M. Socialit y (2, 3, 4 )
a nct uar y Societ y (3, 4 )
~mok er oloist (2)

" Provincial environment with metropolitan idea " might be t epitomize the capriciou " Cocky," yet we mu t needs admit
that he ha the neces ary qualifica6ons to
realize the e colos al proclivitie .
Happy, carebereft, ever humming the late t
air, " Leg " ha virtually ail ed through
hi~ four year on the rollicking waves of
mirth and merriment.
" ever trouble
trouble- " wa hi pet maxim and mo t
meticulou ly did he adhere to its dictates.
He found little need for igniting the nocturnal illuminant over hi tudie ; at
be t they were a trifle bore ome, except for an occa ional treati e in Philo ophy.
Imbued with an innate perspicacity, he had no difficulty in absorbing sufficient
erudition to pre erve hi decks against the wash of conditioning billow . Thu
there wa no danger that the intell ectual might encroach upon the claim of hi
omnolent propen ity, wherein we di cover hi greate t weaknes .
It wa only natural that one po se sed of o many ocial r equi ite hould have
regi tered so effectively in parlor circle , but it wa the transference of the e harmoniou attainment to corridor environ that occa ionally elicited our prote t.
Albeit, " Leg " will not be long in registering high C in the cale of achievement.
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JOH

J.

ALMO

J E R EY CITY,

. J.

" Fi h," " Cabbie'
Varsity Tra k T eam (1, 2, 3, 4)
H oly ross
igh t Comm . (4)
hai n Ga ng (4 )
B. V. M. odality (1, 2, 3, 4)
·M endel lub (3, 4)

mong th mo t noted of the contribution which Jer ey made to the cla
of
almon.
Twenty-two wa th Hon. Mr.
De pite the handicap of a ery obviou
nickname, he ha at all time kept very
mu ch in the wim, a it wer , of cla act1v1t1e . He ha certainly made an enviable record on th cinder path, garnering, a he ha , an annual letter for hi
work in th print . There wa one race,
however , which h had th mi fortune to lo e, and whi h led to hi inclu ion in
the rank of the chain gang, among which immortal he hone forth a a diamond
among rubie .
Hi r earche among the " Bugologi t " 1 d him to become a confirmed antio culationi t, for which certain member of the cla wer corre pondingl grateful. In ophomor he cau ed con iderabl commotion among the wit of the
cla by appearing in their mid t one day imulatin()', with an excellent appro imation of the genuine, a coachman- minu the whip. He al way ucc d d in finding ufficient time for tudy, o that he b cam on of tho e dep ndabl e , who can
o ca ionall wax brilliant, but are never found wanting.
Th

en e of humor which ha brighten d f r u
many bl ak hour , hould
a an ample illumination for lightin ()' hi road to u ce .
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EDWARD J. SA

IDERS

LO WELL, MASS.

" ed," "Baron," "Duke"
Banquet omm . (1) Cha irman (2 )
Civil Service (1, 2, 3)
lass Bask e tball (1, 3, 4 )
lass Foo tball (2, 4 )
Promot er, L. S . H . ( 1, 2, 3, 4 )
P AT HER Board
Glee Club (1, 2) President (4)
hief Marshall , H . C. ' ight (4 )

" Whereupon a great hubbub aro se!"
For the "Baron" had arrived! That wa
four year ago, and the hubbub, rather
than di playing any signs of diminution,
ha ever since been executing a ere cendo.
Some are born to laugh; others to be
laughed at; and others to laugh with; the
"Baron" was all three. He could create more mirth provocative ituations per
cubic action that a Poli comedian in six octogenaric lifetime .
That we hould elect " ed" to provide our variou entertainment wa as natural a that we hould revel in the re ult - both of which we did. For to him we
entrusted not only the ucce s of our Sophomore banquet but al o of that epochal
ight. And of course no other gathering wa
complete
occasion, Holy Cro
without at lea t one ocal election by our silver-toned vocali t. And le t your
gaze wa o held by the artistry of the cartoon which adorn the profe orial environ s of this book, a to overlook the appended ignature, it is to the creative
crayon of none other than the " Baron" that we may attribute them.
At fir t we called it natural wit; then personal charm; and then we gave it up.
For after all, Web ter never really had a chance to meet "Our ed."
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JAMES F.

HA AHA

WEST RUTLA D, VT.

" Jimmie," "Shannie"
anctuary Society (2, 3, 4)
if. Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4)

B. V.

One glimp e of "Jimmie's" ober mien
and the uninitiated would ejaculate, "Seraphic!" And tho e in the know would
forthwith indulge in clande tine mil' th.
For in 1uxuriance of fancy and arti try of
word painting, he has yet to find a peer;
with tongue and mind and mental reservation, he could ever turn the most incriminating fraca into a Bible-meeting epi ode.
And yet " Jimmie" did not elude the emesis who e modern name is " Dorm ;" in
that transplanted Arctic Circle his feet and
fancy were given ample time to cool. But
ince, f:i;om hi infancy, he has been imperviou to frostbite, he ha through it all
retained hi full exuherarn;:y.
1

It i an ill wind that blow no one ome good, for, to the joy of all, "Jimmie' "
emesis converted him into a wandering hard, drifting from room to room, regaling all and sundry with wit and humor, disseminating good-cheer, and receiving his reward in that mo t acceptable of eurrencie - affection.
We cannot he rid of the conviction that "Jimmie" i Fortune' child, and that
whatever he doe in whatever you name, her parental love will bring rich reward
to his blithe work and cheerful spirit.
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GEORGE F. SHEA
'Georgie"
SIMSBURY, CO

Freshman Baseball
Scientific Society
hairman Junior Prom
Vice Pres., Philomathic (3 )
\ arsity Baseball quad (2, 3)
Philosophical Academ y
Varsity Debating (4)
Treasurer, Philomathic (2 )

When the flood of Shea , with which
our cla
wa inundated, had sub ided,
we found our el ve in po s ion of one
who e very appearance proclaimed him as
de tined for a major part in clas activitie . And from the moment he arrived,
G orge never once di appointed us. On
the best Freshman baseball team ever to di eminate the fame of Holy Cro ,
he wa one of the two tar twirler . He it wa who guided the de tinie of our
Junior Prom to a triumphant conclusion. And, as it were by way of diversion,
he was one of the tandby of the Varsity Debating Team.
There seemed to b no field of endeavor in which he wa not conspicuou .
So matter of cour e did the te timonials of hi scholastic ability become, that a
reading of mark wa noteworthy rather for the omi ion of hi name on the
Roll of Honor than for it incl u ion. He ha le£ t behind him an enviable record
in the annals of Holy Cro , and there is every as urance that he will continue
on hi conquering way, for ucce s and all it attendant rewards are at the
beck and call of a true gentleman such a George.
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JOH

F. E. SHEA

WORCESTER, MASS.

"Alphabet," "Jack"
St.

enfresoj un (1, 2, 3, 4)
tanislaus Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4)
Aquinas
ircle

If you hould happen to enter that
acred precinct known a the Day Scholar '
Room , and should urvive the barrage of
missiles long enough to di cern, through
the moke of conflict, an earne t group
urrounding a tall, dark-visaged youth,
you might confidently conclude that the
K. of C. wa under di cu ion, and that
"John F. E." was the mo t ardent "di cus er." "Jack" wa a member of the
famous Fre hman C clas , where he held
the po ition of barrister in the famous
triumvirate of "doctor, lawyer and judge," and many a tediou
livened by hi ma terful flow of rhetoric.

hour was

n-

Hi attitude towards studies wa common knowledge, not only on the Hill,
but all over the city, which may, or may not, be accounted for by "Tad's" tatement that, in the game of "Hearts," he al way knew where the Queen were.
everthele he con i tently appeared on the right ide of the ledger, u uall y
with an ample urplu . Hi bur t into fame uh equent to publication of that
absorbing my tery, "The Mi sing Brief Ca e," and hi pamphlet on "How to
Read Combination ," were eagerly sought after by amateur cracksmen.
"Jack" goe forth to play his part on the world tage.
be unending.
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May hi curtain

a11

JOH

J. SHEA

WORCE TER, MA~S.

"Dick"
enfresojun (1, ~, 3, 4)
St. Stanisiaus Sociality ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
PATCHER Bo ard

Let us now pre ent the Edward Pay on
Weston of 1922. We can afely say that
"Dick" ha walked more in the last four
year than any other member of the cla s;
and all thi in going to and from chool.
Furthermore, as a potential sanitary engineer, he early in the game learned the
trick of returning for tools, suppo edly
forgotten.
It would be quite incongruou to biographize " Dick" without ome mention of
" Hap." Where was it that we heard the
wag remark at sight of them: "There
goes the highe t in Quality and the lowe t in Price." Most inseparable were
they, and ju tly o, when we consider what a perfect team they have made, with
"Hap" melodizing hi "Strad" and " Dick" accompanying him on the piano.
"Dick" alway re erved a warm pot in his heart for radiators; whenever
discu ion in the Day Scholar ' anctum waxed vehement, he wa al ways to
be found, with one foot on the radiator, quite the coole t man in the room. A
a tu dent, he was al way to the fore, due to an unfailing ability to get down
to bu ine when the other were "up in the air." What more can we wish you,
"Dick," than the ucce which your natural ability o inevitably foretell ?
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PATRICK

J.

SHEA

HOLYOKE, MASS.

"Pat," "Lashes"
Philomathic (1)
B . V . JVI. Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4)
L . S. H . Promoter (2)
Banquet Toastmaster (2 )
Asst. Bus. Manager, P URPLE P ATCHER (4)

One of the many attractions that Holyoke has ent to Holy Cross is the accomplished and appended "Sir Patrick."
When " Pat" joined us in Sophomore, he
informed us all that c' est la guerre, in
other words, that had it not been for the
timely influence of many German shell ,
"Pat" would not have had the opportunity
to graduate with us of Twenty-Two, nor
would we have had the opportunity to
chuckle at the pithy remarks which graced his interpretation of the role of
toastmaster at our Sophomore banquet. We can easily ee whence originated
that statement concerning the life of the party; and, indeed, we can hardly
censure anyone for automobiling with such an entertaining chap. There was
many a well-beaten path formed by the impress of "Pat's" feet in certain sections
of Worce ter, and none there were to tell us of it save one little boy.
We know that this book in which these meagre words are inscribed will bear
fitting testimony to "Pat's" efforts in its behalf. A disagreeable and difficult
task, made light and easy by an optimistic view of it, served only to enhance
those characteristics which endeared "Pat" to us. We are confident that the
world is at his feet and but awaiting his touch to show him the magic secret
of uccess.
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THOM
LEO M I

HE
TER,

" Tom"
Fresh man Base ball
\ a r it y Football (2, 3)
Foot ball (4 )
i\1anager (4)

When Leomin ter decid d to honor
Hol Cro
by
nding a repre entativ
to the Cla
of Twent -Two, h
ould
hav cho n no better mi ary than 'Tom"
h a, for thi affabl hu k b gan to
mak friend from the moment of hi
arri al. D pite hi t llar work on th
var ity football quad and the di tin tion
a cruin o- to him a a m mber of our hampion Fre hman Ba ball t am we will be t
rem mb r him for hi herculean effort in
the line of ou r enior cla team, and for hi untiring labor in coaching th m
ar ' e p rien
a a plungin o- ba k on th
ar ity tood
to i tor . Hi two
him in good t ad for that m rnorabl o ca ion a l en m mber of Twent Thre will readily te tif .
Withal , he wa on of th int 11 tual light of th
la
an
ub-ninet mark , and more often than
countenan
monial with him on hi we k- nd m Leomin ter. In fa
to numerou p culation an nt
the trip a to giv n
lured him thith r.

, rarel y deigning to
not, bringin o- te tit, o fr quent w r
th attra tion whi h

W kno th at the tempe tuou haro-e which o often carried ou triumphant!
through th Lurdie t of oppo ition, will n t fail ou on th o-ridiron of lif .
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PHILIP H. SHEAHA
PORTLA D, MAI E

"Phil"
B. V. M. odalit y (1, 2, 3, 4)
Promoter, L . S. H. ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
Philomathic (2, 3, 4 )
Vi ce Pres ., Maine Club (3)
ivil ervice (1, 2, 3)
Track Squad ( 1)

If we were in search of an Adonic
approximation in this, our class, we would
have no need to eek farther than the
above pictured. Moreover, having purued the cla ic ( of Kuppenheimer) with
characteri tic vigor all the e day , having
acquired the art of effecting harmony and
erenity in thi jarring and di cordant
world, and having been an ardent devotee
of Terpsichore, "Phil" ha danced hi way into many a young heart. There i
ju t one thing about which he i apt to be headstrong, and for which no amount
of argument ha yet effected a cure-that is his per i tency to call peache apricot , and apricots peache .
Space denie an amplification of hi thrilling e capade and the "morningafter" anxiety, but u:ffice to ay that the Wheel of Fortune ha repeatedly revolved mo t favorably. Impelled by the love of purring go ip over cups and
aucer , and moved by the charm of the soft rustle of feminine hospitality,
"Phi]" ha instilled in extra-campu circles a most charming doctrine of goodfellow hip. A warmi h ummer's day often found him learning fir t-hand of
ature's lore, eated in a light canoe, kimming the placid waters. May he
ride a gently and ecurely over the waves of the ea of life.
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FRA CI
WHITI

E.

HERI

VILLE, M S .

"Frank," "Beano"
Library (1, 2, 3, 4 )
B.

J.

F . (2, 4)

B . V . M. odality (2, 3, 4)
'cientifi Society (3)
Philosophical Academ y
quinas
ircle

In painting a cla mate in word it
mu t add reality to depict, not m rely
the inevitable, which
part of common
knowledge, but al o the revelation of
intimacy. We cannot lay the bru h on
too hea ily when we ay that "Frank" i ,
to an eminent degree, a tudent. He and
hi book are mutual friend ; but perhap
thi
trang relation hip wa to be expected, for there need be no enmity between a ke n mind and a written page.
The emolument of thi friend hip have rendered 'Frank" immune to man an
oral and have pared him po t-e amination blue . Hi court hip of Jiterature
ha , to ome extent, been public, for he had thou and of booki h ward in hi
dutie in the tudent Librar .
But not book alone ornament our librarian' de k. There i a dark brown
idol packed in a olored can. Tobacco deified! " Frank" i o keen a connoi eur
of the genus nicotiana that h had our profe or of Mechanic green-eyed for
hi brand. There i a final idol enthroned within a frame. Ye , "Frank' how
exqui ite ta te in filling frame .
Wherever " Frank" ma go, we may be ur that book and an and pi ture
frame will follow after; and after all will peed the intere t and loyalty of
Twent -Two.
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PHILIP A. SMITH
BLACK TO E, MASS.

"Phil," "P. A."
B. V. M. Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4)
B. ] . F. (1)

Charm is elusive, but it is doubly hard
to characterize "Phil" because of hi reticent nature and inclination to ultra-conervatism; for he i "like many another
humble heart that bears the gifts but not
the palm of fame." It mu t be that in
his Shake perian meandering he took to
heart that admonition of the counselling
Poloniu : Lend every man thine ear but
few thy tongue;" for we have it on the
be t authority that a certain member of
our cla s roomed for three day with
"Phil" without becoming cognizant of
his name.
For a long time he has been playing the "lone wolf" game; which tatement
may be a ource of di illusionment to uch as have been inclined to draw their
inference merely from the austerity of hi campu demeanor. If you wanted
the latest quotations on Bethlehem teel or blue book , "Phil" wa a human
ticker. Any of the tockholder around hi room would be glad to proffer
copiou rea on why you hould take the inside advice of thi tudent broker.
"Phil's" succe in the arena of bull and bear will be phenomenal if hi stock
quotation are only half as high and as secured against fluctuation as is hi
rating in the heart of Twenty-Two.
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JOH

J. SPILLA E
EWPORT, R. I.

"Jack," " Hippo," "Blossom "
Banquet peaker ( 1)
,lass Secretary (2)
moker Soloist (2)
Consultor, B. V. 1. odality (2, 3, 4)
Glee Club (2, 3, 4)
Library Staff (2, 4 )

The genial "Hip," a we were wont
to addre s him, came to u from the stormla hed shores of ewport; however, ew
port, with all its lure could not command
hi whole allegiance, for, though hi fie h
may occa ionally hanker for that mammoni h environment, his heart i not o
far away in a ecluded little dell on the
hank of a meandering stream of great
repute. But de pite the ah ence of the accredited eat of the emotions from it
wonted environment, the rotund and roseate " Hippo" found ample material in
his effervescent humor and Chesterdonian dictio!l to charm the mo t hla e circle.
Hi lines of endeavor were of such a character a to bring him into con tant
daily contact with both faculty and tudent, and great was the honor and respect
paid him, for ooth. To drag him down from hi lofty height con tituted a good
day's work, and wa not to he achieved by a youth of trepidity. But, to his
credit, he wa never dominant, hut remained the ame old jovial "Hip" throughout, and we feel ure that he will carry that same irresistible spirit beyond
the wall of Holy Cro and pread it hroadca t in hi pur uit of " His High
Romance."
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WILLIAM A. SWEE EY
WORCE TER, MASS.

" Bill"
St. Stanislau s odality (1, 2, 3, 4)
enfresoj un ( 1, 2, 3, 4)

The old adage that "brevity i the soul
of wit," i mo t applicable to this debonair gentleman, for whenever the boy
conclaved for a friendly game of "hearts,"
or p rhap merely to review pa t achievement , the gathering wa con idered quite
incomplete without " Bill ' " pithy wittici m . In Fre hman, hi qui vive attitude
and quick-fire repartee won for him the
expre sive appellation of ''Two-Gun."
" Bill ' " bu ine activities, conducted concomitantly with the academic, were centered in the firm of "Grime , Baron &
Co.," where a junior member, his trapeze work was of exceptional quality and
contributed much to the entertainment of the " day boys." Hi graceful dive from
the locker is indeed a matter of history ( with some ) .
A " Bill" believed in the harmoniou development of the facultie , he never
n glected hi
tu dies in fact, as regard
ystem of Philo ophy, he maintains
that the Pythagorean theory of number contain more truth than poetry. But
a the time come to divest ourselves of the cloak of theorie which we have
a imilated and to don the garb of practicality, we know that "Bill" will not
be long in adorning it with a re plendent array of well-de erved medal .
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WILLIAM W.

ULLI A

HARTFORD, CO

"Bill," ''Sully"
B . \ . M. Sodality (3, 4)
Mendel Club (4)
R eception ommittee Mendel (4)
s ~nior-Freshman ight Entertainer (4)
Scientific Society (3)
Ph ilomathic (4)

Presenting " Will" Sullivan, sometime of
Mt. St. Mary' , but, happily for TwentyTwo, ojourning for two year at Mt. t.
Jame . 'Tis indeed he who, with hi inseparable partner, convulsed us a well
as the uninitiated Fro h with that cintil lating dialogue and dance eccentrique at
our reception to the newcomers.
One
would never have believed it pos ible
after seeing him sally down the Lane, clad in the very dern:ier cri of sartorial
elegance, and emanating a dignity only to be associated with the most edate
of Senior .
The fact that "Bill" has joined the e oteric circle of the Mendel Club indicates
that he i con idering that profe sion dedicated to the alleviation of human
mi ery and the prolongation of human life. A good doctor hould combine a
finely tempered character with a loftines of ideal and a rigid adherence to certain
great principles. And it "follow a the night the day' that "Will" Sullivan will
be not only good, but eminently o, in hi cho en work. In thi the Cla of
Twenty-Two, your friend , "Will," have hope and confidence.
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JAMES L. TAFT
PROVIDE CE, R. I.

"Jimmy," "Grime "
B . V . L Sodality (1, 2, 3, 4)

Orchestra ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
Librarian, Orchestra (4)
lass Tra k ( 1, 4)
Philomathic (2)
B. J. F. (4)
Senior-Freshman Night Committee (4)

· "I seek the Crafty One," "Cosey" would
announce in tone epulchral, as he burst
into ome hitherto peaceful room for a
ession of Billingsgate with the luckle s
Taft.
ot that the e "cubs" were not
fa t friends; they were-very fast, for in
the charmed and exclusive circle of the
Linwood Club, of which " Jimmy" is permanent pre ident, there are none but friends.
"Jimmy" early tartled ( we u e the word advi edly) u with hi insistent and
not-to-be-discouraged strumming of a very elaborate banjo, and oon showed that
hi activitie in the musical line were varied, for he played hi "Cremona" o
well that the Musical Director wa glad to have him as second violin in the
college orche tra.
eedless to ay, he "hit" the books! And with that other Chemi try adept,
"Doc" Foley, he succeeded in keeping the Chemi try Profes or in alternate satisfaction and con ternation: ati faction at hi achievement with my terious alts
and liquid ; con ternation at the terrifying odor that i sued from time to time
from their immediate vicinity.
The funniest thing about "Grime " i hi manner of enjoying a "Sweet Cap;"
the mo t attractive is- just " Jimmy."
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THOM

M. TIER EY

HOLYOKE, M

'Tom"
B . V . I. odality (1, 2, 3, 4 )
la Track ( 1, 2, 3, 4 )
Varsity Track (3, 4)
Philomathi c (2, 3 )
, an c tuary ociet y ( 1, 2, 3, 4 )

na ium no longer urpri
for an thino-.

Tom" i the far-fam d fal etto arti t
from Hol oke, who e di cour
with th
o- ntl man from Lowell on ur r turn trip
from O'Kane in nior o of ten occa ion d
our amu m nt and amaz .
tran ger
ha e frequent! b n tartl d by the hrill
tone that udd nl i ue from 'Tom' '
vicinit , and hav looked about in b wilderm nt for the author of the e ound ·
but th intrica i of " Tom " vocal g mla mate , who, b e p ri nee, are quite prepar d

" Tom' i quall famou a a hio-h-jump r havino- b n on of "Bart " mo t
d p ndabl ' bar-clearer " in Junior and
mor. But, to judge from th frequ ncy of hi home run ," it would e m that he ha mi d hi vo ation a a
ball player, for the magneti qualitie of th home town were quite be ond our
pow r of ompr h n ion.
e ha e nev r foro-otten th day wh n "Tom"
mplified to u an altoo- th r no 1 m an of ino-re into Top B av n 28 wh n
th u ual m an w r r nd r d una ailino-.
f 1 confid nt that "Tom" leave th Hill d tined for certain ucc
Cong nial ont nt d, and facetiou - that i the 'Tom" w hav o-rown to know
and th
ame "Tom" on who e t adfa t fri nd hip w can ever fe 1 abl
d p nd.
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WILLIAM E. TO ER
W OR CE TER, MA S.

" Bill ," "Mike," " Baron"
t . Stanislau s odality ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
enfresojun (1, 2, 3, 4)
Clas Football (3)
Smoker Committee (2 )

When war' red hand no longer eared
the mighty battlement of Mt. St. Jame ,
and the un een enemy had been cru hed
beyond recognition, there emerged from
the multitude of S. A. T. C. veteran a
fi gure who ea ily tood above his fellow .
He came to u , not with da h and pomp,
but with a calm erenity and a certain
joviality which immediately ecured him
in our favor .
Optimism wa " Bill's" middle name,
a wa evinced by the attitude of miling unconcern which he con tantly di played toward any unplea ant clas work which might threaten the even tenor
of hi way. We cannot pa lightly over his extra-cla room accompli hment ,
in face of the prolific te timony of untold " deb " and " uh-deb " with regard
to hi enhan ive value in local ociety.
But the day has come when we must bid good-bye to the sacred precinct of
our near Alma Mater, so for the while, " Bill"- farewell; yet we cannot let you
go without hoping that your ucce s in life will b a ure and speedy a the
powerful " Daniel ," in which we have o often witne ed your elf and " Gerry"
burning up the nearby highways. " Bill," we know you'll make goo d!
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11

EDM

D L. TWOMEY

WORCESTER, MA S.

"Ed"
t. Stanislaus Sodality (1, 2)
PATCHER Board (4)
Senfresojun ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
moker Committee (2)

The fall of 1918 proved to he an
eventful period in "Ed' " life, for it wa
during that martial ea on that he ca t
hi lot with Twenty-Two. Indeed, he wa
here to m et the boys when they arrived,
and ha been howing them thing ever
since- uch a how to pa
a pleasant
Sunday evening on Main outh and related topic .
We must admit that were we compelled
to rely on "Ed" a a ource of information regarding hi accompli hments, thi appreciation would indeed be vacuou ;
for he wa wont to preserve a quiet mien, never proffering a ugge tion except at
our earnest solicitation, yet alway di playing a keen sense of the practical and
a happy tendency to stre the quality of his dicta rather that the quantity.
"Ed" gave great promise in Freshman of budding forth in a literary way. In
fact, we can recall to what height of laudation the Reverend Profe or of that
·memorabl English clas attained when referring to one of "Ed' " contributions.
But hi uh equent ilence in tho e field we mu t attribute to hi innate aversion
to the limelight.
May our future be refulgent with ucce s !
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TA I LA

J. WACKELL

WORCE TER, MA

" teve"
enfresoj un ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
Varsity Track ( 1, 2, 3, 4 )
t . tanisla us odali ty ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
las Football (2, 3, 4)

n una urning gentl man i equall
lcom wherever he betake him elf.
of
When to thi quality are added tho
a mo t ver atil athlete, the warmth of
" teve' " welcome i not hard to explain.
In cla football h ha held down the
end po ition on thre ucce ive undef ated
el ven ; on the cinder path, a a m rcuryfooted " timber-topper," he ha adequate!
e tabli hed hi prowe by an annual acqui ition of the coveted H. C.
w

"Steve" ha alway rendered an excellent account of him elf in the cla room,
for there, a in athletic , the ame dogged det rmination and per e eran
have
proven of ine timable value. " teve' " g ographical tatu , includino- him a it
d e in the rank of the day boy , hi enthu ia m and loyalty in all the variou
activitie of the
nfre ojun have helped to no mall degree to place that organization on it pre nt high pinnacle. Hi un lfi hne and devotion to ho l and
friend alike tamp him a a true Holy Cro man.

In foreca ting your future, " te e," it require no ultra-p n trating power
of progno tication on our part to vi ualize the magnitude of yo ur oming
achievem nt .
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ARTHUR J. WALLI GFORD
GREE

ISLA D,

. Y.

"Art," "Wally"
Varsity Football (3, 4)
Varsity Ba ketball (3)
Mendel lub (3) Vice Pres. (4)
Lecture, Scientific Society (3)
hairman, Smoker Committee (3)
'onsultor, B . V . L odality (3)
Prefect, B . V . 1. odality (4 )
Philosophical Academy

An introduction to "Get-Rich-QuickWally" i the height of uperfluity. Perhap it were nearer the truth to call him
"Get-Famou -Quick-Wally," for the rapidit of hi ri e to prominence, from
the very moment of hi advent in Junior,
ha at once engaged and amazed u . A
a plunging fullback and later as the able :field-marshal of our victoriou cohorts,
"Wally" ha u:fficiently endeared him elf to Purple warrior and follower ; but
to tho e of us who have been privileged to bathe in the aura of hi personality, to
discover in him the happy blending of an in atiable de ire for knowledge and
achievement, crowned by a genuine mode ty and good will- to such of u , I ay,
hi friend hip ha been mo t preciou .
Just how "Wally" found time to engage in thr e major ports, to pur ue the
mo t exacting cours of the chool, and at the same time to enroll himself in all
the intellectual ocietie extant, i quite beyond th com prehen ion of our finite
intellect . But that he wa able to accompli h all thi and consi tently maintain a
cum la'Ude average i an incontrovertible and de. ervedly prai eworthy fact.
We can only hope, "Wally," that your clientele of the future may be a
constant and devoted as will your admiring clas mates
of Twenty-two.
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MICHAEL F. WAL H
EWPORT, R. I.

"Mike"
Banquet Committee (1)
B. J. F. (1, 2, 3, 4)
Manager Class A th le ti cs (2 )
lass Basketball apt. (2, 3)
Varsity Basketball (3, 4)
Class President (3, 4)
H . C. Delegat e, Foch Presentation
B. J. F. (1, 2, 3, 4)

We find it difficult, in the allotted pace
and in the inadequacy of our vocabulary,
to fully ex pre the entiment of TwentyTwo, and at the ame time to avoid fulome prai e, in peaking of our friend and
Whether we
President, "Mike" Wal h.
consider hi ingularly attractive per onal
qualitie , his prowe s on the ha ketball court, hi con i tent excellence in the
cla sroom, or his diplomatic and in piring leadership a guide of Twenty-two'
destinies, we find mere words hopele ly futile.
"Mike" i one of whom it can be aid that hi every schoolmate i hi friend.
Quiet, imple in manner and happily lacking in the brilliance of demagoguery
which o frequently attract "popularity," he has by his never-failing g niality
and sincere intere t, endeared himself to u all.
A captain of our illu triou
clas ha ketball team, and a main tay of our newe t varsity, his deeds have been
quite eloquent of themselve .
It i only fitting that hi Senior year hould have been crowned with the honor
of rep re enting Holy Cro at the Georgetown reception to General is imo Foch,
and we can wi h our ollege no greater ble sing that that she al way have uch a
repre entative.
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FRA CI

J. WILLIAM

WETMORE, PA.

" Frankie," "Zyb"
B. ] . F. (2, 3, 4)

B. V. M. odality (2, 3, 4)
Orchestra ( 1)
lass Football ( 1)
lass Basketball ( 1 )

When the great " ap" made hi la t
charge at Waterloo, hi tory might perforce have been recorded otherwi , if he
could have had our veteran "Frank" to
lead hi hock troop . For "Frank" bur t
in on our peaceful niid t fre h from the
din of battle, the whirr of hell , and the
crat red field of F ranee. And man a
time ince that precipitou arrival ha he
thrilled u with hi tale of tricken
harge and ictoriou attack , upon hearing which the Martian deity mu t need
have turned alternate! green with env and periwinkle with rage to have failed
of parti ipation therein.
How er, "Frank" ver pea ably eff t d th chang from pringfield ( or i
it Enfield?) to t tbook and ettled down with Tw nt -two to pur ue that el u ive
ith th
ame uc e that marked hi a will-'o-the-wi p called Knowledge.
ault upon th enem , h charo- d the line
f Philo ophy and the phy ical
true warrior, he
ience , and e po ed the camouflage of their diffi ultie .
found time to a um th rol of th da hing wain, and many and frequent were
hi uburban in a ion .
Wh n the bugler ound th la t retr at down th Lane and we feel your far w 11 handcla p, "Frank" we hope to tifl the tear but we an never check the
pang of parting.
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BE JAMI
BE

B. WILL

ALTO , MD.

" Ben"
B . J. F. (1, 2, 3, 4)
onsultor, B . V . M. odality (2, 3, 4)
anctuary ociety (1, 2, 3, 4)

It i one of Canon heehan' charact r
who affirm that the wor t of our u'ff ering
in life i di illu ion. In all candor, " Ben"
ha been the premier foe of our ill u ion ,
but one of an unique ort, for no heartache followed the dropping of our fancie .
" B n,' a a uh-Ma on-Dixonite, at th
ver out et delighted all with hi expanive vowel , hi "ah " and "yoh ' and
"we ." Here wa one fancy borne out
in fa t. But he wa in no wa the cavaliere que, olive- kinned outhern blade
of our imagination; for " Ben" had good co tch anc try to provid blue e
and andy hair. But, if h wa not the outh rn ourti r of our fancy, he was
th true gentl man of actuality a man of harit and humor, a fri nd to all and of
all.
Henceforth the name " B n Will " will v r brin° to the heart a pul e of plea ure and to the lip a mile. For it will re urrect hi high C chu ckle, hi uniqu e
vowel , hi to k of bill and banner . But when the e m morie fad there will
lin o- r on the triumphant motif of " Ben' " life; that of a Chri tian Knight from
Mar land, who
harity and goo d-cheer anqui hed the h art of Hol Cro .
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JAME

A. WORDE

EW BEDFORD, M

"Jim,' " Jaw " " J.

"

n ultor, B . V . M. odality (1, 2. 3, 4)
Banquet ,o mmittee (2)
H.
ight ommittee (2)
an tuary o iety (1, 2, 3, 4 )
L . , . H . Pr rnot er (1, 2, 3, 4)
Philo ophi al A ademy
m ok er
(2)

From our p ru al of the 'b t
w had al wa
on idered a rolling o-ait
and a briny tang
ential to all tru product of eafaring town - and then ' Jim'
arri d in our mid t. To attribut
u h
chara teri tic to thi debonair gentl eman,
re pl ndent in the late t reation of th
Hou
of Kupp nh imer, would b
The late t n hronization in ti , o k and hirt ff t
cond f r thi pa t ma ter in that g ntle art of 'arra ing
And that' not the half of it. " Jim' wa one of tho
aid to po
uffi ient ratino- in the Brad tre t' of
to btain almo t in tantaneou gratifi ation of hi mo t
Th r

wa

m thi
outh th tini t r mblance to a well-known G rman
, for wh n h ommen d to t 11 all the torie h ard 'und r th
ro " th n a it no atmo ph re for the unimaginative.
Once launched on hi
v rbal ar r all th king hor e would have proved quite inad quat .
w a er of tal

W - cannot hope mor than that ur worldl are r ma b pur u d a
h art dl and a enthu ia ticall a ha b n our olleo-e our

hol -
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Our Former Classmates
+
HARRY

J.

BURKE

ALBANY, N.

Y.

It is quite unnecessary to even surmise that there was anyone at Holy Cross
during our first two years who didn't know Harry.
And with all and sundry was
he a favorite.
His duties in the "Registry of Deeds," multiform though they
Our universal wellwere, did not prevent his shining in class basketball.
wishes go with him in his studies at Rome.
JEREMIAH

K.

DURICK

FAIRHAVEN, VT.

To say that "Jerry" was from Vermont is to state only the half of it; he was also
very much for Vermont; and it was from his glowing depictions that we learned
to know the true greatness of the Green Mountain state.
"Jerry's" scholastic
attainments plus his personal charm omen well for his sucess in the priesthood.
DANIEL

J.

O'CONNELL

HOLYOKE, MASS.

Pursuing his quiet and imperturbable course at Holy Cross, "Dan" deserted
us at the end of Junior and did a reverse Lochinvar to Notre Dame.
Rumor
whispers that he is "going big" in western climes, but we hope that he will not
fall into the inconvenient habit of losing himself, as he was occasionally known
to do in Massachusetts.
BERNARD

P.

CORBETT.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

"Bunny" spent two harmonious years with us, both as regards sociability and
With regret we watched his departure, taking from us, as he did, the
music.
charm of his incomparable playing.
May his success in other worlds be as
great as it is in the world of music and good fellowship.
GORDON A. Down

WORCESTER, MASS.

"Ducky" had the unique ability of plunging into the heat of a football contest,
the while preserving perfect good nature. Therein lay the secret of his popularity.
After three years in our midst, he deserted us for the sunnier climes of Baltimore,
where he is at present studying for the priesthood.
JoHN D. SWEENEY

SOMERVILLE, MASS.

"Seaman" supplemented his book-learning with a course in Experience-he became a tar and saw the world from the lookout of mighty merchantmen.
After
two smiling years with us, the lure of the salt air proved too strong and the following September found him among the missing. We trust that as he stands at
the helm, guiding his way by the Southern Cross, his thoughts may carry him back
to the times he spent and the friends he made on the "Hill of Pleasant Springs."
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ROBERT

w.

CAMPBELL

ST. JoH '

. B.

"Bob" gave our cla that cosmopolitan air, representing, a he did, the Briti h
Empire, re ew Brun wick. He was rather taciturn except when conver ing in
Latin with Father Mahoney; o when he wi hed to pour forth hi oul, he would
eize upon hi mandolin and " ay it with music."
t the end of Fre hman he
entered the novitiate at Yonker .
. MAXWELL
T U TO , MASS.
Savoir faire wa th wa he put it; and certain! y "Joe ' wa amply provid d
with it.
He lingered with u but a year, and yet in that hort period he managed
to acquire an amazingly large circle of acquaintance and a ho t of real friend .
He i now at the novitiate at Poughkeepsie, where the harm of hi per onality undoubtedly conquer a of yore.

JO EPH R.

WALTER J. REG

ROXBURY, MA

.

Walter's tay with us was all too brief but it ufliced for us to acquire the incere t admiration for hi numerou good qualitie and the ability which he
manif ted in th cla room.
Hi withdrawal at the end of Freshman for the
novitiate at St. Andrew' wa Twenty-two' los but a mo t valued addition to
the Je uit .
EDMO DJ. WOLFF

WATERBURY, Co

Edmond departed for the novitiate at Yonker at the end of Fre hman, leaving
b hind a univer al re pect for his many enduring qualitie , al o a sen e of los
at the discontinuance of the impromptu concert with which he and hi ob treperou "roomie" were wont to thrill the corridor on tho e wondrou Spring
evening .
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]OH

M . DWYER

WEST RUTLAND, VT.

Johh appeared in Sophomore after a couple of year in the mid t of things "over
there." We e,1joyed nothing better than hi torie of the trenches, with the hells
doing "April Shower " all around.
However, our joys were short-lived for he
left u in the middle 01' Junior, and henceforth we had to derive our excitement
from Empey in tead.
]AMES

R.

OLE

HOLYOKE, MASS.

Feeling the military urge, "Jim" took a trip up to We t Point after two years
in our cla
However, he was not de tined for the epaulets, o back he came to
Holy Cro for another year, only to once again de ert us for busine school.
His year a President of our cla convinced u that "Jim" po e ed the es entials
for leader hip.
A gentleman al way , Twenty-two regret the lo s of "Jim"
olen as a fellow graduate.
HAROLD F . FOREST

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Conver ation, punctuated with brilliant remark and witty repartee, jokes and
laughter; uch were "Hal's" winning characteristics, which he dispensed so prodigally during hi two year ' stay on the Hill.
Great wa the disappointment
when he failed to reappear in Junior, but we are sure that in him the clergy will
have a mo t valued representative.
JoH

J.

McLoucHLI

JERSEY CITY,

.

J.

"Jerry" is now engaged m making dollars by elling real e tate to Jerseyites,
and we learn that he i gathering them in (the dollars- not the Jerseyites) even
We would like to meet the man
fa ter than he acquired friend at Holy Cro s.
on the Hill who did not know our "Jerry," or knowing him failed to like him.
To "Jerry," our comrade of the olden day , we end our heart's ·Nishes for a wellde erved ucce .
WILLIAM

M.

LAHIFF

TROY,

.

H.

"Bill," a one of the few representatives of the Granite State, climbed the Hill
with u in Fre hman, and with hi una suming manner oon gained an enviable
position among us.
But Twenty-two ustained a great loss when, in Junior,
"Bill" failed to return. A man, always, our "Bill," and we're never going to forget
him!
ROBERT M . HAMILTO

NEW

y ORK

CITY

Holy Cross and Twenty-two lost a splendid student and a lovable fellow when
"Rob" decided to transfer to Fordham at the end of Junior. To those privileged
intimately to know him, "Rob" wa ever a loyal and sympathetic friend, always
ready to lend a helping hand, whether in cla£sroom work or in the inviolable confidences of a cla, mate.
Best wishes go with him.
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P age l74

JosEPH

F.

LYNCH

BANGOR, ME.

One could hardly predicate of "Joe" agressiveness, and yet in his two years
with us he acquired in the circle that was fortunate to enjoy his acquaintance an
especial niche.
His decision to enter the seminary, although it entailed separation on our part, forecasts for the priesthood a most ideal representative.
BERNARD

A.

REDDY

DETROIT, MICH.

The " Duke" wa not with us as long as we would have liked, but in his brief
ojourn during Sophomore on Mt. St. James, we learned to love his western way
and the fund of conversational material for which he was never at a loss. In
fact we had just really got acquainted when he announced his departure for the
J e uit novitiate at Florissant, Mo.
MARK

A.

TENNIEN

PITTSFORD, VT.

Mark wc: s one of the original "Green Mountain Boys." His tonsorial establishment on 3rd O'Kane was for two years one of the most popular rendezvous
in the school, and many were the friends that Mark acquired thereby. He transferred to St. Michael's College at the end of Sophomore.
]AMES

B.

WHITE

PITTSFORD, VT.

Another representative of Pittsford, "Jim" shar~d his room and hair-cutting
skill with his fellow townsman.
Between them they were in no small degree
responsible for the neat appearance for which Holy Cross youths are noted. It
was only natural that he should follow his roomie and partner in transferring to
" St. Mike's."
HAROLD C. PREEDOM

RUTLAND, VT.

"Deac" was with us for the first two years and on his departure left a host of
friends.
He was very prominent in class activities while with us, especially in
athletics.· At present he is at the Grande Seminary, and Vermont has a great deal
to look forward to in his ordination.
THOMAS

J.

SULLIVAN

BURLINGTON, VT.

" Tom" joined us in Sophomore and during his brief stay formed an exceedingly
large acquaintanceship.
Noted for his cheery disposition, he was a willing
worker and al ways had the class interest at heart.
He left us shortly after the
beginning of Junior but pleasant memories of him still linger.
FRANCIS M. CALLAHAN

HOLYOKE, MASS.

"Frank" was another of those nomadic individuals who slipped into our class
at the beginning of Sophomore only to as quietly slip off again at the end of the
same year.
But on the wing, as it were, we caught a glimpse of such admirable
characteristics and a winning personality that in his chosen sphere we can see
nothing for him but success.
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EDMUND

J.

NEENAN

TAUNTON, MASS.

"Ed" was one of the Annex "Originals" and his defection at the end of
Sophomore was a decided loss to those who had basked in the radiance of his
infectious smile or within the radius of his harmonious viol. He was one of our
trusty backstops, ever willing to risk his services and life in class and intersectional struggles.
May the higher service to which he has gone bring him every
blessing.
JoHN

S.

TWOMEY

TAMPA,

FLA.

"Alligator John" came to us from the "southest of the Southland ," and with
his irresistible Southern manner quite melted the proverbial frigidity of our
Northern hearts.
His contribution to the biological department in the form of a
pet alligator was one of the sensations of Sophomore. It was a source of universal
regret that the beginning of Junior found him among the missing.

ERSTWHILES OF NINETEEN TWENTY-TWO
Bonin, Elzear G.
Bousquet, Robert E .
Bowes, Francis J .
Brennan, John M.
Burke, Harry J .
Callahan, Francis M.
Campbell, Robert W .
annon, Thomas B .
appozoli , Luke
ass, Cyril F.
orbett, Bernard P .
Dailey, John R.
Desmond, John F .
Dougherty, John F . X .
Dowd, Gordon A.
Doyle, Luke B.
Durick, Jeremiah K.
Dwyer, John M.
Dyer, Francis M.
Eschmann, Andrew F .
Fahey, William J .
Farrell, William J.
Fleming, George T.
Flynn, J . Francis
Fly nn, Charles P .
Foley, Joseph W .
Forest, Harold F .
Gilrein, William J.
Griffin, Harold F .
Hamilton, Robert M.
Hargedon, Vincent P.
Harrington, Gerald A.

Hatch, George P.
Hayes, John B.
Hastings, Paul 0 .
Healy, Joseph M.
Hennessey, Harold E .
Horgan, John J .
Hughson , Donald T.
Jasper, George P.
Keeler, James E .
Kundtz, Ewald E .
Laflin , Edward T .
Laflin, William T .
Lahiff, William M.
Livingston, Frank M.
L y nch, Joseph F.
L y nch, Thomas J .
Lynski, Phalem U .
Martin, John P .
Masse, Hubert A.
McCarthy, Charles A .
McCarthy, Gerald P.
McCrohan, Joseph A .
McDonald, Martin J .
McFadden, Francis E .
McGrail, Thomas F.
McGrath, Richard J.
McKoan, John W .
Mcinerny, Timothy A.
McKeon, Harold L .
McLaughlin, John J .
McMurray, Donald F .
Moore, Harold E.

Mullen, George L.
Mullins, Joseph J.
eenan, Edmund J .
icholson, Paul E .
olen, James R.
O'Brien, Preston C.
O'Connell, Daniel J.
O'Rourke, Walter A .
Powers, Vincent W.
Preedom, Harold C.
Reddy, Bernard A .
Regan, Walter J .
Reidy, Enas W.
R yan, Paul A.
Shea, J ohn J .
Sheehan, William J .
Sheridan, Andrew J . Jr.,
Shunney, John H .
Silk, Roger R.
Stevens, Arthur J.
Sullivan, Jeremiah F .
Sullivan, Thomas F.
Sullivan, Thomas J.
Sweeney, John D .
Taylor, Richard V.
Tennien, Mark A.
Torpey, Ralph J.
Twomey, John S .
Walsh, John J.
White, James B.
White, Robert A .
Wolff, Edmond J.
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1Ju flrmnrinm

W HE

roses die and rose leave

II

fade away

Into the dimness that is yesterday,

~

Say is there nothing but an idle tear
For all that once was lovely?

Rather say

A fragrance lingers on the winds that stray
Over the distances, till always near
To us will seem the beauty once so dear,
Sweetening all the dullness of today.
Thus, has forsaken us your virtue rare,
But ever living is your memory,
For with us is a melody that sings

~

II

Within our hearts, just as the vibrant air
Long cherishes a golden memory
Though hands no longer pluck the throbbing strings.
EVA

s

PAGE HAM.
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wALTER A. E

GLEHORN,

EW

y ORK CITY

One evening late in September of 1918,
a tall, dark-haired youth slipped into our
martial midst, and before that eventful war
period had ended, Walter was one of our
be t known and mo t liked "buddies." And
with a rever ion to the classics, his application and ability won him a continued prommence m cholastic rank .
The following September found him enrolled among Georgetown's Sophomores.
There he succumbed to influenza, an attack
from which he never fully recovered. After a lingering sickness God called him to his
eternal reward in June of 1921.
During
his illness, however, his letters to us at Holy
Cros alway conveyed the best of good cheer, and his love for Alma Mater stayed
with him to the end.

PAUL HIGGINS

WELLSVILLE,

N. Y.

Paul's name recalls to us an example of
a sterling a sociate, and his life now fraught
with action, now running as a quiet stream,
forbids the fleeting years to cloak with the
dust of age .
To those of us who received mail through
his hands, his boundless wit will ever be
cherished, and in response to that irresistible
grit displayed on the gridiron we say: "He
dared do all that would become a man,
Who dared do more was none."
We loved him deeply and we revere his
name for he wa a true and loyal friend,
and genial compa~ion.
Paul's pleasing
modesty and cheerful habit of mind shall perpetuate m loving memory his deeds as a student and athlete, but best of all a
a friend.
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JA iES M. KE

EDY

ROCHO LE,

M s.

The flight of time cannot dim, much le
efface from memory, the indelibl stamp of
a terling character.
Submis ive to hi
God, temperate in himself, benevolent to
tho e around him, James Kennedy wa an
ideal on of Holy Cro s. Loyal and univer al in his friendship , generous and ympathetic toward all, he was happie t when
harino- his happine s with other .
Hi
miling count nance, his noble di po ition,
hi vivacious wit, made him a veritable beacon of joy to all who knew him. May hi
guiding spirit ever hover over the de tinie
of hi former mates of Twenty-Two.

FRA CI

X. O'BRIE

EW YORK CITY

Al way a staunch defender of everything
Holy Cro , a man uccessful in hi tudies,
a prominent member of football and track
team , and an intimate friend of every man
in hi clas , in the death of Frank O'Brien,
we of Holy Cros
uffered an irreparable
loss. Taken with a udden malady in the
ummer of 1921, for three days he lay just
beyond the lengthening hadow of death, before the mercy of Heaven took him from his
bed of upremely borne agony. Be it aid
that when the my teriou wi dom of God
saw fit to call him, those close t to him
lo t a deare t trea ure, hi Alma Mater- a
loyal on, the world- a gentleman.
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I CENT PL

KETT

DETROIT, MICH.

Vincent joined our band in Sophomore,
coming from the Univer ity of Detroit and
became at once a loyal cla mate by the irresi tible power of his benevolence and munificence. Po essing the manly attribute of
earne tne
and a keen ense of duty, and
a heart o full of un elfi h love for hi good
parent and friends, a more agreeable type
of gentleman could not be found.
Hi
voice and manner were so tender, his disposition so good and ea y, hi temper o
gentle and even, that " his life appeared to
glide away in a mild and amiable conflict
between the claim of piety and good breeding." Had his wi h been fulfilled and he
become a priest in God' army, his daily
labors would be a tender eulogy of his natural virtues.

A THO Y M. SULLIV A

RuTLA o, VT.

1 othing could have come with greater unexpectedness or a a greater hock to the tudent body at large than the announcement
in February of Sophomore of the death of
Anthony M. Sullivan at hi home in Rutland. He had left chool but a few day
previou becau e of illness, but none had anticipated the consequence to which it led.
Mode t and retiring though he wa , hi record with the Purple track team presaged
for him a brilliant future a an athlete. Loyal to hi friend , elf- acrificing to all, he
ha left at Holy Cro s a host of friends who
miss his happy comradeship and deplore hi
untimely lo s.

,Page 1 0

RALPH TIER EY

WE

TFIELD,

MA .

Ralph, or "Turk,' a he wa lovingly
known to hi friend , gath red all too oon
it eemed to hi Maker, left u with a poignant en e of a lo that hould never be repaired, of a pla e left vacant in our rank
and heart that could n ver be filled. Dweller on the Annex four year ago, will nev r
forget hi r ady wit, hi quick enthu ia m ,
hi pirit and vim which augured for leader hip in cla
act1v1t1e , in port , and in
friend hip . A friend to cl ave to, a cla .
mate to love and to follow; no one realize more than we the wealth lo t to u and
to hi parent by hi departure at the thre hhold of manhood.
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Class of 1923
As the men of '22 go down Linden Lane
to the gate of life, the Class of '23 end
with the la t fond Vale the promise to
acquit nobly the office of leader hip in affair on the hill that ha fallen to it.
For three years the Cla of '23 ha been
preparing and ~aiting for the day when
it wou ld enter upon the final stretch of
the days at Holy Cross. Each year has
een greater development in the cl ass, and
in every pha e of collegiate life the infl uence of it has been felt. In athletics the
sons of '23 have won greater glory for
the class and Alma Mater on the gridiron,
diamond, basketball court and cinder path.
or has the prowe s of the class been confined to athletics alone.
She ha given her dramatic arti t to the
much praised production of " Hamlet," she
HAROLD M . WRE
has een her son prominent on the debating platform, and in the mu ical and glee clubs a well a in the column of the
Purple the talent of the men of '23 ha bee11 atte ted to.
Lessened in number , but ever increasing in fame and pirit the clas of '23
tand prepared to offer her contribution to the renown of Holy Cro

LIST OF JUI IORS
JU IOR A
Blais, Bertram E .
B oylan , Francis T .
Breen, J ohn T .
Butler, Eugene J .
annon, Thomas B .
arroll,
harles
Coleman , ornelius V.
ooney, J ohn P . Jr .,
orrigan, ylvest er E .
Dick , Eugene F .
Donohoe, J ohn C.
D onohoe, J oseph A .
Dowd, Thomas B .
Fagan, George D .
F itzgerald, William B .
Flynn, J . Francis
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Gilroy, William L .
Greene, J ona than
Hartig, Ri chard W .
J ones, 1eredi th W.
Kearney, Ra ym ond A.
Kelley, James B .. Jr.,
L a h ey, William F.
LaPlante, Orient
Laux, J ohn
.
L ovell, David B., Jr .,
L y ne, Arthur T.
Mahon, Gerald P .
Markham, Edwin
Martin, Daniel A.
Massman, P . Martin
Mc affrey, Thomas J .
Mc loskey, Eugene T .

Mc loskey, J ohn B .
Mc onnell, Maxwell
.Mongea u , L eo R.
Ioore, William J .
a ngle, J ohn F .
O'Brien, William J .
O'Donoghue, 1artin F .
O'Sulli, an, James P .
Owens, J a m es
Perry, J . F rancis
P ower, A loy ius F .
Scanlon, J ohn J .
'cheno ne, Alfred · A.
Treanor, J ohn H .
Vaughan, James F .
Wren, Harold M.

JU IOR B
Barney, John J .
Barry, Charles R.
Bresnahan, John F .
Cd,rroll, John E .
Cassidy, Walter J.
Driscoll, William H ., Jr .,
English, Joseph T.
Fahey, William F.
Farrell, Richard E.
Flannery, Joseph P .
Fleming, Edward J., Jr .,
Flynn, John M.
Grady, James J .
Gill, Harold E.
Griffin, Gerald J .
Rafey, Francis I.
Hiney, Francis J .
Hussey, James L.
Jordan, Walter L .
Judge, James D .
Keane, Joseph A .
Keane, Paul A.
Kickham, Charles J .
Kiely, William J.
Lopes, Peter J .
Maguire, Joseph L .
Martin, William P .
McCormack, John J.
McDonough, William K.
McNiff, William T .
Milliken, Cornelius T.
Moosbrugger, Edwin A .
O'Brien, Raphael N .
O'Leary, ornelius J. Jr .,
Pelletier, George E .
Regan, John P .
Romaniello, Rocco J .
Scanlan, Charles J.
Ryan, James F.
Shea, John W.
Smi'th, Henry L.
Staudt, Richard M.
Summa, Frank J .
Thornton, James C.
Toomey, Richard J.
Travis, Robert J.
Vogel, James D .
Walsh , John C.
Walsh, John H ., Jr.,

JUNIOR C
Aherne, John M.
Baldwin, Richard T .
Biggins, Thomas J.
Bobblis, Frank J.
Brosnahan, Thomas F.
Brown, Edward J .
Brust, Raymond W.
Burke, Raymond S.
Carrigan, Charles B .
Caulfield, Albert F.
Clark, Robert G ., Jr.,
Cohalan, Conn J.
Donohue, Francis P.
Donovan, Walter R.
Fahey, William J.
Faron, Arthur A .
Ford, Cornelius F .
Garvey, Francis D.
Geary, John J ., Jr .,
Griffin, Harold F.
Griffin, Joseph A.
Haley, Jeremiah M.
Hanifin, Robert T .
Hannon, Leo P.
Hayes, William F.
Hogan, James A .
Hogan, John M.
Horan, George W.
Hughson, Donald T.
Hurley, Leo K.
Kelly, J . Earl
Lynch, Thomas J.
Magner, Paul F .
Masse, Hubert A .
McAuliffe, Edward D .
McCabe, Leo M.
IcCarty, Charles E .
McGrath, Richard J.
McQueeney, William J .
McManus. Edward F.
Mitchell, Thomas C.
O'Rourke, Edward J.
Perham, Roger M.
Prior, Cornelius B.
Seiter, Aubrey R.
Walsh, Thomas F.
Ward, Edward F .
Ward, William J ., Jr.,
Wright, James A .

JUNIOR D
Asselta, John J .
Burke, Charles F.
Carmody, Terence C.
Carroll, George W.
Connor, John J. Jr .,
Cronin, William J .
Doherty, James P.
Dugan, Leonard A.
Fitzgerald, George S .
Fitzsimons, Thomas H.
Garnier, Joseph H.
Golembeskie, Anthony
Griffin, Edward A .
Hawley, Charles F.
Healy, William D.
Hennessy, William B .
Higgins, Everett A .
Hutchinson, Vincent A .
Keating, Walter J ., Jr .,
Kinney, John P.
Larkin, Edward F.
Lyon, Edward E.
Maloney, Augustine F.
McCarthy, Frederick J .
McCarthy, Leon E.
McGrath, L Francis
McManus, John R.
McMurray, Donald F.
Mullins, Joseph J .
Murph y, Eugene C.
all in, Joseph J.
O'Rourke, William J.
O'Toole, Harry J .
Perkins, Harold E.
Plocharcyzk, Stanley A. Jr.
Roache, Bernard F .
Schneider, Joseph F .
Shea, Fred erick T .
immons, John D.
tott, James J.
Strome, harles B.
ullivan, James J.
Sullivan, Maurice J.
Tu cker, John F.
Young, George F .
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CLASS OF

1924

Class of 1924
The fifteeuth day of eptember, 1921,
although it u hered in the Autumn which
give to mankind the fir t intimation of
marked the
the dying year, neverthele
beginninp; of the Sophomore year for the
Cla of 1924. The activitie of the cl a
ince that time have been numerou . The
Smoker, held late in February, proved a
ucce in very way. In April an entertainment was given to the Fre hmen b th
Cla~ of '23, the purpo e of which wa to
bring together the e two cla es in order
to e tabli h a spirit of friend hip between
them. The ophomore Banquet wa held
on May 9 at the Bancroft Hotel. A l arge
number of gue t were present, including
everal member of the faculty_
Listed a fellow cla smates we find the
name of several brilliant athletes, namely
JOSEPH A. PARE, JR.
Simendinger, Riopel , Ryan, Tunney, Burke,
Voorhee , Whitby and fartin who have contributed in no mall mea ure to the
ucce s Hol y Cro has attained on the diamond, gridiron, ba k~tball and tenni
court .
In the literary fi eld the cla i a well represented a o;i the athletic field and
let u hope that Dame Fortune will favor u during our next two years even more
than ~he .:]ready has during the fir t half of our coll ge career.
LIST OF SOPHOMORE
OPH O IO RE A
Baker, Alexander J .
Byrne, Henr y J .
laffey Edward
Collins, Edward T .
Doern, Peter ., Jr .,
Fogarty, James J. Jr .,
Gay nor, Martin F.
Guertin, Anthony A .
Hetzelt, Alfred L.
Hurley, Edward A .
Kane, Harry J ., Jr.,
Magilligan, Donald J .
McMahon, Joseph F .
filler, Vincent A .
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Mulcah y, R aymond A.
Mulqueen, Dennis F .
O'Brien, J . Merlin
0 onnor, Francis A .
P ower, J . Brownson
Quinn,
illiam J .
R iordan, J oseph W .
Shea, J ohn E .
Sheehan, J ohn F .
ullivan, Daniel D .
Sullivan, James H . J r.,
Tansey, James J.
Treanor, James A., Jr.
SOPHOMO RE B
Betagh, R aymond J .

v,

ahill, 'W illiam F.
Ca ey, Walter R .
onron, Francis X .
Conway, Edward A
Donaher, Thomas H .
Do noghue, ornelius
Dunn, Fran i , P .
Friel, George J .
Gallery, R obert A .
Gildea, James E .
Greaney, harles E.
Hart, David I.
J ohnson, R ob~rt F .
Kearney, Edward P .
Langan, James J .

Madden, John J.
Magee, William E.
Martin, John P.
McAuliffe, William H . Jr.,
McDonough, John B.
McNally, Vincent P .
Murphy, John E.
O'Connor, Cornelius A., Jr.,
O'Connor, James J.
Price, Leo G.
Smith, Harry F .
Szymczyk, John J.
Thiel, Cyril L.
Toohey, William P. J.
Walsh, Raymond F.
Walsh, William L .
Ward, William C.
White, George T.
SOPHOMORE C
Barry, Edward T .
Bissonette, Richard W .
Blanchet, G. Arthur
Burke, Edmund
Burns, John J.
Burns, Joseph R.
Carey, Robert J.
Carpinella, Michael A .
Connor, Arthur T.
Coughlan, John F .
Craig, William H .
De Prizio, Carl J.
Dohig, Joseph B.
Donahue, Daniel J.
Donoghue, Francis J .
Fallon, James M.
Fitzgerald, Gerald F .
Fitzgerald, Richard T.
Flynn, Henry M.
Fallen, Harry A.
Forman, John J .
Geary, Thomas F.
Grady, John E.
Groark, John A.
Handron, Clement J.
Hannan, Philip J .

Holland, Joseph F .
Hogan, John M.
Hurley, M. Joseph
Jackson, George K.
Kennedy, Raymond D.
Kinniery, Michael W.
Lynch, Aloysius, J.
McGrail, John P.
McMillan, Robert E.
Minogue, J . Bernard
Murphy, Albert J.
O'Loughlin, Michael J .
O'Rourke, Eugene A .
Walsh, Edward A.
SOPHOMORE D
Baltrusaitis, Francis J .
Beardsley, Robert A .
Davis, Michael P.
Dudley, George R.
Fagan, Francis J . ·
Gallery, Daniel F .
Hendron, Edward D.
J urgelionis, Peter B .
Keegan, John A.
Kelley, Joseph C.
Kelley, Joseph P.
Kelly, J . Norbert
Malone, T. Farley
Malumphy, Charles P .
McCarthy, William J.
McDonough, Harry L.
McDonough, Paul V.
Morrissey, Richard
Morris, Thomas F.
Mulvihill, Daniel A .
ager, W . Raynor
aphen, George S.
Nelligan, Thomas M.
O'Grady, John J., Jr .,
Paonessa, Joseph L.
Pare, Joseph A ., Jr.,
Racicot, Napoleon A.
Ready, John R.
Roche, Edmund J ., Jr .,
Ryan, Hubert J .

Scanlan, Henry J.
hea, Michael E.
Sullivan, James E ., Jr.,
Sullivan, William J .
weeney, John
weeney, John F .
Turbidy, Joseph L .
Walsh, Maurice K.
SOPHOMORE E
Ansbro, F . Paul
Breen, Thomas A.
Burke, William H .
Butler, Francis K.
Carey, William E .
Chandley, George L.
Crowley, William A.
ulbert, William A .
Donoghue, Florence J.
Eagen, J amcs l\I.
Foley, Cecil A.
Fraser, Ernest J.
Gallagher, Thomas F .
Gainor, James J .
Hettinger, Edward G .
Higgins, Joseph C.
Keller, Paul H.
Lanahan, Andrew J ., Jr.,
McCambridge, Francis J .
McGovern, Richard A.
McGurl, Frank J.
O'Brien, Joseph J .
O' onnell, James F.
O'Toole, C. Martin
Powers, James S.
Riopel, Albert D .
Ryan, Timothy J .
Simendinger, Kenneth A .
Slattery, John J.
Tannian, John J.
Touhey, Harry M.
Tunney, James F .
Voar hees, J. Russell
Ward, John J .
Whitby, George W .
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Class of 1925
It ha oft n b n aid that Fr hman
ar at college i the harde t; th gr at
barrier whi h courage, per o alit and
unity mu t hr ak down , the great unknown
wh r
trang fa e , and wa
foreign to
the home-hearth ar
v rywh re.
Thi
ma b true with ome Fre hman l a e ;
it i doubt!
th
at man coll er •
But- wh n
1925 cam
to uch a
tacl
to
hatt red,
fir t

ith th large t Fre hman cla in the
hi tor_ of the Coll er , with repr e::itative
in every branch of coll ge activity we, th
Cla of 1925, have di over d Holy Cro ,
and, a ,
inc rel tru t, Hol Cro ha
di co er d u .

H IL RY F.

H

EY

LI T OF FRE HME
F RE H 1A
Anderson, George B .
Brennan, harles J .
Brennan, Thomas A .
Bulger, J oseph A.
arroll, Owen T .
arroll, Thomas P .
astallo Mario A.
Crimmin , Gerard F .
Deel y, George \ .
D emp ey, Walter L .
Dobby, William P .
Donahue, v\ alter F .
Duggan , Francis X .
Dutram, Fran is B .
Egan, William
Fanning, Richard
Fitzpatrick, Harry L .
Freel, Eugene L .
Gagan , Joseph F .
Galligan, hristopher
Gorman, Edward J.
Hani, er, Edward J .
H olland, Iyles D .
Jordan , James V.
Kernan, lement F .
Kiel y, Edmund J .
King, J . Albert King
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Lamb , Thomas M.
Liebler, Anthon y ].
Murph y, J . Arthur
Murph y, Thoma H .
Murray, Edward G .
Powers, Paul J .
FRE Hl\I
B
B yrne, Walter
ouming, J ohn F.
Foy, Michael J .
Gallagher , Edward G .
Garvey, Daniel J .
Hanlon , J oh .:-.i \ .
Iainzer , Eugene F.
McBride, Francis V .
M ann , v\ illiam H .
l\I Grath, Franci X .
l\'I Grath, Hubert
e bit, R obert R.
'Keefe, D avid F .
O'Keefe, Edward F .
O'Keefe, Eugene J .
O' eill , Joseph V .
O'R ourke, George V.
'Shea, J ohn J .
Padien, Edward M.
Peterson, Francis X .
R obinson , Jerome W .

R yan , Harold A.
canlan, Fran is H .
hields, J ohn H .
loan, harle D .
mith, Francis L .
teffens, Franci X .
Tierney, John 1.
Tobin , Austin J .
Toomey, Daniel P .
v\ hite, J ohn B .
Wil son, P . Fran i
\\ right on, George F .
Zielinski , Edmund J .
Zielinski, Romuald J .
F RE H' 1
Anthony, Alfred F . X .
Au tin , Edward J .
Brady, Edward D .
ivalier, Leo T .
oakley Timoth y J .
ollin , J ohn F .
orrigan, J ohn . \ .
ronin, T . Francis
urran , Aloy ius A.
Daly, Francis i\lI .
Donnellan , Thoma F .
Dull y, Francis E .
Edwards, J o eph F.

Egan , Thomas W .
Farrell, Francis J.
Halloran, John J .
Halpin, Thomas L .
Haran, John P .
H ogan, .James F .
Keating, ·Edward J .
Kelly, Francis H.
Kiely, John B .
Lagasse, J . Fay
L y nch, William S. F .
Manning, Richard H ., Jr.,
'lcKinnon, Francis X.
lcManus, John L .
McMichael, J . Austin
Mc weeney, lifford J .
iiller, Myron V.
1urphy, Francis J.
Murray, harles F.
O'Brien, Frederick L .
O'Brien, rncent M.
Ray, Vincent T .
R ya n , James E .
ammon, Fabian J .
elzo, George A.
Shea, tuart W L .
mith, harles ·
mith, . Edward
,, hitehead, William E .
Zemaitis, J oseph K.
FRE HMA
D
Barker, Daniel
Barry, Daniel
Brewster, Martin W ., Jr.,
Biehl , Anthony A.
Bradley, George E .
Brady, L eo J .
Burke, orneliu · A.
allahan, Mark H .
ann n , Ra ym ond J .
a rr, James J .
,asey, Ri chard F.
athcart, Elton
ollins, J ohn D ., Jr .,
orcoran, James T ., Jr .,
ourtney, Thomas A .
ow ley, J seph B.
oyne, Thoma J .
rane, J ohn F .
ro nan , Ri chard A. Jr .,
rowley, William J .
Delaney, J ohn J .
Dodge, harles J .
Donaghy, Frederick A .
D ooling, Thomas M.
D owney, Raym ond B .
D ro han, William B.
Dunn, Donald I.
Dunn , Paul E .
Dunn, R onald J .
Fahy, James F.
Ford, J ohn F.
Furlong, Thomas J .

Gaffney, James G.
Quinn, James M.
Roche, John F .
Torphy, Frederick J.
FRESHMA
E
D onohue, J ohn V.
Frawley, Frederick L .
Glav in, J ohn J .
Griffin, John F .
Halliburton, John
Harrington, Robert E .
Hayden, W. V\ alter
Hayes, Thomas E.
Horgan, Bernard A.
Jordan, John B .
Keane, Francis B.
Keefe, Edward L .
King, Andrew J .
King, J . Edward
Lang, William L . J .
Lill y, Henry P .
L y nch, harles E .
Madden, Bernard L .
Maguire, James E .
Mahoney, William G .
Meacham, Joseph F .
Meacham, Thomas A .
McDonald, Francis M.
McFadden, John V.
McGlinchey, Joseph A .
kGovern, William H .
McGrath, Frederick W.
McMorrow, Arthur W.
Mc amara, William J .
McPartland, William
Mueller, Geogre B.
Mulgrew, Richard
Mulgrew , William E .
Mullen, Arthur M.
Murphy, George A .
Murph y, James A .
l[yers, urtis A.
Rafferty, George W .
Smith, Francis P .
FRE HMA
F
Bowker, Stanley A .
Burns, Francis L .
Daly, James A .
Dal y, J . Francis
Falvey, J ohn F.
Flynn, Geogre
Fournier, Louis G .
Frawley, Michael P .
Gerr y, E verett C.
Ginkus, Joseph C.
Heal y, 1. Joseph
Kelley , Herbert J.
Kelliher, Patrick J.
Kennelly, Edward F.
Lavery, James J .
Manning, James A .
McGrath, Gerald T.

McKean, Francis D .
McMahon, Edward J .
Moynihan, Martin J .
O'Brien, John M.
O'Connor, Francis
O'Donnell, H. Cecil
O'Malley, Thomas F .
O'Neil, Francis R.
O'Shea, Daniel T.
Phelan, Emmett
Philbin, John J. A .
Philie, Jules I.
Ri ch, St~phen A.
R ourke, William J.
Rossi, Anthony A.
R yan, Gannon F .
R yan, John J., Jr .,
haw, John .
mi th, Lloyd F.
Smith, William H.
Vail . J ohn J .
Tierney , Joseph P .
Walsh , Ralph P .
V\ elsh, R obert A .
FRESHMAN G
Banaghan, William L .
Barnes, William H .
Broussard, Lastie D.
Carroll, Charles L.
Carton, Charles P.
ollins, John A .
Cullen , John B.
Dailey, Charles J .
Donovan, John L .
Feeley, J . Richard
Gahagan, J. William
Galvin, John F.
Gautreau, Walter P.
Greene, Robert W.
Harrington, E . Leo
Hayes, William F.
Horrigan, John P.
Kell y, James S.
Kell y, William J.
Kennedy, James D ., Jr .,
Mahaney, Hilary F.
L y nn, Gordon W .
Ic abe, Michael E .
McCaffre~ John H .
allin, J. D ermid
Taughton, John R.
O' onnell, Philip
Quinn, George F.
Ruane, Joseph W .
R yan, James P .
Schwartz, William A.
Shannon, James A .
Shaughnessy, Joseph R.
Shea, Edward J .
Shaughne~sy, Paul G.
Shea, J ohn M.
Tobin, Denis T.
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Class History
FRE H 1IA

It ha b ecome platitudinous to e plain all untoward circum tance , all current
evil a widel y at varian ce a prohibition and profiteering, by the laconic, hrugging phra e, " C'est la guerre."

Howe er , no p o t-bellum hi tory can ever now

h e written without giying generou

pa

to the great and mo t minute effects

of the titanic conflict.
That the World War seriou ly affected the cl a s of 1922 cannot be questioned.
Members of the cla

wor the khaki ; other wore th e blue;

enough to face the

nemy aero

the tangled wire.

1918 completel y changed the face of Hol y Cro

ome were for tunate

foreover, the autumn of
College hall

became army

barrack , athl ti c fields parade and drill ground ; H ecuba and Demo thene gav
way to " War Aim " and Woodrow Wil son; the disciplinary ystem of the J e uit
. T. C. wa born.

yielded to the strict regime o; an arm p o t ; th
that, living in almo t

onventual

ried on" with the regul a r

It i true

clu sion in the annex, the nucleu of '22 "car-

our es, and it wa

thi

ympathetic little o-roup of

tud nt who h 1ped mightil y to prevent thi cla.: from lo in g a collegiate year.
Fre hman year wa a di:fficu It truggle for the gr at numb r- the work of nin e
month to b don in ix, a pirit of clas and college sympathy to b e tardil y a quired.

But that work wa

accompli hed and that pirit won.

b anquet, that uprem e occa ion for friend hip and good ch
all clique

and fa ctions, perhap s be t te tifie

solid arity achieved in the beginning.

to the

Our Fre hman

r , that team roll er of
pirit of

ympathy and

It is upon such revelations of inter e t and

affection that our mind dwell the longest and our h art beat the happi t.
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Class History
SOPHOMORE

A Holy Cross man never moves faster than when homeward bound.

But,

when once headed back to the Hill of Pleasant Springs he feels a pleasan t glow
creep through him; his step quickens, his heart forsakes its rythmic beat and he
joyfully anticipates the hand-clasps and the happy greetings of hi
rated brethren."

" long

epa-

So we hurried up Linden Lane in the mellow September of

1919, bounded up innumerable steps and hurried from room to room to fall upon
the necks of returning friends.

And how di mally did we then perceive the

process which has gone on more or les noticeably ever since.
small class was dwindling in number.

Our comparatively

Death had made its hateful intru sion;

the seminary had made inroads; and the other chool had claimed more thqn one
member.
Nevertheless, ' 22 was distinguished in Sophomore as it has been ever

m ce.

Our men were not only contributors but became members of the Purple taff.
the classroom were to be seen men of marked intellectual force ,

In

Our class gave

most generous quotas to the ranks of baseball, football, tennis and track.

The

glee club and orchestra, both of which had their apex of development and success
during this year, drew largely upon the talent of '22.
As, in a dinner, the rarest delicacy is reserved until the last, so in the chronicle
of this year we finally praise that happiest of the year's events-our Sophomore
banquet.

Excellent food?

Certainly.

But more than that; real comradeship,

the kindest humor, happy speeches, charming music and, m the few
moments, sincere expressions of the ideals and aspirations of our class.

enous
That

good-fellow feast alone was so replete with gaiety and good cheer as to make
Sophomore year one worth a perennial renewal.
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Class History
JUNIOR

Philosophers!

The highest title to be achieved in our academic career.

Gone,

the ponderous periods of Cicero, the lilting 1yrics of that engaging old Hedonist,
Horace, the merciless denunciations of Demosthenes; gone-but can one forget?the tragic tale of ffidipus.

Now for the cold processes of logic; now for the

intricate, infinite, tenuous convolutions of Metaphysics; for the all comprehensive ens and the overwhelming cosmos.
Such was our horoscope when the dear old Lane, blazing with the richly
colored livery of Autumn, greeted us upon our return to the Hill as Juniors.
Somehow we felt exalted and superior; perhaps it was because of liberation from
the not altogether unflattering title, "Sophomore;" perhaps the pleasure at successfully passing the halfway post; and possibly the opportunity for communion
with the supreme minds of antiquity- of carrying on, as it were, a dialogue with
Plato and Aristotle.
Juniors!

The word inevitably suggests "Prom," and what a "Prom" it was!

Never had it been surpassed in the charm of its music, beauty and gaiety.

There

will never be a better "Prom" for those who reveled on that night, excepting one
only-the Graduation Prom in June, 1922.
The prestige of our class has yet to feel the depressing pull of gravity.
Junior year our stock continued upward.

In

Our class gave anew of its energy to

the Purple, furnished the very life blood to any athletic sport one may name, and
showed a never failing wealth of mental acumen when the ever-recurring rollcalls of marks were heard.

The cold records, athletic and scholastic, of our

Junior year offer sufficient evidence of a year spent to advantage.
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Class History
SENIOR

The very summit of Parnassus loomed above us when first we came back- the
last Autumn on the Hill- to the aristocracy of cap and gown, the envied Sunday
night permis ion, the Senior walk, to an unquestioned precedence.
possible to recount all of the events of Senior year.
score, the fierce onslaught, the immovable defence?

It is im-

But who can forget the
Who can forget the sharp,

sweet thrill of triumph and vengeance for more than one gray and bitter day in
Boston; the mad cheering, the wild acclaim of our mud covered heroes?

They

and their deeds are recounted on another page, but even were they not men of
'22 could never once forget them.
As this memorial of '22 goes to the press a retrospective chronicler looks back
upon tho e last happy months and, in his more generous perspective, perceives
those few difficultie of a one time seeming mountainous height shrink to their
true pebble-like tature.
fire of wrath.

He looks in vain for kindling wood to bolster up the

Our curtain call can conceal nothing but memories full of happy

facts and faces, hearts poor in rancor and rich in love, souls strung in harmony
with their Alma Mater.
Of our four years none had the boundless joy of Senior.

By none did our class

more indelibly engrave its name in the annals of Holy Cross.

As undergradu-

ates we can no longer work for the "Cross;" but as individuals in the world
where men of worth are prized, our cla smates will carry on with fidelity, the
honesty, the ideals that Holy Cross has helped to form in them.

To these men the

perpetuation of the traditions of Holy Cross and of this class, her latest offering
to the world, will be an aim founded deep within their hearts.
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It was the lot of thi cla to enter Holy Cro at a time when the practice of
public debate wa at it ebb tide; and it wa our good fortune to witne , in our
final year, this school' controver ial hey-day.
Our Senior year witnessed the
unprecedented pectacle at Holy Cro of four intercollegiate debate a well as
intercla s debates of commanding intere t.
Fordham Univer ity wa debated
m ew York, Providence College and the Senior Boston College debater in Worce ter hall , and the Junior ociety of our Bo ton rival in it own tronghold.

In the tock of these team our cla s held a controlling intere t, holding the
captaincie of the Fordham and Providence debate in Franci A. Drumm, and
in Thomas Gunning the captaincy of the Senior Bo ton debate. Active co-worker
were George Shea and Clarence Haye .
With the e debater , and with their
able confreres of interclass debates, this class rests its forensic laurels.
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SE IOR DEBATI G TEA 1:
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INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATERS

Music in all its form has ever had its votaries among the class of '22, and it
with pride that we point to the many members of the clas who gave of their
be t for the ucces of orchestra, glee club and choir.
Junior little wa

Though in Fre hman and

attempted along musical lines, in Sophomore and Senior the

Director of Mu ic ha drawn upon our cla

to fill m any important po itions both

on the orche tra and glee club.
In addition, we have had the be t of " ke," fiddl e, banj o and piano m
McCaffery, Lubbe, Cumming , P yne, Taft and a ho t of others, whil e during the
e::i tire four years of our career , a member of ' ~2 ha furni hed "sweet harmonie "
in the Chapel.

Oft ha

Bourgeoi

haken th e rafter

of old O' Kane with the

golden treble of hi ~ cornet, and innumerable have b en the occa ion upon which
Saunder has e:iriched our gathering with his rich baritone.
Finally it i

afe to ay that '22 has taken leadership in the phere of Mu ic,

giving its best for the honor of the school, and here, as el ewhere, covering itself
with glory.
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n

ummary of th

mo t xtraordinary

ear in th

n ce arily b inadequate and un ati factor

ph r

of dramatic mu t

To catch the kindlie t e pre ion

of a gr at audi nee, the in

re plaudit of one' fellow of th

apprai al of di cerning criti

i ind ed an admirable and enviable record for any

undergraduate p rformanc .

hen he and the

To Mr. John Ta lor Br n of th

la

of tw nt, -

three, who o feelingly carried the inten e p r onality of the "Melanchol
to Me r . Walter L. D mp y, '25, David B. Lo
'23 and Char!

11,

Jr., '2

B. trome, '23, a goodly mea ure of the u ce

To Twenty-two the dramatic oci t owe th

Harold M. Wren ,
i due.

pl ndid a ting of Laert , Horati

a:1d th Fir t Grav Digger in th p r on of Me r . G orge P. H nn
a

Dan ·"

Thom-

. Dolan and William A. Ca , while to th

untiring labor of R v. Father

J., Profe or lo

nior , a ver great mea ure of

Fox and Mr. Jo eph Dinne n

.

gratitude i e t nded.
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In looking back to our initial

ndeavor in the ocial line, our Fr.eshman Ban-

quet, the incident

eem o remot that it is difficult to r call preci el y what oc-

curred, especiall

ince man

of tho e prominent in it have fallen by th

ide and are no long r member
mailman, Mr. C. F.

of '22.

way-

However, our genial President and

urphy, i on personality which time cannot dim.

A i the

ca e with most Fre hman cla e , we had not yet become welded together into
one body, and clique were yet in vogue wh n the banquet occurred.
when we had attained the dignit
and h nc

of Sophomor , all di tinction had di appeared

ur banquet of that y ar i more worthy of note.

ex-Presid nt, Mr.

ol n, and hi

ucces or, Mr. Dolan.

that occa ion, ga e one of the b
a member of the clas .
by Me r . L onard,
hip of

r. Pyne.

we wer

It wa graced by our
Mr. John Davi , on

er privileged to h ar from

ddition to the mu ical din and merrim nt were mad

aunder and the

In the variou

ociet
moker

peared to en joy them elves, a mo t famou
the Fitchburg glide.

How ver,

Syncopators under the able batonthe cla

has gi en everyone ap-

occa 10n being the introduction of

The monotony of man

a dreary month was pleasurably

broken by these class gathering .
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Junior Prom
The memory of the Cla of 1922 require little jogging to recall the night of
April twentieth, ineteen and Twenty-one
when, a Junior , they "Promenaded" in
and about the empurpled ballroom of the
Bancroft. In it fir t really own affair,
the long curbed and up-till -then meagerly
ati fied ocial in tinct of the cla were
given a Roman ati faction.
Thank to the prudent direction and well
placed effort of Mr. George Shea we can
ignore the dangerou probability of tritene and venture to tamp the affair ucce sful.
Having anticipated with exhau tive fore ight every po sibility of mi take,
delay or inconvenience, our happily cho en Chairman wa able to be tow the apoleonic mile upon every movement from
the fir t advance of patent leather pump
GEORGE HEA
to the tune of "Darling," to the final upo it i an in vitable
lifting of atin lipper to the tune of "Home, Jame ."
appreciation and a genuine gratitude that every fellow in the cla hold for
George and hi Junior Prom.
And with Mr. Page Ham, who compo ed several delightful littl
for the dance program, we hope that
Just some little bit of fragranc
In ome far off unborn day,
Luring to a moment' vagrance
. Thoughts that really houldn' t tray,
Will prevent u from forgetting ,
Through the year that blend,
All that then we were regretting
eeds mu t end.
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H oly Cross Night
The feeling we will all have when, in
future year , we recall our senior Holy
Cro

ight, will be one of regret; regret

that we cannot once again experience the
joy

that were our

evening.

A

on that memorable

is usual on such occa ion ,

we were urfeited with good things to eat
in the refectory and then were led to an intellectual fea t in Fenwick Hall, prepared
by that most admirable chef, Edward
aunders.

By hi

J.

careful choice of in-

gredient , our risibilities were tickled, our
chool pirit wa stirred and our appreciation and re pect for the Alumni aroused.
The College orche tra furni hed the sauce
for thi delectable di h.
EDW RD S U DERS

Of pecial note

were the addre e delivered by three member of the Alumni, Rev. John F. Reilly,

Dr. Thoma W. Wickham and Judge Edward F. Hanify, and few of u will forget
the sketch perpetrated at the end, which had for it hero, Chares K. Lubbe, ably
seconded by other member of the cla s, entitled "Get The Stuff."

The unqual-

ified ucces of the whole affair amply ju ti:fied our choice of Mr. Saunders as
Mar hal and we will never think of the good time we had unles in connection
with hi untiring labor which mad

it po _sible.
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Nexus Society
The pre ent enior cla ha not been
unmindful of th
hallenge to hold high
the torch flung by th cla of Twenty-one.
The o iet wa founded in 1920 and in
it purpo e embodie a generou and nobl
aim, extending the h lping hand of alumni
to undero-raduat . The word exus ignifie link or bond and erve a an i thmu to connect tudent body with alumni.
In year pa t the tudent wandered about
havino- no fixed idea of a cour e in life to
follow floundering in mi t on the ea
of life, with no one to guide him. It wa
for thi condition of affair that Father
Pyn propo ed a remedy which ha been
to u what the orth tar i to the mariner, a h Ip and guide to ettle definitely
on a plan befor leaving the hall . Thi
plan took the hape of lecture deliver d
from the heart by men in all walk of life,
FORD E. H
E
men who had per onal inter t in youno- college men, men who had met ob tacl
and had over ome them. In thi way th · tud nt know more of the prof ion ,
bu ine
tc. and hi capabilitie , know fir t hand what probl m he ha to meet
and how he mu t meet them in hi particular phere when he tep from th
thre hold of hi Alma Mater to hi place in the affair of the world.

.

During the pa t y ar the o iety mu t be cono-ratulated on havino- a peaker
uch men a Mr. Frank A. Tubb , who 0 ave a ery
c 11 nt and in tru tiv explanation of the working of th
ew York to k
hang ; R v. John J. Keating, '03, who pok brilliant} and loquently on "Th College Man and th
Cleri al tate;" Robert Clair, '20, who] ·tured on ' College Man in Production"
animadv rting upon the need of praclic with th ory; Prof. John T. Madden, A .
M., '21 of . Y. ., on "The College Graduate in the chool of Bu ine
dminmen th
ociet
indebted for in al uabl
er i e and
i tration." To th
in truction.
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H o ly Cross Purple
Occupying one of the topmo t rung
on the ladder of literary upremac , the
Purple in the year 1921-1922 ha continued to advance that tandard of high
excellence which ha o characterized it
exi tence a a college periodical. Guided
alway by principles compatible with the
learning and training inculcated at Holy
Cro , it reflect both credit and pride on
collaborator .
Evan Page Ham, in hi capacity a
Editor-in-Chief for the year 1921-1922,
brought to that office marked abilit in
the field of lyric pro e compo ition, fo tered by three year of tyro hip on the
Staff.
Fellow cla mate who harkened to the
limpid train truck by the Mu e were:
EVA
PAGE H M
Franci A. Drumm, whose e say are bet
remembered; Thoma F . O'Connor, delighting with appreciation of literateur
both pa t and pre ent; Irving T. John on, plea antly playing with rhymed rhapsodie ; John F. Keating, bringing the requi ite brilliancy, tersene s and accuracy
to play in hi account of all athletic conte t . J o eph H. Frate a Bu ine
Manager combined unerring judgment and bu ine acumen in keeping the financial end of the Purple on an equal footing with the other department . Charle
W. Burk and Chari
O'Connell, though n t m mb r of the taff, were fr quent contributor , to the delight of all.
Other who merited the "Golden
. Owen , '23; George . Fitzgerald, '23; John Carroll,
Quill" include: J ame
'23; John Laux,'23; Raymond A. Kearney,'24; Michael J. O'Laughlin,'24; Walter
L. Demp ey, '25; Edward G. Murray, '25; John Taylor Breen and Vincent P.
Mc ally, ' 24, repre enting the bu ines department.
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Mendel Club
The Mendel Club i a fraternal and
scientific society of the Medical Alumni,
and undergraduate of the Senior and
Junior cla e of Bio log . The aim of
the ociety i twofold: it erve to timulate intere t in biological ubject and
to bind tho e who have gone before with
tho e who are contemplating the tudy of
the medical cience .
To a hieve thi twofold end, a lecture
program i annuall arranged, which include among it peaker many di tingui hed urgeon and practitioner , on of
Alma Mater who have attained to an enviable reputation in the medical world.
The ociety i deeply indebted to u h men
a Dr. Michael Fall on, Chief Surgeon at
t.
in cent' Ho pital; Dr. Harry P.
USTI
. HA ETT
Cahill of the Ma achu ett Ear and Eye
Hospital, and other who have contributed
generou ly of their time and knowledge to make the lecture of interest to faculty
and tudent alike. Fortunate indeed we feel becau e our organization can boa t
a it Honorary Pre ident Dr. John T. Bottomley, urgeon-in--Chief, Carney
Hospital, Bo ton, Ma . Short e ay are al o given by member on ubject
a igned by the Moderator, and are afterward freely di cu ed.
The Mendel Club ha pro pered in many way the pa t year, for which much
of the credit i de ervedl y given to th in piration and tirele energy of Mr.
R. J. Mc William , . J., who e labor in promoting the welfare of the Mendel
Club have never been tinted.
Honorary Pre ident- John D. Bottoml
Carney Ho pital, Bo ton , fas .
Pre idenf=:--Au tin . Ha ett.
ice-Pre ident- Arthur J. Wallingford.
ecretary- William F. Holland.
Trea urer- George J. Cha re t.
ergeant-at-Arm - John F. Dugan.

, M.D.,

urgeon-in-Chief
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Aquinas Circle
The geometrical term applied to th
ethical ociety ma deceive one if he
thereupon imagin a elect coterie groaning in uni on o er the woe of thi arth
and wildl con urning remedial ream of
paper. The Aquina Cir le cir um crib
and attempt to
the entire enior Cla
fo ter a pirit f int r t and inquir m
problem of a ital, ethi al ignifi an e.
It purpo e i to probe the i ue of
o iety with a greater preci ion than that
which routine tudy allow in order to
full know the cour
of rectitude and
ju tice.
Th Circle, under the ympatheti up rvi ion of the Reverend Moderator, Father
Fo , labored during th pa t ear b neath
the pre idency of Franci A. Drumm. The
ociety' magnum opus of thi y ar wa
FR
CI A. DR M f
it academ in honor of t. Thoma of
Aquin in th fe tal month of it patron. In Fenwick' acad mic atmo pher the
aint, who e mental acumen o ea ily perceived the right and the true, wa honored in word and ong before the embryonic philo opher of Junior and enior.
In thi way in tru tive truth and Chri tian ideal of conduct wer portrayed to
young coll ge men whom th world expect to know and liv the live of Catholi
gentlem n.
The
the aim
of dome
a viciou
remedi
of tho e
Doctor."

quina Circle i unique m being one of the ery few organization of
and power to apply the principle of Catholic Ethic to the problem
ti and civil ociety, and to find a olution which i a olution and not
ompromi e or an eclip e of truth. And it i the larification of the e
in the eye of it member , and their vivid pre entation to th mind
who grope their way, that i the aim of thi ocial client of the "Angelic
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SENSATIONAL ROBBERY
Just after the midnight express pulled
out from Canton last evening two thugs
burst into the ticket office at the station
and while one pointed a gun at Stationmaster Lynch the other blew the safe in
which Mr. Lynch's Coffee Buns are kept
and removed three dozen of the "Baker's
Best" along with four time tables and
two round trip tickets to Mulear, Tennessee. After securely binding Mr. Lynch
to a penholder ,they made their escape
with the loot. Mr. Lynch was discovered
in an exhausted condition this morning,
and after a hearty breakfast of bread and
eoffee related the thrilling details.
He
was able to furnish a good description of
his assailants. Captain Frederick Grogan
of the Swanze detective bureau arrived
at an early hour this morning and acting
on Mr. Lynch's information began his investigation . When interviewed by a reporter this morning aptain Grogan was
very reticent. He said in part: "This reminds me of the famous McMahon robbery in Millbury in which the crooks succeeded in making away with the McMahon
watch dog and four fine tooth combs, the
property of Mr. McMahon . Five minutes
after I was on the case, I had formed my
opinion of who the felons were.
They
were two of Ir. McMahon's neighbors;
one was annoyed by the barking of the
Peruvian pup and hence spirited the
canine away and the other was the Millbury barber who, having stocked up with
Hair Restorer during the rush season,
found the concoction would be a loss to
him unless he secured customers.
He
stole the combs for purely business purposes, hoping to thus decoy the unsuspecting McMahon to his tonsorial parlors,
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FEBRUARY 30, 1935
where he would have a chance to use the
Hair Restorer.
Both culprits confessed
and all lived happily ever afterward . ,·o,
I will not have a cigar."

BICYCLE AiCCIDENT
While taking one of his daily pleasure
tours on his trusty Iver Johnson cycle,
Mr. Joseph Reilly, owner of the Reilly
Rasberry farms in outhboro and inventor of the Razzless Rasberry, crashed into
a tree near t . Mark's school and was
painfully injured. The accident was caused
by a stray blade of grass striking the
front tire.• This caused Mr. Reilly to lose
control of the vehicle and crash into the
giant oak which for years has been a
nesting place for the filly-loo birds which
inhabit this district.
The tree was
demolished .

DR. McE,V OY'S LIFE IN DANGER
Timbuctoo, Feb. 2
Dr. McEvoy, the
famous naturalist who can mimic the
feathered creatures ·to perfection, had a
narrow escape from death yesterday when
Felix, his pet cuckoo, went cuckoo and
attacked him. Felix -is somewhat smaller
and fiercer than the Swiss clock variety
and it is a wonder that the Doctor lives
to tell the tale. The fight lasted for nearly
three hours and ended when the doctor
stabbed the ungrateful bird to the heart
with a can opener which was his only
weapon of defense.
Work of salvaging the steamship Spasm
of the Lynnott Line, wrecked off the coast
of Green Island,
. Y ., was begun today
by the Wallingford Wrecking Co.
The
cargo consisted of non-reversible egg beaters consigned to the Hall Hardware Co .

Two oCiale
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SOCIETY N.QTES
A very enjoyable whist party was held
at the home of Mrs. C. Faversham Murphy
last evening. The first prize, a combination nail file and can opener, was won by
Mrs . Eugene Flynn. The second prize,
a beautiful hand knitted shoe horn, was
won by Mrs. Francis Drumm .
The first of a series of dances for the
Wellesley coal fund was run off last evening in the ballroom of the Barker. Mr . C.
Kimball Lubbe, the chairman of the affair , was enthusiastic over its success and
said: "I am glad the people are aiding th•!
poor college girls at Wellesley . If you
can 't send money, send your ashes from
the stove and furnace and the girls will
pick these over. They are doing all in
their power to keep Alma Mater full af
coke."
Edward C. McNamara addressed the
deaf and dumb telephone girls at their
smoker last evening.
He said in part :
"Girls, the trouble between the public and
you is that you don 't understand each
other. I 'll get my line busy and see
if I can 't get a connection between the
people and yourselves."
At the conclusion of his speech he was given a tribe
of tame goldfish in a fireproof bathtub.

PERSONALS
Bourgeois' Bassoon Band will furnish
the music at the ninth annual porch climbers social. Mr. Bourgepis is well known in
musical circles. He plays the Swennette
and Zither equally well.
Congressman Phillip Fitzsimmons will
lecture before the students of the Perkins
Institute for the Blind. His subject will
be "Labor Troubles in the Glass Eye Industry."
Stereopticon views will illustrate the lecture.
Edm'..lnd Leonard and Sanford Havens
returned from an extended fishing trip in
northern \ ermont heavily laden with den-
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izens of the deep. Their catch consisted
of fifteen canned salmon, seven kippered
herring and three adult sardines.
At a meeting of Pomona Grange No . 57
Squire Ferris was elected Chief Granger.
The squire, in thanking his brother Gr angers, said in part: "I can feel the eye of
every potato in this country upon me and
I know that the onions are strong for me,
consequently, gentlemen, you may be sure
I shall do my best."

AT THE LOCAL THEATRES
The "Shreek of the Rabies," the big
desert movie starring James Shanahan in
the title role will be at the Strand the
first three days of next week. Local theatre patrons remember Mr. Shanahan's
acting in "One Lung, the Last of the
Tuberculars."

* * * * *
The famous tragedy of Shakespeare,
''Omelet, the Dish of Denmark," with
Charles Burke as the "Hungry Dane" and
Francis Quinn as "Howfeelyia," will start
a two weeks engagement on March third
at the Opera House.

* * * * *
Next week will be gala week at Keith's.
The acts billed are, Murphy and Shea, the
society aero bats; John Spillane, the king
of the "trap-eze;" John Pyne· and his jazz
band; T . Edmund Meagher and his trained
seals; and Byrne Moore and Co. in "I
Brought My Music."
The headline act
will be Count William . iland and his
" Russian Ballet." Mr. Niland was formerly
ballet master to his simperial majesty,
Czar Lucas the sixtieth. As a special attraction William Toner, the famous day
wit, will lecture on Demon Rum.

Weather

It may rain and it may snow
Even though the sun is out.
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DOLAN RETURNS FROM ARCTIC
REGIONS
The eminent scientist, Prof. Ed Dolan,
who two years ago started for Greenland
to investigate the mysteries of the ice belt,
returned today on the Relief ship Lulu,
which was sent out to rescue him by the
Society of Prevention of Chilblains to
Arctic Travellers. Mr. Dolan seemed in
high spirits and said that there was a
great chance for our American red flannel
underwear manufacturers to make money
in that region . He also denied the truth
of the old phrase, "A pelican's mouth
holds more than his belly can."

California captain, fum'bled, and Bill
McCaffery, the giant guard of the Elephants, picked up the sphere and rushed
eighty yards to a touchdown. Bozo Clarke,
the star fullback of Kneeland, was badly
injured. In the second period Clarke
broke away on a fast end run through
center. But Leo Dugan, the Syracuse halfb.ick, tackled him around the ears with
st2ch force that when Clarke struck the
ground the football was embedded in his
chest. Dr. John Salmon removed the pig!skin with a monkey wrench and play was
resumed. Gariter and Suspender, the famous Syracuse supporters, tendered a banquet to the victors .

ORIGINAL CELTICS WIN AGAIN
William's wonderful submarine passing
combined with Hennessey's long shots
proved the undoing of elligan's Williamansett Walruses last evening.
It was the
fastest and roughest basketball game in
years . Ben Wills, the former star center
of the Pickanninnies, played well for the
Celtics. He bit Mike Donohue, the big
Walrus center, and was ordered to remove
his front teeth by Referee James Hamilton . The Walruses were crippled in the
second half b y the injury of Ed Dolan,
the giant guard, who was struck between
the ears by one of William's fast, low
passes. The score at the end was Celtics
2 plus, Walruses .002 minus .

Sports of All Sorts
For All Sorts of Sports
oncertina, Calif., Feb. 27- Before 40,000
hinese fans at the Carnival of oses here
today Tom O'Connor and his Syracuse
Elephants defeated Kneeland Standing
University in one of the greatest football
·games of the century. The game was won
by O'Connor's strategy.
Knowing that
the Californians could not handle a wet
ball he punted offside into a water pail.
A few seconds later Jack Cummings, the
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BIG BASEBALL DEAL
A bomb was thrown into baseball circles
yesterday when Col. Paul McEvoy, Presi dent of the Philadelphia Baseball Club,
purchased catcher Conran and outfielder
Hackett from the East Pepperell Tigers
for two Citrate of Magnesia bottles and a
Fatima Blinker. This is the highest price
paid in .any trade since Howie Connell
was bought from the Stoughton inkers
for two packages of McEvoy's improved
cuckoo seed. Conran is exceptionally fast
on the bas.es, while Hackett is a phenom
in the pastures.
Because of his strong
beard Hackett fits in perfectly with the
tall grass and makes it impossible for opposing batsmen to place hits . Manager
Drumm olf the Tigers is negotiating for
Maguire and Gagnon who are at present
in the Home for Defunct Horsehide
Chasers.

CHECKER NE:WS
Captain Dennis Gildea of the Swearhard
checker team received a severe injury in
his game with John Davis. Gildea, one
of the greatest two-handed checker players
in the East, had one of his bicuspids dislocated by a flying checker when he attempted to block a Davis jump .
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BAKER'S CHARGES WIN
Tokio, Feb. 27- Coach Baker's fast
Tickle ear Tech team won their annual
dual meet with Orloff University at Tokio.
This victory is remarkable since Baker's
team ran in rubber boots instead of longshoremen's boots as they have used in
former races.

RACING NEWS FROM HAVANA
Jockey Taft, riding Nostril the first, won
the alarm clock mile for spavined colts
today. William Case on Varnish made a
very good finish. The favorite, Furnace
the second, ridden by John Dugan, lost
its heat. The winner, ostr-il the first, belongs to Judge Edward P . O' eil.
ostril's sire was
ose, one of the greatest
runners of all time.

FINANCIAL NEWS
STOCK MARKET

harest Coffin
Cross Cigar
Donovan's Danderine
Goguen Glue
Gutek Gum
Keane's Kerosene
Keating Kucumbers
McLaughlin Mouse Trap
Moore Monkey Glands
Powers Power
Prendergast Prune
Regan Rat Biscuit
Sullivan Soup
Wackell Wig

Opening Closing
00
00
09
90
104
401
.85
85
190
190
.001
100
73
73
29
29
102
201
18
81
27
72
99
94
34 33 19-20
50
05

REVIEW OF THE MARKET
Charest Coffin fell into a hole yesterday.
This company has a grave outlook. The
decline can be traced to Moore Monkey

Glands which are rejuvena,ting more people than ever. Cross 'igar went up in
smoke yesterday. This leaves a bad taste
with the stockholders. Goguen Glue stuck
hard to 85 . The demand for Donovan's
Danderine is the main reason why Wackell Wig is on rock bottom.
Although
other reasons have been advanced, the
bald facts cannot be denied .
Sullivan
·oups have been found to be watered
stock. It is rumored that the Regan Rat
Biscuit Co. have gone into bankruptcy
mainly because of the phenomenal sale
of McLaughlin's mouse traps.

SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS MEN

Number XXX
Commodore Gutek, when interviewed on
his palatial row boat "Chewer," was just
at the crisis of a game of solitaire. He
stopped cheating himself long enough to
say to the Scribe: "On my graduation
from college I noticed that most gum
chewers desired something more for their
nickel. The gum of that time wrinkled
too easily and was too elastic. Always desirous to aid mankind I began experimenting with a combination of ground glass
and pitch and I found it to be an ideal
gum. I flavored the mixture with wild
hemlock root and put my product on the
market. At first the public was sceptical
but when it found my gum could be
chewed with or without false teeth because of its enduring hardness, my success was assured. My advice to young
men is to go west where there is a great
opening in the Grand Canyon.

BUSINESS BRIEFS
The strike of the prune miners, which
crippled the Prendergast Company, has
been called off. The vast stainless prune
mines of the company in northern Sweden
will reopen immediately.
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Councilman Quinn and the Female Flapper
JOHNNY WALKE R
BEATEN BY D HE

WALSH TELLS YOUNC MEN
NOT TO ENTER POLITlt:S

Gagnon Sends
Opponent to Dreamland

WILLS TO
TRAIL DEMPSEY

MOIWAN 1>00 TEAM WIN

Lynch Promoted

CAN FOLEY SOCK?
BURKE WILL
TESTIFY HE CAN

To First Cook
Cook Ro~rt & L )nch e r t 1 F.m•
met CUArd1 tlu bttn Pr'Ofr.Olr<l 10
O" trook loll ! aec=tlon

W.CROSS,
NOTED ATHLETE,
DIES SUDDENLY
MOORE SUSTAINS
ANOTHER SHOCK

GILDEA PROUD FATHER
NOW Of FOUR LUSTY BOYS
Pa1mlm:ln
OIIJen, genin l llttend11nt. flt t he- J11n1ain Jll'<'f' int l ~10ion. residini ir, J:,m11 it:1 Sou th .,~ r;1 j.._
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O'CONNELL IN
RACE TO ROME
CUMMINCS WRESTLINC
COACH AT BOSTON " Y'

WALLI NGFORD APPEARS
ON OLYM PI A SCRE EN

The fon rth

your.;:st<'r arrin"it rec-t r1tly.
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Baker Getting Old And His
Legs Waver

ST. PATRICK'S DINNER
TO PRINOPAJ. DEVLIN

Electric Co.'s
POLICE HONORS FOR Ham
Stolen Auto Recovered Judge Keating Ends Several
JOHNSON
Actions in Superior Court
M'CARTHY'S STOVE LAWLOR'S HEROIC REAGAN SEEKS AGAIN REFUSE
DEED RECOGNIZED
SUGGS' TITLE TO PASS DOLAN
POLISH PLEASES
DR. HALL TALKS
DUGAN WILL NOT
WHEATON ANXIOUS
HOLLAND SYSTEM
ON SHORT SKIRTS
GO AT IT HARD TO BATTLE O'NEIL
VERY OPTIMISTIC DRY SLEUTH BITTER AT HE ALY ADVISES MARLBORO

Clark Appeals Fine
On Larceny Charge

COMMISSIONER HAYES

DONOHUE
MODERN LAUNDRY
Will Continue
UninterrupteJ Service

SHE.A HOME TODAY
Holyoke's Hero Back
World', Champion
Jlolyukr

OM

li- r.,

1!hca.

lht'

ON FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

John Dugan, Cotton Sampler,
to Be Buried Tomorrow
John Du~•n born '" thf' 'RMI IC oo'c

Sergt. Hackett for Night Relief; Two Others Abse11t

Last Will and Testament
OF THE

CLASS oF

I ETEE

TWE TY-TWO

.

·!·
To the Freshmen we leave Homer, Horace- and Father Kimball.
To the Freshmen we leave their attempt

to beat the

y tern .

Realizing the

rather questionable value of thi bequest, we· leave them also the advice not to
attempt to beat the system.
To the Freshmen we leave their illu ions- those that will be shattered, and
those that will not be shattered.
To the Freshmen we leave the pro pects of facing "it" for three more years.
To all whose lot it is to attempt a voyage through that pa age set on one side
by the Scylla of Studie , on the other by the Charybdi of Discipline, we leave our
best wi he for success, and our "empirical" certainty of- well, try it, anyway.
Stranger things than that have happened ( even though "that" ha n't).
To the Sophomore we leave Demo thene and hi Andres Athenaici.
To the Sophomore we leave the further pur uit of the cla ic , with the Godpeed : "Try an' catchem."
To the Sophomores we leave the "Law of Falling Bodies"- and the inevitable
bumps concomitant with hitting the ground.
To the Sophomore we leave the prospects of facing "it" for two more year .
To the Junior we leave the joy of di tingui hing, ubdistingui hing and contradistingui hing on and on ad infinitum ( or, wherever they wish to go) .
To the Juniors we leave the illucidity of Light, the horror of Heat, the orrow
of Sound, the elu ivene s of Electricity.
To the Juniors we leave the Junior Promenade.
To the Junior we leave the prospect of facing "it" for one more year.
To all whom it may concern we leave Arakel and hi di ynphonic orchestra,
rendering their one big number: "Eat Here or Starve."
To all whom it may concern we leave Worce ter.
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HERITAGE

The knowl edothotw ht , tar

of the

xi t nee present or pa t, of several language , cities,

and empire -

*
Th

conviction th at

*

*

io-ht thou and

ear

*

*

of men have not lived in vain, but

m ay ha e come, th ro uo-h e peri ence to a elution of the pre ent difficultyThe p wer to con iv

of th

po ibilit

of bein o- mi taken-

The ability to und r tand th at more th an one man wa
ma y be mor th an on

id

created becau e there

to a qu tion-

The kn owl do- of wh

an look at the un- without moked glas e -

Th reali zati on th at ther i a r al and , at times, di agreeabl e difference between
'man" and m n-

*

*

*

*

The intimate a o iati on with f llow who bring from the land of their birth
idea

and id al

to b

compared with, w io-hed ao-ain t and adj u ted to the uni-

r al norm of mankindTh pow r incerel y to ulogize him wh o ha h re and now urpa ed u .
irtue truthfull y to ondol
The hain of ru tle
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- to th m-
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The

with d feat-

link that bind onl y tho e who have borne houlder to

orrow , troubl

and diffi culti e whi ch in all the world are hardest

WHAT

u.

HEL-PS CLARENCE TO SOCIALIZE

S.

A.

The firm belief in the dignity of man, ultimately attainable only by those who
do believe in it-

*

*

*

*

*

*

And, because of all these things, the college man- can establish a level, rather
than adjust himself to one- can permit the forces with which he is vibrant to
emanate in all directions, unconsciously regenerating the powers in which these
forces are born-and so, can tend, at least, to produce among men the sympathetic
appreciation, the mutual understanding, the unselfishness, the forbearance, the
comradeship and, all in all, the fine inobservance of negligible things and the
glorious struggle for greater things without which Life is merely a pre-ordained-

!y futile race with Time.
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SON GS
t
ALMA MATER SONG

(Air: Maryland)
0 hear thy sons in happy song,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross.
Thy sons are loyal, true and strong,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross.
Thy purple banner floats on high,
While songs of praise swell to the sky,
Thy honored name shall never die,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross.

MARCHING SONG
Mingle yqur cheers with praise and glory,
Let them ring out until the Purple heroes thrill;
For in their echo is the story
Of the old college on the Hill.
So let us raise her Royal Banner
Up where the sporting breezes toss,
Until we turn the tide of every battle
Back to you, Holy Cross!
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Coaches
+
MENTORS OF VICTORIOUS PURPLE TEAMS

"CLEO" O'DO
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•

ELL

" JACK" BARRY

Coach of Football

Coach of Baseball

" BILL" CASEY

"BART" SULLIVAN

Coach of Basketball

Coach of Track
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Football Resume
When, in reminiscence, we consider the strides that Holy Cross has made in
the football world since our entrance, we cannot restrain feelings of pride that
such advances were made at least while we were undergraduates.
Cleo O'Donnell, '06, that the credit for this growth is due.

But it is to

By his enterprise

in daring to meet the larger colleges, and his skill in molding the teams to
combat them, we are fast attaining in football the reputation which has so long
been ours in baseball.
Of this rapid advance perhaps the most brilliant lights have been the games
with Harvard, the defeat of the unbeaten Syracuse machine, and the most recent
For two successive years against Harvard

unprecedented victory over Boston.

we have done what no other team in the country has been able to do, preserved
our goal-line intact against Crimson onslaughts, and although on each occasion
we have been bested by a 3-0 score, it has been universally admitted that each
time we outplayed them.

No less notable and far more enjoyable was the 3-0

defeat of Syracuse on Fitton Field in 1920 after not having been conceded on
paper an outside chance for victory.

And then of course the 41-0 victory over

8. C. of which more on another page.
Responsible for these victories is the long line of heroes who have worn the
Purple in the last three years, including Daley, Mitchell, Connors, Flynn, Conway,
Simendinger, Mahaney, Broussard, Healy, and all the letter-men whom Twentytwo is proud to claim as her own.

For the future we can only hope that past

success may be continued, and that, if such be possible, even greater things may
be accomplished for the glory of Holy Cross.
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CAPT I

DE

I

. GILDEA

When the 1920 football curtain dropped
with a ickening thud on the muddy quagmir of Fenway Park, hiding from further
vie" the cene of our 14-0 rever e, the Purple warrior , with that inspiration borne of
d feat, lect d a certain Mr. Gildea a captain for th coming year.
ow the aforesaid
gentl man had within hi brea t a mo t inatiat de ire to conquer our ancient rival ,
and furthermore had mall intention of permitting thi · ambition to go unrealized. To
thi purpo e he dedicated him elf and hi
re ult are history-the mo t gloriou hi tory yet recorded in Holy Cros athletic
annal .
When with thi all-sufficient achievement
are coupled the glorie of a victorious def at at Harvard, where for the econd ucce ive year we pre erved our go al line in iolate again t the Crim on, the inspiration and far- iahtedne which h con tantly furnished hi men, and the consistently brilliant work which h di played at the pivotal po ition- then do we
begin to get ju t c light oncept of what "Captain Din' meant to his team-mate .
We have not forgutten the da that he howed " 11-America Alexander," of the
mighty Syracu.5e team-roller, that it take more than a name to win a game; nor
ha tim dimmed the m mory of his annual role a Heaphy-tamer at Boston.
But why continue- we feel ure that " Captain Din" i quite content to re t his
laurel on tho e emblazoned fi gure which wi11 ever crown the peak of hi
achievement : 41-0.
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Football Letter Men
WILLI M A. C SE
We had h ard of "towers of strength" before but we never realized the full ignifican
of the term until we saw "Bill" out
th r cl aring the way for a back-field flyer
or, what wa the more amazing, waylaying
a peeding opponent in an open field. Such
a happy blending of Gibraltar-like qualitie
and 1 iercur -footed po ibilitie it has eldom b en our pleasure to ee. It wa these
haract ristics that made " Bill" a three
year ' main tay in our line and that o often
eli it d th wonted ry of " Bill got him! "
from the fr nzied popula e on th ide line .
It wa th e characteri tic , we ay, coupled
with that courage and pirit which are the
heritage of every true-born athlete.
HAROLD D. GAG 0
Written up on the pinnacle of Holy Cross
athl ti · achie ement during the pa t four
year
the name of Gagnon. A tar in
football, b eball and ha ketball , he has been
hail ed by many as Holy Cro ' greatest athlete. In hi three ear of var ity football
he ha di tinguish d him elf in every department of the game. E pecially in brokenfi eld running and in receiving forward pa e
h as he proven himself invaluable to the team
and directly re ponsible for many of it
victories. What greater tribute can be paid
him than that oft-repeated warning of the
oppo ition: " Get Gagnon!"
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JOH

F. KEATI G

That Fate play a hand in affair of the
gridiron i clearly hown from the football
care r of thi dou 17 hty quarter. " J ack," after
ri ing from the rank to the directorial preeminen of re 17 ular quarter-back, wa fore d
in the middle of the ophomore football
ea on to urrender hi po ition becau of a
othing daunted, however
di abled knee.
by hi un olicited intima y with Mi fortune,
he returned the following year to the atta k
and received ample reward in the well-deerved acqui ition of the oveted in ignia.

WILLIAM A.

ILA D

And here we pre ent one of the game t
It
athlete that ever donned the Purple.
eemed to be characteristic of "Bill" that he
be in th mid t of every crimmage, 17 iving
hi all for victory. For three year h ha
been one of our tru ty tackle , alternate! y
rending large aperture in the defen e of the
oppo ition and ifting through on th d fen e
to mear ambitiou backs for five-yard lo e .
And who of u can ever forg t that m morable
day in Springfield when he played " oldier"
Adam off his fe t? Or who can forg t hi
last great acrifice for Alma Mater when at
the very climax of our triumph he wa arried h l ple from the cene of the victor to
which h had o bountifully contributed.
0
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ARTHUR J. WALLI GFORD
If the Purple football team ever pos e sed
a trategist it wa la t year when "Wally"
directed the manoeuvre of our championship
eleven. However, it wa not a a trategist
that he originally endeared him elf to u ,
but rather a a line-plunger irr i tible. Fallible a are the memories of men, we cannot
soon forget tho e battering ram charge with
which he pummeled the B. C. defen es two
year ago; however, none the le
acredly
will we harbor memorie of hi ma terful
direction in our most recent and most welcome victory over our ancient foe. But above
and beyond hi gridiron kill , "Wally" wa
that type of athlete which demanded re pect
and admiration; a tudent of the first rank;
and univer ally a · gentleman.

GAG O
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Baseball Resume
Through the remarkable achievements of Holy Cro s nine the name of Alma
Mater has spread to the four point

of the compa .

teams · have been of such calibre that the ey

of the

In the last ix year the
porting world have been

focussed on Fitton Field, and champion hips have become the rule rather than
the exception, no less than three having been annexed in the la t four

ea on .

Even as we write, with a nucleus of such star a Gagnon, Maguire, Dugan, imendinger, Horan and Martin, prospects eem bright that thi year's team may bring
home still another.
Within our remembrance, the team of '19 will alway seem to have been the
smoothest and best balanced combination.

With Statz, the present ensation of

the National League, Capt. Bowen, Gill and Maloney, plus our own contribution,
they breezed victoriously through a eason with the lo
that an extra inning affair.

of only one game, and

The following year, despite the inroad of graduation,

the " Old Master Jesse" brought hi team through a long chedule with only three
losses.
Our Junior year u hered in the regime of "Jack" Barry and the longe t chedule ever attempted.

When in that long Ii t were to be found only two defeat ,

which record assured us of another "paper" champion hip, we can hardly underestimate his success.

With Tunny and Horan as

tar boxmen, with Santoro,

O'Connor, Simendinger, Gagnon, Maguire and the Dugans, is it any wonder that
in the collegiate baseball world we bow t·o none.
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CAPT. HAROLD D. GAG 0
To the reigning King of Holy Cross athletic it was quite fitting that the leadership
of the reigning sport

hould be entru ted.

For, in the pa t four year , "Chick" ha
as uredly been the monarch of things athletic
here on the Hill.

A tar- in fact, the star,

of every sport he has engaged in- he has, by
individual e'ffort alone, pread Alma Mater'
name afar through the land.
But it i in baseball, hi favorite sport, a
a

ensational shortstop, that hi

shone the most refulgently.

light ha

Teamed with

"Freddy" around the keystone sack, he has so
consistently performed brilliant feats that the
extraordinary now seem
uper-play i

required to

ordinary, and a
urpri e us.

in the e they are by no mean lacking.

And
What

Barry and Collins were to the Athletic of old, "Chick" and "Freddy" have been
to the Purple team.

And at the bat, to those who have watched the oppo ing

outfielder saunter trackward prefatory to "Chick's" approach, only to find that
they should have sauntered still further, it i not nece sary to dilate on hi hitting
prowes ; to tho e who have not been thus fortunate, we would· ugge t

~

vi it to

some major league park, any time after June, where it is afe to predict they can
behold a imilar onslaught by the elf-same gentleman on the pride of the major .
As captain of thi year' team, we can only wi h that " Chick" may continue the
succe s that has been hi in the past, and that he may lead still another Purple
nine to the ere t of intercollegiate baseball.
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Baseball Letter Men
LEO A. DUGA
A member of an illu triou baseball family, Leo auntered into our midst not in the
lea t daunted by the accomplishment of the
cintillating brother who preceded him, and
forthwith proceeded to o adequately repair
the lo which we early had u tained that we
perforce became quite reconciled thereto. Al though his fir t year found no vacuities in
the var ity ro ter wherein he could permanently cavort, the coming of Sophomore
brought a regular berth in left, from which
none have even deigned to attempt to dislodge him. Picture a diminutive deer pulling the long one to himself, taking the
hort one off hi shoe trings, and poling
the wift one where they ain't, and you have
Leo at his be t, and a u ual.
FREDERICK E. MAGUIRE
From the andlot of Boston he came to
u , unsung; he, who from the moment of
arrival ha been the acknowledged peer of
collegiate econd- ackers.
Dame Fortune
urely smiled on us the day that "Freddy"
and "Chick" enrolled. For four year they
have immortalized the keystone ack of Fitton Field, and made it the Mecca of
big-league scouts, ever covetous of unearthing a new ensation . Manv are the
victories which "Freddy" has ensured with
his tru ty bludgeon; many are the ure hits
which hi fieldina ha turned into ea y 011ts ;
but to tho e of u who witnes~ed hi first
inva ion of the B. C. lair, hi ninth-inning,
ba e-full, tie- core, diving-leap catch of a
B. C. treaker will live longest as a symbol
of his achievement .
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DE IS

J. McLA GHLI

"Big Din' early won hi way into the Hall
of Fame when in the pring of Fre hman year
he broke the U. of P. hoodoo that had o long
hovered ov r the Purple by a deci ive 4-2
victory. From then on he wa a main tay
of the staff and with Eddie Gill pitched the
1919 team to an undi puted Eastern championship. The heady pitchino- which he alway di played and the perfect control that
he maintained made him a de idedly valuable
a set to the team; and, when not in the box,
he was to be found out on the ide-line , . izing up the lants of the oppo ition, coachinothe runner and acting generally a chief a si tan t trategi t.

- - ~:;;;.~~ -·_litll,,6a - - - - - - - - . - - - - . - - ...--. -
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C PT. DE I

J.

McLA GHLI

o athletic team of Holy Cro

ever har-

bored more pride in it leader than did thi
year'

quad in Captain Deni .

h n " mil-

ing Din" u hered hi tru ty follower onto the
floor, then wa our uperiority pre-e tabli h d,
for all ey
a

mu t need look up to him, ven

did we to th

five.

captain of our champion

Though it would b

difficult to min-

imize the contribution of any of the member
of the team, it i only ju t that to "Dinn ,"
a the leader, a large hare of the prai e b
given.

A ma ter, him elf, of the court game,

a real fighter, and an ideal lead r, he broadca ted that irre i tible
and fair play, which wa

pirit of good natur
o often the driving

force that brought u victory.

Be the outlook

ever o black, " Dinny" never lo t that " ictor "

mile which o often levated a eeming defeat into th realm of triumph.

Perhap no more fitting example of hi in piring effect upon hi mate could b
hown than the

cond game with

pringfield.

On that occa ion, he dro e

th team, marting from it only collegiate rever e, to accompli h that which we
had deem d impo ible, and ent the Director back to the "City of Home " with
the mo t cru hing rever e of th

sea on.

Time and again, when the oppo ition

threatened to draw away from the Purple, he wa ther to arou e by hi action
a well a hi word , that pirit which would weep all before it in it headlong
ru h to vi tory.
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Basketball Resume
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17

a tho

ov r

Harvard Yale, C. C.
Catholic

. Y. ( champion

of

ew

ork

ermont,

pringfield,

. and Bo ton, give ome indication of the Lrength of our quintet.

It i

indeed unfortunate that circumstan e prevented their accepting an invitation to
an intercollegiate tournament in the Midd le We t, wh re the

mi 0 -ht hav broad-

a ted even further the nam and fame of Holy Cro .

Basketball Letter Man

MICHAEL F. W L H
Another one for "Mike!" Thu ran the
oft-repeated cry when ver the Purpl quintet
wa pa sing, dribbling and hooting it wa_
to victor .
coring for "Mike" e med to
be merely a matter of getting th ball in hi
hand it really made no parti ular differ nee
where h wa or at what angle he wa r quir d
to hoot, the ball would drop through the
hoop with the mo t amazing con i ten . To
ay that he wa a main tay of the team i to
tate the obviou · to ay that he wa one of
the leading forward of the Ea t i to more
nearly approximate th credit due him.
e
cannot wi h next year' quintet a greater good
fortune than that it may b able to recoup th
lo
which it will
u tain by 'Mike "
graduation.
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CAPTAI

AUSTI

J.

FERRL

To have been a track luminary of high
chool days and thence to attain to a college
captaincy i

no

mall achievement; but, to

enter coll ge with practically no previou experience and, . by dint of con i tent application and force of per onality, to acquire uch
to warrant unanimou

proficiency a
tion

elec-

captain- there is the real triumph.

2

It wa the di cus that made " Austie" famou ;
it wa with the di cus that he hurled hi way
into our attention and through it that o man
point

accrued to Alma Mater in her num-

erous meet .

It is not

uch a far cry in

memory' vault to those vernal day of Fre hman, when we fir t beheld " Au tie" emulating the Discobolos of old, and we recall with
what amaze we watched the rapidity of hi
progre

until that fir t home meet when he had the honor of becoming Twenty-

two's fir t letter man by his victory in the discus throw.
However, he paused not here in his track achievement

but, by a di play of

a eemingly inexhau tible endurance and a comely fleetnes of foot, became one of
our mo t valued di tance men and cro s country arti t .

urely Twenty-two

may well con id r her elf fortunate to have had within her number one o admirably fitted in per onality, proficiency and good-will, to be the guiding tar of
her track team.
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Track L etter M en
WILLIAM A. CASE
A sin gle glan ce at the appended repre entation should u:ffice to justify the conclusion
that " Big Bill" was one of our tar weight
men.
hen teamed with " Tom " Dignan in
th weight vents, he was quite capable of
quellin o- the mo t formidabl e of oppo ition.
" Bill ' " specialty was the brandishing of ball
and chain affair, which trackster , for no apparent rea on, call the hammer. In putting
the shot he wa quall y adept and, with the
advent of a new s a on, great thing are exp cted from hi numerou admirer .
omethin g· tell u that our confidence will be by
no mean mi placed.

FRA K J. LY CH
If ever a m an believed in perseverance a
the key to ucces , it wa " Frankie." Fa ing
from the tart, the tiff e t of oppo ition, he
battled on undaunted in that mo t exacting
of event , the two-mil e run, until finall y his
effort found fruition in the winning of the
coveted H. C. That he has more recentl
been for ced into inactivity by the inconsiderate but non the le s inexorabl order of
phy ician , in no way dim the glor of that
first triumph which not only rea ted for hi
own fame but al o add ed still another to
Twenty-two' fraternity of letter men.
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JOH

J. ALMO

Th fame of the fl ying "Fi h" had reached
the Hill long before hi arrival in person in
th fall of 1918. But the reputation which
pr ceded him he found no difficulty in li~incr
up to. Hi ability in th da he , heralded
a it wa , w found to be in no wa exaggerat d, a i hown b hi earl acqui ition
of hi letter an d the impr i record which
h will leave b hind him when Jun beckon
him to that larger race cour , alled the
Road to uc s.

TA I LA

J.

CKELL

Th cla of Twenty-two wa mo t worthily
by thi
peedy
represented in the hurdl
product of the Cit of Pro perit . " te e "
arl y inclination for that particular form of
exerc1 e wa oon not d b Coach " Bart," and
und r hi
olicitou tutelage, ' teve" mad
rapid and lofty tride in topping the timber .
" te e " hurdling bent wa no ma_ll a et
in pr enting an venl balan ed track team,
for for om year the Purple had been
c dingl weak in that particular department, and te ' ' ad ent filled a mo t important void.
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TENNIS
0

©

Although to baseball and football we of Holy Cross owe the majority of our
athletic renown, it is an undeniable fact that in tennis the recreative needs of the
students find their most universal expression.

To view the courts on a pleasant

day "in Spring or Fall is to marvel at the remarkable increase in popularity which
this sport has experienced in the last few years.

With such extensive interest

and participation it is only natural that the varsity should show a corresponding
improvement and that more pretentious schedules should be undertaken.

Since

Freshman year some of the largest colleges of the East have been opposed and
the coming year gives promise of even greater things.
With last year's varsity practically unharmed by the ravages of graduation and
fully prepared to withstand any onslaughts on the fair name and renown of Alma
Mater, a brilliant season seems but a matter of course.

Captain John Pyne, the

diminutive master of the racket, teamed with his trusty partner of three previous
years, Manager Maloney, should give the most skillful of 0pposition decided cause
for perturbation or worse.

Forming as they have the mainstay of the team ever

since Freshman, they have shown each year remarkable improvement.

As support

they have Moore, another member of Twenty-two and Martin, a Sophomore, both
veterans.

When to these four regulars is added the host of lesser lights who

daily stroke their prowess on the court , it is quite evident that predictions for the
greatest of seasons are more than the idle boast of an over-sanguine prognosticator.
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CHEER LEADER
It i not until w
enture into
tra-mural cir 1 and imbibe th
omment
th reof that w full realiz th alu in an athl ti conte t of tho e mu h-maligned,
mu h- atiriz d, and mu h-overworked individual - th
he r leader .
In the
fruit of th ir labors, to wit, th o-ordinat d inging, heering and celebration of
the tudent bod , i to b found the r a on why mor than one p ctator ha
attend d ur ont t in th pa t.
For two
ar it wa our one on olation in
the B. C. defeat that we w r univ r all a laim d a having out- heered and
out- ung our opponent .
When th
la
of Twenty-two
red to perp tuate thi vo al glor it
ould not hav mad happi r ele tion than tho of "Pao- " Ham, " Ray ' Devlin
and " Howi " Conn ll.
For mo t r verb ratino-1 and mo t harmoniou ly ha e
th l d u t
ho the joy of i tor and t olace the pang of defeat.
Thankle a 1 their lot in the rank
tud nt b d , ma the find their reward in
th glor
hi h i
lma Mat r' b au e of th m.
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A in all colleges our greate t intere t in thing athletic i lodged, and rightly
so, in the doing of the var itie . But for bitter rivalrie , momentary though they
may be, and inten e e citement, there is nothing to equal the cla
are wont to enli en our day

(and night ) here at Holy Cro .

conte t which

In uch conte ts

the cla s of Twenty-two ha been particular! y prominent from her first entrance
into the school.

De pite mo t liberal contribution to the var ity, greater in fact,

than any of h r con temporarie , she has alway found accessible within her ranks
men worthy and capable of keeping her

on tantly at the top in cla s athletic .

From the time of her fir t champion hip Fre hman ha eball team, he has been
continually in the lime-light.
year '

With an undefeatable football team and a two-

hampion basketball team, h r claim to pre-eminence

te table.

Onl y in track ha

eems hardly con-

he been unabl,1 to wre t the champion hip from

other cla se.:i, although in every intercla s track meet she ha been decidedly in the
running.
As for tenni , with three of the pre ent var ity member of our cla , our po 1tlon
from the fir t ha be n so a ured that no other cla
tion it.

Rene from a urvey of the five sport which are at present in vogue on

the Hill of Plea ant
accompli hm nt
laurel won in cla
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ha a · yet een fit to que -

pring , 1t

1

quite

of which to boast,
athletic .

he

vident that had Twenty-two no other
ould very complacently re t on the
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CLASS FOOTBALL

Dear to the memory of every Holy Cross man i the friendly rivalry and excitement of cla s athletic ; and of most interest is the game of football.

The class

of Twenty-two may feel ju tly proud of the glories achieved by its elevens.
Seldom does a clas emerge unscathed from the trife of class football, and yet
it is our boast that not once in our history have we lowered our colors to another
cla s.

The pre ence of the S. A. T. C. in Freshman precluded the possibility in

Freshman, but since then, for three successive year , our elevens have emerged
victorious.
The 10-0 victory over the Fre hman wa notable as our first cla s victory, but
so far was it eclip ed by the spectacular win of the following year that by
contra t it ha paled into in ignificance.

In the latter game, with the score 6-0

again t us and but a few minute to play, we unloo ed uch an irresistible drive
ag~in t the powerful Senior that, de pite the snow and ice underfoot, the line
was cros ed and goal kicked for a precious 7-6 victory.
contributors to thi victory were

Among the notable

elligan, Higgins, Devlin, Power , Frates, Murphy

and W ackell.
It wa only fitting that, a Senior , we hould clo e our football career with a
le

thrilling but none the le s weet victory over the Junior to the tune of 13-6.

May Twenty-two never be le s ucce sful.

,
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SENIOR BASKETBALL SQUAD

CLASS BASKETBALL

Oa e

of entertainment m an academic de ert !

Such were tho e memorable

dass basketball struggles which enlivened the drabne
And how we fought!

And how we cheered!

of midwinter exi tence.

And how we boa ted a we watched

our inexperienced group of Freshmen flower into the champion
and the undefeated champion of Junior!

of Sophomore

And again how we boa ted when, to

meet the B. C. challenge, four of our class team were

elected for the var ity.

In that galaxy of stars, with what memorie we recall the name of "Jerry"
McLaughlin, Walsh, Gagnon, O' eil and all the others!

The advent of var ity

basketball, though it robbed us of our star , in no way dimmed the ardor of our
ambition, and once again we find ourselve repres nted by a formidable quintet
to defend that most cherished of our po e ion , our athletic prowe .
passing years never deprive us of the memorie

May the

of tho e bitter friendly-enemy

struggles in the old Gym, resounding with its battle crie and it applau e.
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FRESHMAN BASEBALL

If the class of Twenty-two had contributed nothin g more to the greater glory
of Holy Cros , it would find copious material in the achievement
pareil Freshman baseball team.

non

ever b fore that y~ar and a uredly not ince

has such a Freshman nine gone forth to repre ent the chool.
quad were many player

of it

A sembled in that

quite capable of makino- the var ity of any college

excepting our own Holy Cro , and when we con ider that our three be t men
were already on the var ity, i it any wonder that we are inclined to boa t of our
prowess in those memorable day .
Perhaps the greatest victory of that year wa

the 4-3 conquest of Exeter

Academy, her first defeat in the cour e of forty game .

o le

enjoyable wa

our defeat of the Crim on yearling , thanks to "Andy" E chmann' circuit c1out
with the base at the aturation point.

We cannot down the opinion gathered

from four years' ob ervation that that team of our wa far uperior to many of
the vaunted varsitie who have bowed before the Purple machine on Fitton Field.
To select the star of uch a team i quite impo ible.

We can recall , however,

with pleasant memories the name of "Marty" McDonald, Shea and Hastings, the
battery group, of O'Rourke and Eschmann, the flashy infielder , and of Dougherty
and our own Leo Dugan, the hard hitting outfielder .
brought a memory of the many happy hour

And with each name i

of boa tful manife tation, wherein

we paraded our victorie before the eye of enviou uppercla men.
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HEARTH FIRES

Baker, John L.
Bourgeois, Albert L.
Bowler, Leo C.
Breen George F.
Brown, Leo D.
Burke, Charles W.
Case, William A.
Charest, George J.
Clarke, Edward J.
Connell, J. Howard
Connors, George L.
Conron, John J.
Coonan, Frederick L.
Cross, William A. .
Cummings, John A.
Davis, John B.
Devanney, Augustine M.
Devlin, Raymond J.
Dolan, Edward P.
Dolan, Thomas A.
Donahue, Cornelius 0.
Donahue, Florence J.
Donahue, John J.
Donahue, Phillip A.
Donovan, Gerald E.
Drumm, Francis A.
Dugan, John F.
Dugan, Leo A.
Fallon, William T.
F ~rris, Austin J.
Fitzsimmons, Philip J.
Flynn, Eugene F.
Foley, William H ..
Frates, Joseph H.
Gagnon, Harold D.
Gearin, John J.
Gildea, Denis A.

2~ Roberts St., Portland, Me.
40 Arlington Ave., Lowell, Mass.
4 Sampson St., Spencer, Mass.
34 Merrifield St., Worcester, Mass.
1 Maple St., Millbury, Mass.
508 Cottage St., New Bedford, Mass.
23 Wall St., Waterbury, Conn.
51 Hawkins St., Waterbury, Conn.
325 Prospect St., Torrington, Conn.
92 Pleasant St., Stoughton, Mass.
297 Hamlet St., Fall River, Mass.
15 Powal Ave., Newport, R. I.
88 Prospect St., Worcester, Mass.
34 Franklin St., Jamaica, L. I., N. Y.
259 Bridge St., Jessup, Pa.
33 W. Rose Hill, Lewiston, Me.
Lenox, Mass.
55 Matby Place, ew Haven, Conn.
Haydenville, Mass.
155 Water St., Worcester, Mass.
191 Grand Central Ave., Elmira, N. Y.
101 Providence St., Worcester, Mass.
15 Auburn St., Auburn, R. I.
121 Merrifield St., Worcester, Mass.
158 Auburn St., Auburndale, Mas .
10 Cro s St., E. Pepperell, Ma s.
Main St., South Windsor, Conn.
28 Sylvan Ave., ew Haven, Conn.
5 Fulton St., Fitchburg, Mass.
110 Union St., Westfield, Mass.
16 Barnes St., W. Rutland, Vt.
794 University Ave., Rochester, . Y.
60 Trask St., Providence, R. I.
Pleasant St., Cohasset, Mass.
8 Pattison St., Worcester, Mass.
3 Lincoln Place, Worcester, Mass.
43 Elmore St., Roxbury, Ma s.
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Goguen, Joseph H.
Grogan, Frederick R.
Gunning, Thomas C.
Gutek, Albert J.
Hackett, William P.
Hall, Reginald J.
Ham, Evans Page
Hamilton, James J.
Hassett, Austin S.
Havens, Sanford E.
Hayes, Clarence E.
Hayes, Frank J., Jr.
Healy, Gerald J.
Hennessey, George P.
Hogan, Walter J.
Holland, William F.
Johnson, Irving T ..
Keane, Frederick W.
Keating, John F.
Kielty, T. Francis
Lawlor, Thomas F.
Leonard, Edmund J.
Lubbe, Charles K.
Lynch, Frank J.
Lynch, Robert N.
Lynnott, Peter J.
Maguire, Frederick E.
Maloney, Cornelius F.
Mason, Richard R.
McCaffrey, William J.
McCarthy, Charles S.
McCartin, Vincent M.
McEvoy, Gerard J.
McEvoy, Paul J.
McLaughlin, Denis J.
McMahon, Stephen A.
Mc~anus, Charles F.
McNamara, Edward F.
Meagher, T. Edmund
Meaney, Daniel T ..
Moore, J. Byrne
Morgan, Francis P.

70 Lakeview St., Leominster, Mass.
West St., W. Swanzey, N. H.
238 North Main St., Fall River, Mass.
6 Middle St., Fitchburg, Mass.
Proctor, Vt.
1059 Pleasant St., Worcester, Mass.
115 West 90th St., New York, N. Y.
6 Hollis St., Holliston, Mass.
253 West 6th St., Elmira, N. Y.
1116 Fairfield Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
411 Hudson Ave., Albany, N. Y.
165 Highland St., Worcester, Mass.
81 Stearns Road, Brookline, Mass.
119 Willow St., Waterbury, Conn.
2 West Boardman St., Whitehall, N. Y.
6 Channing St., Worcester, Mass.
235 College St., Springfield, Mass.
25 Purchase St., Milford, Mass.
415 Pacific St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
206 Water St., Fitchburg, Mass.
55 Pemberton St., Waterbury, Conn.
220 Whittlesey Ave., Wallingford, Conn.
217 Columbia Terrace, Peoria, Ill.
92 Main St., Blackstone, Mass.
94 Rockland St., Canton, Mass.
2102 Wayne Ave., Scranton, Penn.
34 Gaston St., Roxbury, Mass.
399 Willow St., Waterbury, Conn.
11 Saratoga Ave., Ballston Spa, . Y.
70 Barnum St., Taunton, Mass.
50 Lounsbury St., Waterbury, Conn.
236 Rogers St., Lowell, Mass.
40 Linden St., Waterbury, Conn.
1637 South lthan, W. Philadelphia, Pa.
50 West Hamilton St., Jersey City, N. J.
North Main St., Millbury, Mass.
50 Green St., Worcester, Mass.
Fair Haven, Vt.
Lenox, Mass.
53 Myrtle Ave., Albany, N. Y.
1917 East 86th St., Cleveland, Ohio
6 Dale St., Worcester, Mass.

Moynihan, Joseph A.
Murphy, Cornelius F.
Murphy, Francis W.
Nelligan, John J.
Niland, William A.
(,'Connell, Charles
O'Connor, Thomas F.
O'Neill, Edward P.
O'Reilly, John J.
Page, Eugene F.
Powers, Francis X.
Prendergast, Edwin S.
Price, Harry A.
Pyne, John F.
Quinn, Francis X.
Regan, John T.
Roche, Herman J.
Salmon, John J.
Saunders, Edward J.
Shanahan, James F.
Shea, George F.
Shea, John F. E.
Shea, John J. .
Shea, Patrick J.
Shea, Thomas A.
Sheahan, Philip H.
Sherin, Francis E.
Smith, Philip A.
Spillane, John J.
Sweeney, William A.
Sullivan, William W.
Taft, James L.
Tierney, Thomas M.
Toner, William E..
Twomey, Edmund L.
Wackell, Stanislaus J.
Wallingford, Arthur J.
Walsh, Michael F.
Williams, Francis J.
Wills, Benjamin . B. .
Worden, James A. .

1 Wabash Ave., Worcester, Mass.
122 Center St., Holyoke, Mass.
39 Newton St., Willimansett, Mass.
Portsmouth, R. I.
10 Franklin St., Medford, Mass.
210 Springfield St., Chicopee, Mass.
420 Elm St., Syracuse, N. Y.
52 Van Reipen Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
Boston Road, Southboro, Mass.
31 Oak St., Bellows Falls, Vt.
. 2 Chelsea St., Worcester, Mass.
112 Ward St., Worcester, Mass.
13 Chilmark St., Worcester, Mass.
1821 East Main St., Waterbury, Conn.
71 John St., Newport, R. I.
86 Bedford St., New Bedford, Mass.
42 East St., Whitinsville, Mass.
209 York St., Jersey City, N. J.
403 Andover St., Lowell, Mass.
252 North Pleasant St., West Rutland, Vt.
Simsbury, Conn.
64 Charlotte St., Worcester, Mass.
33 Wilson St., Worcester, Mass.
66 Commercial St., Holyoke, Mass.
48 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Leominster, Mass.
25 Beacon St., Portland, Me.
13 East St., Whitinsville, Mass.
5 First Ave, Blackstone, Mass.
171 Thames St., Newport, R. I.
49 Mill St., Worcester, Mass.
190 Church St., Hartford, Conn.
47 Ayrault St., Providence, R. I.
281 Walnut St., Holyoke, Mass.
22 South Lenox St., Worcester, Mass.
21 Hitchcock Road, Worcester, Mass.
4 Lafayette St., Worcester, Mass.
117 Hudson Ave., Green Island, N. Y.
5 Bowery St., Newport, R. I.
59 Wells St., Kingston P. 0., Westmore, Pa.
Bel Alton, Md.·
19 Fair St., New Bedford, Mass.·
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When You . Have Business to Give Out
GIVE IT TO

ONE OF YOUR FRIENDS

Visit The PATCHER Advertisers

THE COVER OF THIS ANNUAL
is a product of

The DAVID

J. MOLLOY CO.

Creators and Manufacturers
of Book and Catalog Covers,
Specializing in College and
High School Annual Covers
2857 NORTHWESTERN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Send for Samples

A Gateway to Progress
There it stands-a simple forty-foot
gateway but unlike any other in the entire world. Through it have come many
of the engineering ideas that have made
this an electrical America.
The story of electrical development
begins in the Research Laboratories.
Here the ruling spirit is one of knowledge--truth- rather than immediate
practical results. In this manner are
established new theories-tools for future use-which sooner or later find
ready application.
The great industries that cluster
around Niagara Falls, the electrically
driven battle ships, the trolley cars and
electrified railways that carry millons,
the household conveniences that have
relieved women of drudgery, the laborsaving electricol tools of factories, all
owe their existence, partly at least, to
the co-ordinated efforts of the thousands
who daily stream through this gateway.
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BOSTO
Little Building :

Tremo nt, corner Boylston

Tele plwne Beach 4743
We Give E pecial Attention to the Outfitting
of Boy and Young Merr
at Private School and College
with Clothing, Sportino- Garment , Engli h
Hat , Haberda hery and Shoe
Trunk , V ali es, etc.
Send fo r Illustrated Catalogue
also our " Memo . of Things Taken to School," handy fo r
Classification of the Ward robe
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GOWNS

Makers to Holy Cross College
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The Bancroft
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Confectionery Company
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SODA, ICE CREAM, NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES
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COLLEGE FRATERNITIES
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L. J. LAVIN, Manager

Bancroft Electric Co.
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Everything Electrical
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
ELECTRICAL
FIXTURES
ESTIMATES ON WIRING YOUR
HOUSE CHEERFULLY GIVEN
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WORCE TER
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Typewriters
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Makes Old Shoes New
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TH E

Known to Everybody as

Office Appliance
Company

A House of Promptness
and Quality
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WORCESTER,
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6 PLEASA T STREET, WORCESTER

Walberg & Auge

H. Havens
1115 MAIN STREET

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

BRIDGEPORT, CO
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Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton

WORCESTER
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Clark, Childs & Co.
165 Broadway, New York City
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SPRI GFIELD, M SS.
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NEW YORK COTTO
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With Bath, $2.00 and Up
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I. H. MORSE COMPANY
OPPO ITE CITY HALL

A Progressive Store Appealing To Men As
Well As Women
Such Things as Hosiery, Underwear and
Other Necessities for Men are Here at Prices
that mean a Saving, while Cloaks, Suits and
many Department Store Lines are CarriedEach the Best of its Class and Priced RIGHT
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Prin tery Co.
\ \1•

N. Gleason Co .

.. New Park Hotel..
Commercial and Tourist House
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United States Hotel
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Reached from North Station by Elevated R oad
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1

Many School and College Students, Athletic Clubs, etc.
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James G. Hickey, Manager

G. W. Hanlon, Asst. Manager
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Broadway Plays
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TELEPHONE PARK 4037

F. PETIT, Proprietor

Globe Laundry Company
Your Next Laundry

Every Piece Sterilized

Flat Work 60 Cents for First Dozen
48 Cents per Dozen for All Over
Wet Wash for 75 Cents

Our Motto: "WE SOAK THE CLOTHES, NOT THE PUBLIC"

WORCESTER, 1

512 SOUTHBRIDGE STREET

COMPLIMENTS OF

College Pharmacy
WILLIAM L. SIMMONS

BARBER SHOP
632 SOUTHBRIDGE STREET
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WORCESTER,

CAMBRIDGE STREETS
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The Barker Chambers

Cortrell & Leonard
OFFICIAL MAKERS OF CAPS
A D GOW S A D HOODS TO
THE AMERICA
COLLEGES
A D U IVERSITIES FROM THE
ATLANTIC TO THE PACIFIC
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New York Iron and Steel Products Co.
I CORPORATED 1912

IRO

SPRI G STEEL
TI PLATE
BILLETS
PIG IRO
WIRE NAILS
BARBED WIRE
STRUCTURAL SHAPES
REI FORCI G BARS
HORSESHOE IRO
BAMBOO STEEL
CHROME ICKEL STEEL
3½ o/c
ICKEL STEEL

BARS
STEEL BARS
STEEL SHEETS
BLUE A EALED SHEETS
PLATES
GAL A -IZED SHEETS
COLD ROLLED STEEL
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ALLOY STEELS
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TOOL STEEL
HIGH SPEED STEEL
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TREET
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Harrigan Press

Thomas R. Johnson

Wqr ilrst of Jriutiug

SUCCE SOR TO PHILIP RYA

CATHOLIC
SUPPLY
HOUSE

ECCLESIASTICAL SUPPLIES
A D RELIGIOUS ARTICLES

TRU IB LL SQUARE

COR ER AU TI

and HIGH STREETS

\iVORCESTER, !J:ASS.
WORCESTER, MASS.

E stablished 18 5
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Howard-Wesson Co.
Designers and Engravers

of Advertising
OUR COLLEGE ENGRAVING DEPARTMENT
IS EXPERIENCED IN THE MAKING OF ENGRAVINGS FOR THE LEADING COLLEGES
OF NEW ENGLAND
AN UNEXCELLED CORPS OF DESIGNERS, LETTERERS, RETOUCHERS, MASTER HALFTONE ENGRAVERS, AND COLOR-PLATE MAKERS, IN THE BEST
EQUIPPED ENGRAVING PLANT IN AMERICA

Mail Orders Receive Careful Attention

Engravers for The PATCHER

25 FOSTER STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

XVII

The Heffernan Press
PRINTERS TO

The Holy Cross Patcher
and

The Holy Cross Purple

Let these publications speak
as advertising for our School
and College Printing

16-18 MECHANIC STREET
SPENCER, MASSACHUSETTS

XVIII

YEAR AFTER YEAR

The Lenox
IS A CORDIAL HOST-THE BOSTON HEADQUARTERS
FOR COLLEGE TEAMS AND COLLEGE MEN

YEAR AFTER YEAR

The Bruns,vick
IS THE HIGH PLACE OF BOSTON'S FASHIONABLE
NIGHT LIFE, FAMOUS FOR EGYPTIAN ROOM
DINNER DANCES

IN BOSTON
0 EITHER SIDE OF COPLEY SQUARE, CLOSE TO THE BACK BAY
STATIO S; EAR THE THEATRES; EIGHBORS WITH FI E SHOPS;
TWO HOTELS THAT SHARE THE TRADITIO S OF EVERY CAMPUS
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BOYLSTO
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L. C. PRIOR, Managing Director
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ST., WORCESTER, MASS.
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116 SOUTH STREET
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DAY OF EVERY MONTH

CHICOPEE, M SS.

Last Five Dividends at 4½ %

XIX

SKELLEY

THE SCHOOL THAT MAKES A
SPECIALTY OF EA CH STUDENT

PRINT ...

Post's
Worcester Business
Institute
C. B. POST, Principal

·+·

4 76 MAI

PERSO AL ATTE TIO

ST. , WORCESTER, MASS.

F. B. Madaus
JJf lnrist

·+·
25 FOSTE R STR EET

370 MAI

STREET

GRAPHIC ARTS BUILDING

WORCESTER,

ASS.

Warren Alexander

GILDEA

MA UFACTU R E R OF

ID4r i;nttrr

BILLIARD TABLES
and
BOWLING ALLEYS
HOLYOKE

M SS.

607 MAI

ST. , WORCESTER, MASS.

~d

Janies McDermott

SERVICE STATION

THE BABY SHOP

Conway Motor Co.

Importers and Dealers
in Infants' Wear
Children's Garments, Nursery Furniture,
Toilet Articles, Hosiery and Underwear

Tel. Park 401

7 HERMO

STREET, WORCESTER

517 MAI

xx

ST., WORCESTER, MASS.

The

Portrait Photographs
for the

Class of Nineteen Hundred
and Twenty--Two
were made by

ittr4rttr4

XXI

THE PURPLE CAFE
f/he Jlaven cf -5ccd=jellcwship

WHAT WE FIND AT GEORGE'S:
WHOLE OME FOOD
CLE
SURROU DI G
PROMPT A D EFFICIE T
A GE TLEM
I ITERE T I

ER\ ICE

LY ND CH RIT BLE
THE "B OY O THE HILL '

George Stockdale,
XXII

Proprietor

Everything Electrical
TABLE LA

PS

FL OR L MP
ELECTRI C L FIXTURE

E. W. Hain Electric ~;~'-t;~
=J;;~
~ii~;;-i ii
Company
\t\

R E TER, M
Oppo ite City Hall

Up in Bart n P lace

COMPLIMENTS OF

Becker's
Business College

B. F. ARNOLD CO.
Fancy Grocers and Bakers

THE ECRETARIAL A D ACCOU TA CY CHOOL OF WORCE TER
DAY AND EVENING SESSIONS
9

F RO T

36 F RO T STREET

TREET

WORCE TER, MA S.

WORCESTER, MASS.

South Worcester
Tailoring Company

H. H. Dyke Lumber
Company

S ITS AC UM CLEA ED
A . D STEAM PRE ED 50c

Wholesale and R etail Dealers in

LUMBER OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION

Spocial Atten tion to College Men
650

0

THJBRIDGE

TREET

701 WE T BOYLSTO

A. ALEXANDER

STREET

WORCESTER, MASS.

XXIII

i!;nly illrnaa illnllrgr
WORCESTER, MASS.
+

A Classical College
Conducted by the Jesuit Fathers

.,.
ONLY HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES WITH FOUR
YEARS OF LATIN TO THEIR CREDIT ADMITTED
PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS PREPARED BY ELECTIVES IN PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY
NUMBER OF FRESHMEN TO BE ADMITTED IS
LIMITED.

EARLY APPLICATION IS ADVISED

·+·
Board and Tuition $400 a Year. Furnished Room Extra

+
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
THE DEAN

XXIV

CompUments of

•
•

·•·
Boston College

XXV

Compliments of

Pratt Coal Co.

5 PLEASANT STREET
WORCESTER - - MASSACHUSETTS

XXVI

COMPLIMENTS OF

D·enholm & McKay
Company

COMPLIME TS OF
-

WORCESTER'S LEADING

0-

DEPARTMENT STORE

The
-

Mendel Club

0----

SI TY-EIGHT COMPLETE
STORES OR SPECIALTY
S H O P S DEALI G I
ALMOST EVERYTHI G
EEDED I THE DAILY
LIFE OF THE PEOPLE

EX. GAUCHER

M.

Shoeing, Jobbing and Painting
Automobile Repairing and Forging
Ianufacturer of

SHOE REPAIRING

ALL KIDS OF CARRIAGE

-

Wood Work Done to Order
447 OUTHB RIDGE T REET

672

WORCESTER, MASS.
Phone Park 526

\i ·

0-

OUTHB RIDGE

TREET

RCE TER, M

Up One Flight

Phone Park 3508

F.

J.

Laird & Edwards

McGR IL

ELECTRIC
C MP_

MEATS, GROCERIES

Y

AND PROVISIONS

Electrical Contracting, Electrical Supplies
and Fixtures
We Retail at Wholesale Prices

194 FRO T

SIMON

T., WORCESTER, MASS

XXVII

79

OUTHB RIDGE STREET

W R E TER, M

,,.., _
~u•
'Z-~-4

Wetherbee & Co.
Book Binders, Paper Rulers
Blank Book Manufacturers

.
, IN ITS CL-A SS
THE LARGEST SELllJNG CIGAR
IN THE WOR_!,D

25 FOSTER

T-REET

FACT~RY . M_AN~HE~TE~,N.H.

WORCESTER, MASSACHU ETTS

Keep in Touch With Holy Cross

Murphy's Hair Cut
Shop

Affairs

at College Square

SUBSCRIBE TO

WILL MAKE YO
APPEAR CORRECT

WQt Jurplt
WHE

"NUF CED"

PURCHASI G GE TS'

Maginis & Walsh

CLOTHING
BUY FROM O E OF YOUR FRIE DS
TRY

TOM DEGNAN
FRONT STREET

Arrqttrrta
SHA VE OR HAIR CUT!
On your way down town, boys, stop in
and let us settle this important question
for you and we will guarantee to give
satisfaction at

F. G. Smith's Barber Shop
COLLEGE BARBERS

100 BOYLSTO

Electrical lViassage and Shampoo
Razors Honed

618 Southbridge St., Worcester, Mass.

BOSTO

XXVIII

STREET

MASSACHUSETTS

Compliments of

Junior Class

XXIX

Compliments of

Sophomore Class

XXX

Compliments of

Freshman Class

XXXI

Compliments of

McDermott Bros.
;Seneral "cntractcr8

Worcester, Mass.

18 Cedar Street

XXXII

